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Sec. VII

The Civil
War
1642
TO
1646

Section VII.—The Civil War. July 1642—Aug. 1646

{^AutJioritics.—To those before given we may add Warburton's biography of

Prince Rupert, Mr. Clements Markham's life of Fairfax, the Fairfax Corre-

spondence, and Ludlow's "Memoirs." Sprigg's " Anglia Rediviva'"' gives an

account of the New Model and its doings. For Cromwell, the primary authority

is Mr. Carlyle's " Life and Letters," an invaluable store of documents, edited

with the care of an anticiuary and the genius of a poet. Clarendon, who now

becomes of greater value, gives a good account of the Cornish rising.]

The breaking off of negotiations was followed on both sides Edgehill

by preparations for immediate war. Hampden, Pym, and Hollis

became the guiding spirits of a Committee of Public Safety which

was created by Parliament as its administrative organ ;
English

and Scotch officers were drawn from the Low Countries, and Lord

Essex named commander of an army, which soon rose to twent}'

thousand foot and four thousand horse. The confidence on the

Parliamentary side was great ;
" we all thought one battle would

decide," Baxter confessed after the first encounter ; for the King

was almost destitute of monc}' and arms, and in spite of his

strenuous efforts to raise recruits he was embarrassed b}- the

reluctance of his own adherents to begin the struggle. Resolved,

however, to force on a contest, he raised the Royal Standard at Au^. 22

Nottingham " on the evening of a very stormy and tempestuous

day," but the countr}' made no answer to his appeal ; while Essex,

who had quitted London amidst the shouts of a great multitude,

with orders from the Parliament to follow the King, " and by battle

or other way rescue him from his perfidious counsellors and restore

him to Parliament," mustered his army at Northampton. Charles

had but a handful of men, and the dash of a few regiments of

horse would have ended the war ; but Essex shrank from a

decisive stroke, and trusted to reduce the King to submission b\' a

show of force. As Charles fell back on Shrewsbury, Essex too

moved westward and occupied Worcester. But the whole face of

Vol. Ill—Part 25 4 E
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Sec. VII

The Civil
War
1642
TO
1646

Oct. 23,

1642

affairs suddenly changed. Catholics and royalists rallied fast to

the King's standard, and a bold march on London drew Essex

from Worcester to protect the capital. The two armies fell in

with one another on the field of Edgehill, near Banbury. The

Robert devxpxux Eabxt or ejjex hu xxclllxmcy:. Lord gj^nlioilLl ot.
the IbrfM t>U<>i' bjr )\ia /iLuiiiorttj of the Pkrllunaofe Tor the <lc^i-ncc oftiie Tiaa »ti<1 Jai^<lffmak

After jr. Hollar.

encounter was a surprise, and the battle which followed was little

more than a confused combat of horse. At its outset the desertion

of Sir Faithful Fortescue with a whole regiment threw the

Parliamentary forces Into disorder, while the royalist horse on
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either wing drove the cavalry of the enemy from the field ; but the sfx. vii

foot soldiers of Lord Essex broke the infantry which formed the thf Civil

centre of the King's line, and though his nephew, Prince Rupert, 1642
TO

brought back his squadrons in time to save Charles from capture 1646

PRINCE RUPERT.
^Mezzotint ly Iiiiiisclf.

or flight, the night fell on a drawn battle. The moral advantage

however, rested with the King. Essex had learned that his

troopers were no match for the Cavaliers, and his withdrawal

to Warwick left open the road to the capital. Rupert pressed for

4 E 2
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St^c. VII an instant march on London, but the proposal found stubborn

^"w*^?"'
opponents among the moderate royahsts, who dreaded the

1642
TU
1646

I'JLLAR UF STAn;CASF., CHRISP CHURCH, OXFORD.
Built c. 1640.

Charles ai complete triumph of Charles as much as his defeat. The King

therefore paused lor the time at Oxford, where he was received
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w'itli uproarious welcome ; and when the cowardice of its L^'arrison

delivered Reading to Rupert's horse, and his daring capture of

Brentford drew the royal army in his support almost to the walls

of the capital, the panic of the Londoners was already over, and

the junction of their trainbands with the arm\' of Essex forced

Charles to fall back again on his old quarters. But though the

Parliament rallied quickly from the blow of Edgehill, the war, as

its area widened through the winter, went steadily for the King.

The fortification of Oxford gave him a firm hold on the midland

counties ; while the balance of the two parties in the north was

Slv VI

1

The Civil
War
1642

11)

1646

/3 GOLD PIECE OF CHARLES i.

Coined at Oxford, 1643.

overthrown by the march of the Earl of Newcastle, with the force
he had raised in Northumberland, upon York. Lord Fairfax, the
Parliamentary leader in that county, was thrown back on the
manufacturing towns of the West Riding, where Puritanism found
its stronghold

;
and the arrival of the Queen with arms from Feb. 1643

Holland encouraged the royal army to push its scouts across the
Trent, and threaten the eastern counties, which held firmix- for the
Parliament. The stress of the war was shown hy the vigorous
exertions of the two Houses. Some negotiations A\hich had gone
on into the spring were broken off by the old demand that'' the
King should return to his Parliament

; London was fortified
; and

a tax of two millions a )'ear was laid on the districts which adhered
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Sec. \ II to the Parliamentary cause. Essex, whose army had been freshly

i'"E <-'iviL equipped, was ordered to advance upon Oxford ; but though the

1642 King held himself ready to fall back on the west, the Earl shrank
TO r ^

1646 from again risking his raw army in an encounter. He conhned

himself to the recapture of Reading, and to a month of idle

encampment round Brill.

The But while disease thinned his ranks and the royalists beat up
Cornish
Rising his quarters the war went more and more for the Kmg. 1 he

inaction of Essex enabled Charles to send a part of his small

force at Oxford to strengthen a royalist rising in the west. No-

where was the ro}-al cause to take so brave or noble a form as

among the Cornishmen. Cornwall stood apart from the general

life of England : cut off from it not onl}- by differences of blood

and speech, but b}- the feudal tendencies of its people, who clung

with a Celtic loyalty to their local chieftains, and suffered their

fidelity to the Crown to determine their own. The}- had as yet

done little more than keep the war out of their own count}- ; but

the march of a small Parliamentary force under Lord Stamford

A/ay 1643 upon Launccston forced them into action. A little band of

Cornishmen gathered round the chivalrous Sir Bevil Green\-il, "so

destitute of provisions that the best officers had but a biscuit a

day," and with onl)- a handful of powder for the whole force ; but

starving and outnumbered as the>' were, they scaled the steep rise

of Stratton Hill, sword in hand, and dro\'e Stamford back on

Exeter, with a loss of two thousand men, his ordnance and

baggage train. Sir Ralph Hopton, the best of the ro\-alist

generals, took the command of their army as it advanced into

Somerset, and drew the stress of the war into the West. Essex

despatched a picked force under Sir \\^illiam Waller to check their

advance ; but Somerset was alread}- lost ere he reached Bath, and

the Cornishmen stormed his strong position on Lansdowne Hill

in the teeth of his guns. I^ut the stubborn fight robbed the victors

of their leaders; Hopton was wounded, and Greenvil slain ; while

soon after, at the siege of Bristol, fell two other lieroes of the little

army, Sir Nicholas Shinning and Sir John Trevanion, " both \-ouno-

neither of them above eight and t\\cnt>-, of entire friendship to

one another, and to Sir Bc\'il Greenvil." Waller, beaten as he
/uljy 1643 was, hung on their weakened force, as it mo\-ed for aid upon
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Oxford, and succeeded in coopin<^ up the foot in Devizes. But Sec. vji

the horse broke throuszh, and ioinins; a force which Charles had the civil
^ •' ° War

sent to their rehef, turned back, and dashed Waller's army to 1642
TO

pieces in a fresh victor)- on Roundway Down. The Cornish 1646

SIR BEVIL GREENVII..
Picture in the collection of Mr. Bernard Grcnville

rising seemed to decide the fortune of the war
; and the succours

which his Queen was bringing him from the army of the North
determined Charles to make a fresh advance upon London. He
was preparing for this advance, when Rupert in a daring raid from
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Sec. VII Oxford OH thc Parliamentary army, met a part)' of horse with

TheCiivil Hampden at its head, on Chalgrove field. The skirmish

ended in the success of the royalists, and Hampden was

seen ridini,^ off thc field before the action was done, " which

he never used to do," with his head bending down, and rest-

Death of ing his hands upon the neck of his horse. He was mortally
amp en

^^rQ^j-^-jg^^ ^j-,^^ ]^jg (^jeath sccmcd an omen of the ruin of the cause

War
1642
TO

1646

AN ENGLISH TRADESMAN'S WIFE AND CITIZEN S DAUGUTEK.
Hollar, "Aula Veneris," 1649.

he loved. Disaster followed disaster. Essex, more and more

anxious for a peace, fell back on Oxbridge ; while a cowardly

surrender of l^ristol to Prince Rupert gave Charles the second

city of the kingdom, and the mastery of the West. The news fell

on the Parliament " like a .sentence of death. ' Thc Lords debated

nothing but proposals of jDcace. London itself was dixided ;
" a

great multitude of thc wives of substantial citizens " clamoured

at thc door of the Commons for peace ; and a flight of six of
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the few peers who remained at Westminster to the camp at sec. vii

Oxford proved the o-eneral despair of the ParUament's success. thk Civil
"^ ^ ^ War

From this moment, however, the firmness of the Parh'amentary 1642
TO

leaders began slowly to reverse the fortunes of the war. If 1646

Hampden was gone, Pym remained. The spirit of the Commons The

was worthy of their great leader : and Waller was received on his

return from Roundway Hill " as if he had brought the King prisoner

with him." A new army was placed under tlie command of Lord

Manchester to check the progress of Newcastle in the North. But

in the West the danger was greatest. Prince Maurice continued

his brother Rupert's career of success, and his conquest of Barn-

staple and Exeter secured Devon for the King. Gloucester alone

interrupted the communications between his forces in Bristol and

in the north ; and Charles moved against the city, with a hope of

a speedy surrender. But the gallant resistance of the town called Sept. 6

Essex to its relief It was reduced to a single barrel of powder

when the Earl's approach forced Charles to raise the siege ; and

the Puritan army fell steadily back again on London, after an

indecisive engagement near Newbury, in which Lord P^alkland fell

" ingeminating ' Peace, peace !

'
" and the London trainbands flung

Rupert's horsemen roughly off their front of pikes. In this

HIGHLAND DIRK.
Seventeenth Century.

Antiquarian Museum, Edinburgh.

posture of his affairs nothing but a great victory could have saved

the King, for the day which witnessed the triumphant return of

Essex witnessed the solemn taking of the Covenant. P\-m had

resolved at last to fling the Scotch sword into the wavering

balance ; and in the darkest hour of the Parliament's cause Sir

Harry Vane had been despatched .to Pxlinburgh to arrange the

terms on which the aid of Scotland would be given. First amonest ^-t-rt^"^

them stood the demand of a '' unit}- in Religion ;" an adoption, in Scotland
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TO
1646

Sec. VII Other words, of the Presbyterian system by the Church of

Thk Civil PLnq;land. Events had moved so rapidly since the carhcr debates
War ^ ^ -^

1642 on Church government in the Commons that some arrangement

of this kind had become a necessity. The bishops to a man, and

the bulk of the clergy, whose bent was purely episcopal, had

joined the royal cause, and were being expelled from their livings

as " delinquents." Some new system of Church government was

imperatively called for by the

religious necessities of the

countr}^ ; and though Pym
and the leading statesmen

were still in opinion moderate

Episcopalians, the growing

force of Presbyterianism, and

still more the needs of the

war, forced them to seek such

a system in the adoption of

the Scotch discipline. Scot-

land, for its part, saw that the

triumph of the Parliament

was necessary for its own

securit}-
; and whatever diffi-

culties stood in the wa\- of

Vane's war}- and rapid ne-

gotiations were removed by

the polic}- of the King. While

the Parliament looked for aid

to the north, Charles had

been seeking assistance from

the Irish rebels. The mas-

sacre had left them the

objects of a vengeful hate such as England had hardl\' known
before, but with Charles they were simply counters in his game
of king-craft. The conclusion of a truce with the Confederate

Catholics left the army under Lord Ormond, which had hitherto

held their revolt in check, at the King's disposal for service

in England. With tin- promise of Catholic support Charles

might even think himself strong enough to strike a blow

MOULD KOR MAKING COMMUNIOK-
TOKENS.

Seventeenth Century.

JJitriis. ' Oid Scottish Coin?iinnion Plate."
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at the government in Edinburgh ; and negotiations were soon

opened with the Irish CathoHcs to support by their landing in

Argylcshire a rising of the Highlanders under Montrose. None of

the King's schemes proved so fatal to his cause as these. As the

rumour of his intentions spread, ofhcer after ofificer in his own

arm\- flung down their commissions, the peers who had fled to

Oxford fled back again to London, and the royalist reaction in the

Parliament itself came utterly to an end. Scotland, anxious for

its own safety, hastened to sign the Covenant ; and the Commons,
" with uplifted hands," swore in St. Margaret's church to observe

it. The\' pledged themselves to " bring the Churches of God in

the three Kingdoms to the nearest conjunction and uniformity in

Sec. VII

The Civil
War
1642
TO
1646

Sept. 15

England
' s-wears

lo the

Covenant

hi-!'''

'!"•"'•"''''"''"'
iiiilil ii' il'

'

" ^
STAMP FuR MAKING COMMUNION-TOKENS.

.Seventeenlh Century.

Burns, ' Old Scottish Comiimnion Plate."

religion, confession of faith, form of Church government, direc-

tion for worship and catechizing ; that \\q, and our posterity after

us, ma\- as brethren live in faith and love, and the Lord may
delight to live in the midst of us "

: to extirpate Popery, prelacy,

superstition, schism, and profanencss ; to " preserve the rights and

privileges of the Parliament, and the liberties of the Kingdom ;

"'

to punish malignants and opponents of reformation in Church

and State ; to " unite the two Kingdoms in a firm peace and union

to all posterity." The Covenant ended with a solemn acknow-

ledgement of national sin, and a vow of reformation. " Our true,

unfeigned purpose, desire, and endeavour for ourselves and all

others under our power and charge, both in public and private, in

Sept. 25
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rilE SULli.M.N LEAGUE AND COVENANT, ILLUSTRATED bV W . HOLLAR, 104:
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all (-lutics wc owe t(-) God and man, is to amend our lives, and each

one to go before another in the example of a real reformation."

The conclusion of the Covenant had been the last work of Tym.

A " Committee of the Two Kingdoms " which \vas entrusted after

his death in December with the conduct of the war and of foreign

affairs did ihcir best to carry out the plans he had formed for the

coming }-car. The vast scope of these plans bears witness ,to his

amazing ability. Three strong armies, comprising a force of fifty

thousand men, had been raised for the coming campaign. Essex,

with the army of the centre, was charged with the duty of watching

the king at Oxford. Waller, ^\ ilh another army, was to hold Prince

Maurice in check in the west. The force of fourteen thousand men

Sec. VII

Thk Civil
War
1642
TO
1646

Marston
Moor

MEDAL OF THE EARL OF MANCHESTER.
British Museum.

which had been raised b)- the zeal of the eastern counties, and in

which Cromwell's name was becoming famous as a leader, was

raised into a third army under Lord Manchester, read}- to co-

operate in Yorkshire with Sir Thomas Fairfax. With Alexander

Lfeslie, Lord Leven, at its head, the Scotch army crossed the border

in Januar}- "in a great frost and snow," and Newcastle was forced

to hurr\- northward to arrest its march. His departure freed the

hands of P^airfax, who threw himself on the English troops from

Ireland that had landed at Chester, and after cutting them to

pieces marched as rapidl)' back to storm Selby. The danger in his

rear called back Newcastle, who returned from confronting the

Scots at Durham to throw himself into York, where he was
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besieged by Fairfax and by the Scotch army. The plans of Pym
were now rapidly developed. While Manchester marched with the

army of the Associated Counties to join the forces of Fairfax and

Lord Leven under the walls of York, Waller and Essex gathered

their troops round Oxford. Charles was thrown on the defensive.

Wi^^^-

Rolblrt Dxvzrevx, Zasxz or t&yuc. his Ixczl-

A//cr IF. Hollar.

Sec. VII

Titii Civil
War
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TO

1646

The troops from Ireland on which he counted had been cut to

pieces by Fairfax or by Waller, and in North and South he seemed

utterly overmatched. But he was far from despairing. He had

already answered Newcastle's cry for aid by despatching Prince

Rupert from Oxford to gather forces on the Welsh border ; and



OLIVER CROMWELL.
fietine iy Walker, at IIinchinbrooke.
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the brilliant partizan, after breaking the sieges of Newark and s.x.vii

Lathom House, burst over the Lancashire hills into Yorkshire, '^'»'-- civil
W AK

sHpped b)' the Parliamentary army, and made his way untouched 1642

into York. But the success of this feat of arms tempted him to a 1646

fresh act of daring ; he resolved on a decisive battle, and a dis- Murston

charge of musketry from the tv/o armies as they faced each other :

""''

on Marston Moor brought on, as evening gathered, a disorderly 1644.

engagement. On the one flank a charge of the King's horse broke

that of the enemy ; on the other, Cromwell's brigade won as com-

plete a success over Rupert's troopers. " God made them as

stubble to our swords," wrote the general at the close of the day
;

but in the heat of victory he called back his men from the chase to

back Manchester in his attack on the royalist foot, and to rout

their other wing of horse as it returned breathless from pursuing

the Scots. Nowhere had the fighting been so fierce. A young

Puritan who lay dying on the field told Cromwell as he bent over

him that one thing lay on his spirit. " I asked him what it was,"

Cromwell wrote afterwards. " He told me it was that God had

not suffered him to be any more the executioner of His enemies."

At night-fall all was over ; and the royalist cause in the north had

perished at a blow. Newcastle fled over sea : York surrendered,

and Rupert, with about six thousand horse at his back, rode south-

ward to Oxford. The blow was the more terrible that it fell on

Charles at a moment when his danger in the south was being

changed into triumph by a series of brilliant and unexpected suc-

cesses. After a month's siege the King had escaped from Oxford

followed by Essex and Waller ; had waited till Essex marched to

attack Prince Maurice at Lyme ; and then, turning fiercely on

Waller at Cropredy Bridge, had driven him back broken to London,

two days before the battle of Marston Moor. Charles followed up

his success by hurrying in the track of Essex, whom he hoped to

crush between his own force and that under Maurice. By a fatal

error, Essex plunged into Cornwall, where the country was hostile,

and where the King hemmed him in among the hills, drew his lines

tightly round his army, and forced the whole body of the foot to

surrender at his mercy, while the horse cut their way through the

besiegers, and Essex himself fled by sea to London. The day of

the surrender was signalized by a royalist triumph in Scotland

Vol. Ill
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Sec. VII which promised to undo what Marston Moor had done. 1 he Irish

The Civil CathoHcs fulfilled their covenant with Charles by the landing of
War •'

1642 Irish soldiers in Argyle ; and as had long since been arranged,
TO
1646 Montrose, throwing himself into the Highlands, called the clans to

arms. Flinging his new force on that of the Covenanters at

Tippermuir, he gained a victory which enabled him to occupy

Perth, to sack Aberdeen, and to spread terror to Edinburgh. The

news fired Charles, as he came up from the west, to venture on a

march upon London ; but though the Scots were detained at Xew-
Ne-wbiiry castle the rest of the victors at Marston Moor lay in his path at
Oct 27

Newbury ; and their force was strengthened by the soldiers who

had surrendered in Cornwall, but who had been again brought into

MEMORIAL MEDAL OF THE EARL OF ESSEX, 1646.

British Museum.

the field. The charges of the ro}'alists failed to break the Parlia-

mentary squadrons, and the soldiers of Essex wiped awa\- the

shame of their defeat by flinging themselves on the cannon they

had lost, and bringing them back in triumph to their lines. Crom-

well would have seized the moment of victory, but the darkness

hindered his charging with his single brigade. Manchester, mean-

while, in spite of the prayers of his officers, refused to attack.

Like Essex, he shrank from a crowning victory o\'er the King.

Charles was allowed to withdraw his army to Oxford, and even to

reappear unchecked in the field of his defeat.

Cromwell The quarrel of Cromwell with Lord Manchester at Newbury
was destined to give a new colour and direction to the war. Pyin,
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in fact, had hardly been borne to his grave in Westminster Abbey Sec. vii

before England instinctively recognized a successor of yet greater '^"^^'^"'

genius in the victor of Marston Moor. Born in the closing years 1642
TO

of I'^lizabeth's reign, the child of a cadet of the great house of the 1646

Cromwells of Hinchinbrook, and of kin through their mothers with 1599

Hampden and St. John, Oliver had been recalled by his father's

death from a short stay at Cambridge to the little family estate at

Huntingdon, Avhich he quitted for a farm at St. Ives. We have

already seen his mood during the }'ears of personal rule, as he

dwelt in " prolonging " and " blackness " amidst fancies of coming

death, the melancholy which formed the ground of his nature

feeding itself on the inaction of the time. But his energy made

itself felt the moment the t}'rann}' A\'as ov^er. His father had sat,

with three of his uncles, in the later Parliaments of Elizabeth.

Oliver had himself been returned to that of 162S, and the to^yn of

Cambridge sent him as its representative to the Short Parliament

as to the Long. It is in the latter that a courtier, Sir Philip

Warwick, gives us our first glimpse of his actual appearance. " I

cam.e into the House one morning, well clad, and perceived a

gentleman speaking whom I knew not, very ordinarily apparelled,

for it was a plain cloth suit, which seemed to have been made b}'

an ill country tailor. His linen was plain, and not very clean ; and

I remember a speck or two of blood upon his little band, which

was not much larger than his collar. His hat was without a hat-

band. His stature was of a good size ; his sword stuck close to

his side ; his countenance swoln and reddish ; his voice sharp and

untuneable, and his eloquence full of fervour." He was already

"much hearkened unto," but his power \\'as to assert itself in deeds

rather than in words. Men of his own time marked him out from

all others by the epithet of Ironside. He appeared at the head of Cromwell's
Brigade

a troop of his own raising at Edgehill
; but with the eye of a born

soldier he at once saw the blot in the army of Essex. "A set of

poor tapsters and town apprentices," he warned Hampden, " would

never fight against men of honour ; " and he pointed to religious

enthusiasm as the one weapon which could meet the chivalry of

the Cavalier. Even to Hampden the plan seemed impracticable
;

but the regiment of a thousand men which Cromwell raised for the

Association of the Eastern Counties was formed strictly of " men
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Sec. VII of religion." He spent his fortune freely on the task he set

^"wJr''"'
himself. " The business .... hath had of me in mone\- between

eleven and twelve hundred pounds, therefore my private estate can

do little to help the public .... I have little money of my own

(left) to help my soldiers." But they were " a lovely company," he

tells his friends with soldierly pride. No blasphemy, drinking,

disorder, or impiety were suffered in their ranks. "Not a man

1642
TO
1646

~-*=i^=»— 'G-J^^-

FIFER. r)RU>nrF.R.

]Food-carzi!>ig- at CroinvjcU House, Hi^hgatc.

swears but he pays his twelve pence." Nor was his choice of

"men of religion" the only innovation Cromwell introduced into

his new regiment. The social traditions which restricted com-

mand to men of birth were disregarded. " It ma}- be," he wrote,

in answer to complaints from the committee of the Association, "it

provokes your spirit to .see such plain men made captains of horse.

It had been well that men of honour and birth had entered into
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their cniplo)'mcnts
; but \\h)' du they not appear ? Jkit seeing it is Sf.c. vii

necessary the Avork must go on, better plain men than none : but 'J'"e Civil

best to hav'e men patient of wants, faithful and conscientious in 1642

their employment, and such, I hope, these will approve them-

selves." The words paint Cromwell's temper accurately enough :

he is far more of the practical soldier than of the reformer ; though

his genius already breaks in upon his aristocratic and conservative

TO
1646

TARGETEER, OFFICER OF INFANTRY.
]Vood-cari'iiig at CroiinvijU House, Highgate.

sympathies, and catches glimpses of the social revolution to which

the war was drifting. " I had rather," he once burst out im-

patiently, " have a plain russet-coated captain, that knows what he

fights for and loves what he knows, than what you call a gentle-

man, and is nothing else. I honour a gentleman that is so

indeed !

" he ends with a characteristic return to his more common
mood of feeling. The same practical temper broke out in a more
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Sec. VII Startling innovation. Bitter as had been his hatred of the bishops,

The Civil and strcnuouslv as he had worked to bring- about a change in
Wak ' i> o

1642 Church government, Cromwell, like most of the Parliamentary
TO
1646 leaders, seems to have been content with the new Presbytenanism,

Cronnvell and the Presbyterians \\'ere more than content with him. Lord

Dissidents
Manchester "suffered him to guide the army at his pleasure."

"The man, Cromwell," writes the Scotchman Baillie, "is a very

MUSKETEER. PIKEMAN.
U'ood-caiz'iiif; at Cronnvell House, Hig;hgate.

wise and active head, universalh' well beloved as relitrious and

stout." But against dissidents from the legal worship of the

Church the Presbyterians were as bitter as Laud himself; and, as

we shall see, Nonconformity was rising into proportions which

made its claim of toleration, of the freedom of religious worship,

one of the problems of the time. Cromwell met the problem in

his unspeculativc fashion, lie wanted good soldiers and good
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men; and, if thc\' were these, the Independent, the Baptist, the Sec. vii

Leveller, found entry among his troops. " Yc^u would respect
^"^^r^',''"'

them, did you see them," he answered the panic-stricken Presby-

terians who charged them with " Anabaptistry " and revolutionary

aims :

*' they are no Anabaptists : they are honest, sober Christians :

they expect to be used as men." He was soon to be driven—as in

the social change we noticed before—to a far larger and grander

1642
TO
1646

CALIVER-MAX. TARGETEER CARRYING A PIKE.
Wood-carving at Crojitweli House, Highgate.

point of view. But as yet he was busier with his new regiment

than with theories of Church and State ; and his horsemen were no

sooner in action than they proved themselves such soldiers as the

war had never seen }-et. " Truly they were never beaten at all,"

their leader said proudly at its close. At Winceby fight the>'

charged "singing psalms," cleared Lincolnshire of the Cavaliers,

and freed the eastern counties from all danger from Newcastle's
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Sec. VII

The Civil
War
1642
TO
1646

The New
Model

partizan.s. At Marston Moor they faced and routed Rupert's

chivalry. At Newbury it was only Manchester's reluctance that

hindered them from completing the ruin of Charles.

Cromwell had shown his capacity for organization in the

creation of his regiment; his military genius had displayed itself

at Marston Moor. Newbury first raised him into a political leader.

" Without a more speedy, vigorous, and effective prosecution of

MUSKETEER,
Wood-ca7vi}ig ai Cromwell House, Highgate.

the war," he said to the Commons after hi:, quarrel with Manches-

ter, "casting off all lingering proceedings, like those of soldiers of

fortune beyond sea to spin out a war, we shall make the kingdom
weary of us, and hate the name of a Parliament." But under the

leaders who at present conducted it a vigorous conduct of the war

was hopeless. They were, in Cromwell's plain words, "afraid to

conquer." They desired not to crush Charles, but to force him



WOOD-CARVING ON STAIRCASE, CROMWELL HOUSE, HIGHGATE.
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auces

Sec. VII back, with as much of his old strength remaining as might be, to

The Civil thc Dosition of a Constitutional King. The old loyalty, too.
War
1642 clogged their enterprise ; they shrank from the taint of treason.

1646 " If the King be beaten," Manchester urged at Newbury, " he will

still be king ; if he beat us he will hang us all for traitors." To a

mood like this Cromwell's attitude seemed horrible :
" If I met the

King in battle," he answered, according to a later story, " I would

fire my pistol at the King as at another." The army, too, as he

long ago urged at Edgehill, was not an army to conquer with.

Now, as then, he urged that till the whole force was new modelled,

and placed under a stricter discipline, " they must not expect any

notable success in anything they went about." But the first step

in such a re-organization must be a change of officers. The army

T/ie Self- was led and officered by members of the two Houses, and the Self-

Or'din- dcu^'ing Ordinance, as it was introduced b}' Cromwell and Vane,

declared the tenure of military or c\\n\ offices incompatible with a

seat in cither. The long and bitter resistance which this measure

met before it was finall)' passed in a modified form was justified at

a later time b)' the political results which followed the rupture of

the tic which had hitherto bound the army to the Parliament. But

the drift of public opinion was too strong to be withstood.

The passage of thc Ordinance brought about the retirement of

Essex, Manchester, and Waller ; and the new organization of the

army went rapidly on under a new commander-in-chief, Sir

Thomas Fairfax, the hero of the long contest in Yorkshire, and

who had been raised into fame by his victory at Nantwich, and his

bravery at Marston Moor. But behind Fairfax stood Cromwell
;

and thc principles on which Cromwell had formed his brigade were

carried out on a larger scale in the " New Model." The one aim

was to get together twent}- thousand " honest " men. " Be

careful," Cromwell had written, "what captains of horse you

choose, what men be mounted. A few honest men arc better than

numbers. If you choose godly honest men to be captains of horse,

honest men will follow them." The result was a curious medley of

men of different ranks among the officers of the New Model. The

bulk of those in high command remained men of noble or gentle

blood, Montagues, Pickerings, P'^ortescues, Sheffields, Sidneys, and

the like. But side by side with these, though in far smaller pro-
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portion, were seen officers like Ewer, who had been a serving-man, Sec. vii

Hke Okey, who had been a drayman, or Rainsborough, who had
^''^var^'^

been a " skipper at sea." A result hardly less notable was the 1642
TO
1646

SIR IHO.MAS FAIRP'AX.

From an engraving by H. Hotidins.

youth of the officers. Among those in high command there were

few who, like Cromwell, had passed middle age. Fairfax was but

thirty-three, and most of his colonels were even younger. Equally
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Sec. VII Strange was the mixture of religions in its ranks ;
though a large

i'"^^C'viL proportion of the infantry was composed of pressed recruits, the

cavalry was for the most part strongly Puritan, and in that part

of the army especially dissidence of every type had gained a firm

foothold.

Of the political and religious aspect of the New Model we shall

have to speak at a later time ; as yet its energy was directed solely

to " the speedy and vigorous prosecution of the war." Fairfax was

1642
TO
1646

Naseby

THE TREATV-H(»L:sE, UXBKIDGE.
Drawing; in Sutherland Collection, Bodleian Library.

no sooner ready for action than the polic}- of Cromwell was aided

by the policy of the King. From the hour when Newbury marked

the breach between the peace and war parties in the Parliament,

the Scotch Commissioners and the bulk of the Commons had

seen that their one chance of hindcrinsj what thc\- looked on as

revolution in Church and State lay in pressing for fresh negotia-

tions with Charles. Commissioners met at Uxbridge to draw up a

treaty ; but the hopes of concession which Charles held out were

suddenly withdrawn in the spring. He saw, as he thought, the
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1642
TO
1646

Parliamentary army dissolved and ruined by its new modelling, at Sec. vii

an instant when news came from Scotland of fresh successes on the The Civil
War

part of Montrose, and of his overthrow of the Marquis of Argyle's

troops '"in the victory of Inverlochy. "Before the end of the

summer," wrote the conqueror, " I shall be in a position to come to

your Majesty's aid with a brave army." The party of war gained

the ascendant ; and in May the King opened his campaign by a

march to the north. Leicester was stormed, the blockade of

BRIDGE OVER THE DEE AND BRIDGE GATES, CHESTER.
Sketch made by Randle Holme just before the siege.

Jl/S. Harl. 2073.

Chester raised, and the eastern counties threatened until Fairfax,

who had been unwillingly engaged in a siege of Oxford, hurried at

last on his track. Cromwell, who had been suffered by the House

to retain his command for a few days in spite of the Ordinance,

joined Fairfax as he drew near the King, and his arrival was greeted

b}' loud shouts of welcome from the troops. The two armies

met near Naseby, to the north-west of Northampton. The King

was eager to fight. " Never have my affairs been in as good a state,"

he cried ; and Prince Rupert was as impatient as his uncle. On

June 14,

1045
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the other side, even Cromwell doubted as a soldier the success of Sec. vii

the newly-drilled troops, though religious enthusiasm swept away "^"H^'^'^''-

doubt in the assurance of victory. " I can say this of Naseby," he 1642
TO

wrote soon after, " that when I saw the enemy draw up and march 1646

in gallant order towards us, and we a company of poor ignorant

men, to seek to order our battle, the general having commanded

me to order all the horse, I could not, riding alone about my
business, but smile out to God in praises, in assurance of victory,

because God would b\- things that are not bring to nought things

that are. Of which I had great assurance, and God did it." The

battle began with a furious charge of Rupert uphill, which routed

the wing opposed to him under Ireton ; while the royalist foot,

after a single discharge, clubbed their muskets and fell on the

centre under Fairfax so hotly that it slowly and stubbornly gave

way. But Cromwell's brigade were conquerors on the left. A
single charge broke the northern horse under Eangdale, who had

already fled before them at Marston Moor ; and holding his troops

firmly in hand, Cromwell fell with them on the flank of the royalist

foot in the ver\' crisis of its success. A panic of the King's reserve,

and its flight from the field, aided his efforts : it was in vain that

Rupert returned with forces exhausted by pursuit, that Charles, in

a passion of despair, called on his troopers for " one charge more."

The battle was over: artillery, baggage, even the royal papers, fell

into the conqueror's hands ; five thousand men surrendered ; only

two thousand followed the King in his headlong flight from the

field. The war was ended at a blow. While Charles wandered Close of

helplessly along the Welsh border in search of fresh forces, Fairfax '^ "^^

marched rapidl}' into Somersetshire, and routed the royal forces at

Langport. A victory at Kilsyth, which gave Scotland for the

moment to Montrose, threw a transient gleam over the darkening

fortunes of his master's cause ; but the surrender of Bristol to the

Parliamentary army, and the dispersion of the last force Charles

could collect in an attempt to relieve Chester, was followed by news

of the crushing and irretrievable defeat of the " Great Marquis " at Sept. 1645

Philiphaugh. In the wreck of the royal cause we may pause for a

moment over an incident which brings out in relief the best temper

of both sides. Cromwell "spent much time with God in prayer

before the storm " of Basing House, where the Marquis of \\\\-\-

Voi. Ill— Part 26 4 G
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Sec. VII Chester had held stoutly out through the war for the King. The
"^"^CmL storm ended its resistance, and the brave old royalist was brought

1642 in a prisoner with his house flaming around him. He " broke out,
"

TO
1646

JOHN" TAULET, I- 1 11 11 MAKijUlS UF WlNXllKSTKU.
From an engraving by R. Cooper after Peter Olizrr.

reports a Puritan bystantlcr, "and said, 'that if the King had no

more ground in England but Basing House lie would adventure it

as he did, and so maintain it to the uttermost,' comforting himself
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The seizure of his the c,v,l
War
1642
TCl

1646

in this matter ' tliat Basing" House was called Loyalty.'" Of loyalty Se.. vii

such as this Charles was utterly unworthy

papers at Naseby had hardl)' disclosed his earlier intrigues with the

Irish Catholics when the Parliament was able to reveal to England

a fresh treaty with them, which purchased no longer their neutrality,

but their aid, by the simple concession of every demand they had

made. The shame was without profit, for whatever aid Ireland

might have given came too late to be of service. The spring of

1646 saw the few troops who still clung to Charles surrounded and

routed at Stow. " You have done your \vork now," their leader,

Sir Jacob Astley, said bitterly to his conquerors, " and may go to

play, unless you fall out among yourselves."

SMALL BRASS CANNON, r.lVEN BY THE ARMOURERS COMPANY OF LONDON
TO CHARLES I. FOR HIS SON.

Tower of London.
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Sec. VI 11

Ti-LE Akmv
AND THI
Parlia-
ment

1646

1649

Section VIII.—The Army and the Parliament, 1646— 1649

\AutJioriiies.— Mainly as before, though Clarendon, invaluable during the

war, is tedious and unimportant here, and Cromwell's letters become, unfortu-

nately, few at the moment when we most need their aid. On the other hand

Ludlow and Whitelock, as well as the passionate and unscrupulous " Memoirs"

of Holies and Major Hutchinson, become of much importance. For Charles

himself, we have Sir Thomas Herbert's "Memoirs" of the last two years of

this reign. Burnet's "Lives of the Hamiltons " throw a good deal of light

on Scotch affairs at this time, and Sir James Turner's " Memoir of the Scotch

Invasion." The early history of the Independents, and of the principle of

religious freedom, is told by Mr. Masson (" Life of Milton," vol. iii.).]

With the close of the Civil War we enter on a time of confused

struggles, a time tedious and uninteresting in its outer details, but

of higher interest than even the war itself in its bearing on our

after history. Modern England, the England among whose

thoughts and sentiments we actually live, began however dimly

with the triumph of Naseby. Old things passed silently away.

^Vhen Astley gave up his sword the " work " of the generations

which had struggled for Protestantism against Catholicism, for

public liberty against absolute rule, in his own emphatic phrase,

was " done." So far as these contests were concerned, however the

later Stuarts might strive to revive them, England could safely "go

to play." But with the end of this older work a new work began.

The constitutional and ecclesiastical problems which still in one

shape or another beset us started to the front as subjects of

national debate in the years between the close of the Civil War
and the death of the King. The great parties which have ever

since divided the social, the political, and the religious life of

England, whether as Independents and Presbyterians, as Whigs

and Tories, as Conservatives and Liberals, sprang into organized

existence in the contest between the Army and the Parliament.

Then On- the first time began a struggle \\hich is far from having
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ended yet, a struggle between political tradition and political siic. viii

progress, between the principle of religious conformity and the '''"e arm'

principle of religious freedom.

It was the religious struggle which drew the political in its

train. We have already witnessed the rise under Elizabeth of sects

who did not aim, like the Presbyterians, at a change in Church

government, but rejected the notion of a national Church at all.

Parlia-
ment

1646
TO
1649

The
Indepen-
dents

TWO UPSTART PROPHETS SECTARIAN PRE.^CHERS AND WEAVERS.
Tract, 1636.

and insisted on the right of each congregation to perfect independ-

ence of faith and worship. At the close of the Queen's reign, how-

ever, these " Brownists " had almost entirely disappeared. Some of

the dissidents, as in the notable instance of the congregation that

produced the Pilgrim Fathers, had found a refuge in Holland ; but

the bulk had been driven by persecution to a fresh conformit)'

with the Established Church. "As for those which we call

Brownists," says Bacon, " being when they were at the best a very

small number of very silly and base people, here and there in
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MENT

1646
TO
1649

Sec. VIII corners dispersed, thc}' are now, thanks to God, b)' the good

The akmy remedies that have been used, suppressed and worn out so that
AND THE

^ ,

parlia- there is scarce any news of them." As soon, however, as Abbot s

primacy promised a milder rule, the Separatist refugees began to

venture timidly back again to England. During their exile in

Holland the main body had con-

tented themselves with the free

developement of their system

of independent congregations,

each forming in itself a com-

plete Church, and to them the

name of Independents attached

itself at a later time. A small

part, however, had drifted into

a more marked severance in

doctrine from the Established

Church, especial]}' in their

belief of thc necessity of adult

baptism, a belief from which

their obscure congregation at

Leyden became known as that

of thc Baptists. Both of these

sects gathered a church in

London in thc middle of

James's reign, but the perse-

cuting zeal of Laud prevented

any spread of their opinions

under that of his successor
;

and it was not till their num-

bers were suddenly increased

by the return of a host of emi-

grants from New England, with

Hugh Peters at their head, on

the opening of the Long Parliament, tliat the Congregational or

Independent body began to attract attention. Lilburne and Burton

soon declared themselves adherents of w hat was called " the New
England way

;

" and a year later saw in London alone the rise of

" four score congregations of several sectaries," as Bishop Hall

1640

JOHN LILBURNE.

Prints 1649, in British Muschih.
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scornfull)' tells us, "instructed by guides fit for them, cobblers, Sec. viii

tailors, felt-makers, and such-like trash." But little relig-ious the armv
^ AND THE

weight however could be attributed as yet to the Congregational
^^J^e^t'

movement. Baxter at this time had not heard of the existence of 1646
TO

1649

Confeftid mier a SmitK a sHo-^maktr fX J'axfCor

" THKSE TKADESMEN ARE PREACHERS IN THE CITY OF LONDON, I647.

Broadside in British Musciuii.

any Independents. Milton in hi;> earlier pamphlets shows no sign

of their influence. Of the hundred and fi\c ministers present in the

Westminster Assembly only five were Congregational in sympathy,

and these were all returned refugees from Holland. Among the
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Sec. viii one hundred and twenty London ministers in 1643, only three were

The Army susDccted of leanino;s towards the Sectaries.
AND THE ^ -^

^C:l^!J^' The strucrHe with Charles in fact at its outset only threw new

^^646 difficulties in the way of religious freedom. It was with strictlv
TO J iD ^

1649 conservative aims in ecclesiastical as in political matters that Pym
Presby- and his colleagues began the strife. Their avowed purpose was
terian . _, .

England Simply to restore the Church of England to its state under

Elizabeth, and to free it from " innovations," from the changes

introduced by Laud and his fellow prelates. The great majority

of the Parliament were averse to any alterations in the constitution

or doctrine of the Church itself ; and it was only the refusal of the

bishops to accept any diminution of their power and revenues, the

growth of a party hostile to Episcopalian government, the necessity

for purchasing the aid of the Scots by a union in religion as in

politics, and above all the urgent need of constructing some new

ecclesiastical organization in the place of the older organization

which had become impossible from the political attitude of the

bishops, that forced on the two Houses the adoption of the

Covenant. But the change to a Presbyterian system of Church

government seemed at that time of little import to the bulk of

Englishmen. The dogma of the necessity of bishops was held by

few, and the change was generally regarded with approval as one

which brought the Church of England nearer to that of Scotland

and to the reformed Churches of the Continent. But whatever

might be the change in its administration, no one imagined that it

had ceased to be the Church of England, or that it had parted

with its right to exact conformity to its worship from the nation at

large. The Tudor theory of its relation to the State, of its right to

embrace all Englishmen within its pale, and to dictate what should

be their faith and form of worship, remained utterh' unquestioned

by any man of note. The sentiments on which such a theory

rested indeed for its main support, the power of historical tradition,

the association of " dissidence " with danger to the State, the

strong English instinct of order, the as strong English dislike of

"innovations," with the abhorrence of " indifferencv," as a sio-n of

lukewarmness in matters of religion, had only been intensified by

the earlier incidents of the struggle with the King. The Parlia-

ment therefore had steadily pressed on the new svstem of
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ecclesiastical government in the midst of the troubles of the war. sec. viii

An Assembly of Divines which was called torether at Westminster the army
AND THE

in 164^, and which sat in the Jerusalem Chamber durinq; the five parlia-
T^J' J t> MENT

years which followed, was directed to revise the Articles, to draw 1646
TO

up a Confession of Faith, and a Directory of Public Worship ; and 1649

these with a scheme of Church government, a scheme only dis- Wcs/miu-

tinguished from that of Scotland by the significant addition of a Assembly

lay court of superior appeal set by Parliament over the whole it;43-i648

The Orchodovrrue IMinlfrer, the Seducer md falfe Prophet.

CllJRCH AND CONVENTICLE.
Tract, "A Glasse for the Times" 1641.

system of Church courts and assemblies, were accepted by the

Houses and embodied in a series of Ordinances.

Had the change been made at the moment when ''with uplifted Freedom

hands " the Commons swore to the Covenant in St. Marsraret's °„-S°rj

it would probably have been accepted by the countr\' at large.

But it met with a very different welcome when it came at the end

of the war. In spite of repeated votes of Parliament for its

establishment, the pure Presbyterian system took root only in

science
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Sec. VIII London and Lancashire. While the Divines, indeed, were

The Akmy drawing up their platform of uniform belief and worship in the
AND THE Oil
parlia- Jerusalem Chamber, dissidcnce had grown into a religious power.
MENT -' ° OX
1646 In the terrible agony of the struggle against Charles, individual
TO .....

1649 conviction became a stronger force than religious tradition.

Theological speculation took an unprecedented boldness from the

temper of the times. Four years after the war had begun a

horror-stricken pamphleteer numbered sixteen religious sects as

existing in defiance of the law ; and, widely as these bodies

differed among themselves, all were at one in repudiating any

right of control in faith or worship by the Church or its clergy.

Milton himself had left his Presbyterian stand-point, and saw that

" new Presbyter is but old Priest writ large." The question of

sectarianism soon grew into a practical one from its bearing on the

war ; for the class specially infected with the new spirit of religious

freedom was just the class to whose zeal and vigour the Parliament

was forced to look for success in its struggle. We have seen the

prevalence of this spirit among the farmers from whom Cromwell

drew his horsemen, and his enlistment of these " sectaries " was

the first direct breach in the old system of conformity. The

Cromivell scntimcnts of the farmers indeed were not his own. Cromwell had

,
,"" ,. signed the Covenant, and there is no reason for crediting him with

toleration ° ' *=>

any aversion to Presbyterianism as a system of doctrine or of

Church organization. His first step was a purely practical one, a

step dictated by military necessities, and excused in his mind by a

sympath}' with " honest " men, as well as b}' the growing but still

vague notion of a communion among Christians wider than that

of outer conformity in worship or belief l^ut the alarm and

remonstrances of the Presb\'terians forced his mind rapidh"

forward on the path of toleration. " The State in choosing men to

serve it," Cromwell wrote before Marston Moor, " takes no notice

of these opinions. If they be willing faithfulK- to serve it, that

satisfies." Marston Moor spurred him to press on the Parliament

the need of at least "tolerating" dissidents ; and he succeeded in

procuring the appointment of a Committee of the Commons to

find some means of effecting this. P)iil the conservative temper of

the l)ull< of the Puritans was at last roused b)- his efforts. "We
detest and abhor," wrote the LoikUjii clergy in 1(345, "the much
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endeavoured Toleration ; " and the Corporation of London

petitioned Parliament to suppress all sects "without toleration."

The Parliament itself too remained steady on the conservative

side. But the fortunes of the war told for religious freedom.

Essex and his Pres-

b y t c r i a n s only
marched from defeat

to defeat. In re-

modelling the arm\'

the Commons had

rejected a demand

made bv the Lords

that officers and

men, besides taking

the Covenant, should

submit " to the form

of Church govern-

ment that was al-

ready voted by both

Houses." The vic-

tory of N a s c b

y

raised a wider ques-

tion than that of

mere toleration.

" Honest men served

you faithfully in this

action," Cromwell

wrote to the Speaker

of the House of

Commons from the

field. "Sir, they are

trustv : I beseech

you in the name of

God not to discour-

^^^^^^^^»
<^\^^^^^N^^^^S\^^^ \^NSx-:-n<s^V\nVx\>V^n>n\v\\\\\v>

^=%{Tke foiUh p Tofpecto/ part >|^ ^ o/ihe Co/tie ofBnftoll 9 J j

BRISTOL CASTLE.

Millard's Map of Bristol, 1763 ; from a drazving,
1642— 1656.

age them. He that ventures his life for the liberty of his

country, I wish he trust God for the liberty of his conscience."

The storm of Bristol encouraged hini to proclaim the new

principles yet more distinctly. " Presbyterians, Independents, all

Siic. VIII

'I'hil Armv
AND THE
Pari.ia-
MEN r

1646
Til

1649
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Sec. VIII here have the same spirit of faith and prayer, the same presence

The Army ^-^ncl answer. They ao;rec here, liavc no names of difference

;

AND THE ^ "^

^MENT P^^y '^ ^^ ^^ should be otherwise anywhere. All that believe

1646

1649

a JO n{if :Cefenhn£
Xrotne r

A PIOUS AND SEASONABLE PERSWASIVE TO THE SONNES OF ZION.
Broadside, 1647, '" British ISIuscuin.

have the real unity, which is the most glorious, being the inward

and spiritual, in the bod>' and in the head. For being united

in forms (commonly called uniformit}-\ every Christian will for

peace' sake study and do as f;ir as conscience v/ill permit. And
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from brethren in things of the mind wc look for no compulsion sec. viii

but that of lio-ht and reason." i'"": Armv
'-' AND THE

The increasin£r firmness of Cromwell's lanp;uap;e was due to the parlia-
O 00 MENT

growing irritation of his opponents. The two parties became every 1646

day more clearly defined. The Presbyterian ministers complained 1649

bitterly of the increase of the sectaries, and denounced the tolera- Charles

tion which had come into practical existence without sanction from presby-

the law. Scotland, whose army was still before Newark, pressed tenans

for the execution of the Covenant and the universal enforcement of

a religious uniformity. Sir Harr)- Vane, on the other hand, was

striving to bring the Parliament round to less rigid courses by the

introduction of two hundred and thirty new members, who filled

the seats left vacant by royalist secessions, and the more

eminent of whom, such as Ireton and Algernon Sydney, were in-

clined to support the Independents. But it was only the pressure

of the New Model, and the remonstrances of Cromwell as its

mouthpiece, which hindered any effective movement towards per-

secution. Amidst the wreck of his fortunes Charles intrigued

busily with both parties, and promised liberty of worship to Vane
and the Independents, at the moment when he was negotiating

with the Parliament and the Scots. His negotiations were

quickened by the march of Fairfax upon Oxford. Driven from Charles {71

his last refuge, the King after some aimless wanderings made his Camp'^

appearance in the camp of the Scots. Lord Leven at once fell -^^'^y 1646

back with his royal prize to Newcastle. The new aspect of affairs

threatened the party of religious freedom with ruin. Hated as

they were by the Scots, by the Lords, by the City of London, the

apparent junction of Charles with their enemies destroyed their

growing hopes in the Commons, where the prospects of a speed)'

peace on Presbyterian terms at once swelled the majority of their

opponents. The two Houses laid their conditions of peace before

the King without a dream of resistance from one who seemed to

have placed himself at their mercy. They required for the Parlia-

ment the command of the arm\' and fleet for twenty years ; the

exclusion of all " Malignants," or royalists who had taken part in

the war, from civil and militar)' office ; the abolition of Episcopacy
;

and the establishment of a Presbyterian Church. Of toleration or

liberty of conscience they said not a word. The Scots pressed
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Sec. VIII these terms on the King " with tears;" his friends, and even the

The Army Queen, urred their acceptance. But the aim of Charles was

simply delay. Time and the dissensions of his enemies, as he be-

lieved, were fighting for him. " I am not without hope," he wrote

coolly, " that I shall be able to draw cither the Presbyterians or the

Independents to side with me for extirpating one another, so that

AND THE
Parlia-
ment

1646
TO
1649

IjENZIL HuLLKS.
Frontispiece {engraved by R. li'/tiie) to his jMciiioirs, 1699.

I shall be really King again." His refusal of the terms oftcred by
the Houses was a crushing defeat for the Presbyterians. " What
will becom.e of us," asked one of tlv:m, " now that tlic King has

rejected our proposals.?" "What would ha\e become of us," re-

torted an Independent, "had lie accepted them V The \-igour of

Holies and the Conservative leaders in the Parliament rallied how-
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ever to cL bolder effort. The King's game lay in balancing the Sec. vni

army against the Parliament ; and while the Scotch army lay at the armyJO ' J J AND THE

Newcastle the Houses could not insist on dismissing their own.

It was only a withdrawal of the Scots from England and their

transfer of the King's person into the hands of the Houses that

would enable them to free themselves from the pressure of their

own soldiers b)' disbanding the New Model. Hopeless of success

A^
Paklia-
MENT

1646
TO
16^9

ANDERSON S PLACE.
House in which Charles I. lodged at Newcastle.

with the King, and unable to bring him into Scotland in face of Surrender

the refusal of the General Assembly to receive a sovereign who "iw
would not swear to the Covenant, the Scottish army accepted ./"'' 1647

^,400,000 in discharge of its claims, handed Charles over to a com-
mittee of the Houses, and marched back over the Border. Masters

of the King, the Presbyterian leaders at once moved boldly to

their attack on the New Model and the Sectaries. They voted
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The Akmy
AND THE
Parlia-
ment

1646
10

1649

Sec^iu that the army should be disbanded, and that a new army should

be raised for the suppression of the Irish rebellion with Presby-

terian officers at its head. It was in vain that the men protested

against being severed from " officers that we love," and that the

Council of Officers strove to gain time by pressing on the Parlia-

ment the danger of mutiny. Holies and his fellow-leaders were

resolute, and their ecclesiastical legislation showed the end at

which their resolution aimed. Direct enforcement of conformity

was impossible till the New Model was disbanded ; but the Parlia-

ment pressed on in the work of providing the machinery for en-

forcing it as soon as the army was gone. Vote after vote ordered

BLACKSMITHS.
IMiddle Seventeenth Century.

Ballad in Roxlnirghc Collection.

The
Army

and the
Parha-
ment

the setting up of Presbyteries throughout the countr}-, and the

first-fruits of these efforts were .seen in the Presbyterian organiza-

tion of London, and in the first meeting of its Synod at St.

Paul's. Even the officers on P'airfax's staff were ordered to take

the Covenant.

All hung however on the disbanding of the New Model, and the

New Model showed no will to disband itself Its attitude can only

fairly be judged by remembering what man)' of the conquerors of

Naseby real!)' were. They were soldiers of a dificrent class and
of a different temper from the soldiers of an\' other arm}- that the

world has seen. They were for the most part young farmers and
traclesmen of the lower sort, maintaining themselves, for the pay
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Sec. VIII those of citizcns, and of citizens who were ready the moment their

The Army aim was won to rctum peacefully to their homes. Thoucrht and
AND THE '^ -' =>

^.ment'" discussion had turned the army into a vast Parliam.ent, a Parlia-

1646 ment which regarded itself as representative of " godly " men in

1649

MKNRY IRETON.

Front an engraving hy Hoiihrakcn of a iitiniaturc by S. Coo/'cr.

as high a degree as the Parliament at Westminster, and which

must have become every day more conscious of its superiority in

political capacity to its rival. Ircton, the moving spirit of the

New Model, had no equal as a statesman in St. Stephen's : nor is

it possible to compare the large and far-sighted proposals of the
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arm)' with the bhnd and narrow poh'c)- of the two Houses, sec. viii

Whatever we may think of the means by which the New the army
AND THE

aims, we must in justice remember that, Parlia-
-' ' WENT

Model sought its

so far as those aims

went, the New Model was

in the right. For the last

two hundred }'ears England

has been doing little more

than carrying out in a

slow and tentative way the

scheme of political and

religious reform which the

army propounded at the

close of the Civil War.

It was not till the rejec-

tion of the officers' pro-

posals had left little hope

of conciliation that the

arm\' acted, but its action

was quick and decisive. It

set aside for all political

purposes the Council of

Officers, and elected a new

Council of Agitators or

Agents, two members being

named by each regiment,

which summoned a general

meeting of the army at

Triploe Heath, where the

proposals of pay and dis-

banding made by the Par-

liament were rejected with

cries of " Justice." While

the army was gathering,

in fact, the Agitators had

taken a step which put submission out of the question. A
rumour that the King was to be removed to London, a new army
raised, a new civil war begun, roused the soldiers to madness.

4 11 2

GILT ARMOUR GIVEN TO CHARLES L
THE CITY OF LONDON.

Tower of London.
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TO

1649
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Sec. Mil Fi'vc hundi'ccl troopers suddenly appeared before Holmby House,

The Army wherc the Kino- ^vas residing" in charp-e of Parliamentary Com-
AND THli ^

. .

Paklia- missioncrs, and displaced its cruards. " Where is \'our commis-

1646 sion for this act ?
" Charles asked the cornet who commanded

TO

1649 them. " It is behind me," said Joyce, pointing to his soldiers.

The " It is written in very fine and legible characters," laughed

the Kino- the King. The seizure had in fact been previously concerted

June 1647 between Charles and the Agitators. " I will part willingly," he

told ]oycc, "if the soldiers confirm all that you have promised

me. You will exact from me nothing that offends my conscience

or my honour." "It is not our maxim," replied the cornet, "to

constrain the conscience of any one, still less that of our King."

After a fresh burst of terror at the news, the Parliament fell

furiously on Cromwell, who had relinquished his command and

quitted the army before the close of the war, and had ever since

been employed as a mediator between the two parties. The

charge of having incited the mutiny fell before his vehement pro-

test, but he was driven to seek refuge with the army, and on the.

25th of June it was in full march upon London. Its demands

were expressed with perfect clearness in an " Humble Representa-

tion " which it addressed to the Houses. " We desire a settlement

of the Peace of the kingdom and of the liberties of the subject

according to the votes and declarations of Parliament. W^e desire

no alteration in the civil government : as little do we desire to

interrupt or in the least to intermeddle with the settling of the

Presbyterial government." They demanded toleration ; but " not

to open a way to licentious living under pretence of obtaining ease

for tender consciences, we profess, as ever, in these things when

the state has made a settlement we have nothing to say, but to

submit or suffer." It was with a view to such a settlement that

they demanded the expulsion of eleven members from the Com-
mons, with Holies at their head, whom the soldiers charged \\\t\\

stirring up strife between the arm)- and the Parliament, and with

a design of renewing the ci\il \\ar. After fruitless negotiations

the terror of the Londoners forced the ele\-en to withdraw
;

and the IIouscs named Commissioners to treat on the questions at

issue.

Though Fairfax and Cromwell had been forced from their
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The Army
AND THR
Parlia-
iMENT

position as mediators into a hearty co-operation with the army, its si;c. viii

pohtical direction rested at this moment with Cromwell's son-in-

law, Henry Ireton, and Ireton looked for a real settlement, not to

the Parliament, but to the Kino;. " There must be some differ- 1646
' •=" TO

cnce," he urged bluntly, "between conquerors and conquered;" 1649

but the terms which he laid before Charles were terms of studied The

moderation. The vindictive spirit which the Parliament had and the

shown against the royalists and the Church disappeared in the
*"^

terms exacted by the New Model ;
and the army contented itself

with the banishment of seven leading " delinquents," a general

Act of Oblivion for the rest, the withdrawal of all coercive power

from the clergy, the control of Parliament over the military and

naval forces for ten )'ears, and its nomination of the great officers

of state. Behind these demands however came a masterlv and

comprehensive plan of political reform which had already been

sketched by the army in the "Humble Representation," with which

it had begun its march on London. Belief and worship were to be

free to all. Acts enforcing the use of the Prayer-book, or at-

tendance at Church, or the enforcement of the Covenant were to

be repealed. Even Catholics, whatever other restraints might be

imposed, were to be freed from the bondage of compulsorv^ wor-

ship. Parliaments were to be triennial, and the House of Com-

mons to be reformed by a fairer distribution of seats and of

electoral rights ; taxation was to be readjusted ; legal procedure

simplified ; a crowd of political, commercial, and judicial privileges

abolished. Ireton believed that Charles could be " so managed "

(says Mrs. Hutchinson) " as to comply with the public good of his

people after he could no longer uphold his violent will." But

Charles was equally dead to the moderation and to the wisdom of

this great Act of Settlement. He saw in the crisis nothing but an

opportunity of balancing one party against another
; and believed

that the army had more need of his aid than he of the army's.

" You cannot do without me—you are lost if I do not support

you," he said to Ireton as he pressed his proposals. "You have

an intention to be the arbitrator between us and the Parliament,"

Ireton quietly replied, "and we mean to be so between the Parlia-

ment and your Majesty." But the King's tone was soon ex-

plained. A mob of Londoners broke into the House of Commons,
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Sec. VIII and forced its members to recall the eleven. While some fourteen

The Army peers and a hundred commoners fled to the army, those who re-
AND THli •

Parlia- mained at Westminster prepared for an open struggle with it, and

1646 invited Charles to return to London. But the news no sooner
TO

1649 reached the camp than the army was again on the march. " In

two days," Cromwell said coolly, " the cit}- will be in our hands."

Aug. 6 -phe soldiers entered London in triumph, and restored the fugitive

members ; the eleven were again expelled, and the army leaders

resumed negotiations with the King. The indignation of the

soldiers at his delays and intrigues made the task hourly more

difficult ; but Cromwell, who now threw his whole weight on

Ireton's side, clung to the hope of accommodation with a pas-

sionate tenacity. His mind, conservative by tradition, and above

all practical in temper, saw the political difficulties which would

follow on the abolition of Monarchy, and in spite of the King's eva-

sions he persisted in negotiating with him. But Cromwell stood

almost alone
;
the Parliament refused to accept Ireton's proposals

as a basis of peace, Charles still evaded, and the army grew rest-

less and suspicious. There were cries for a wide reform, for the

abolition of the House of Peers, for a new House of Commons
;

and the Agitators called on the Council of Officers to discuss the

question of abolishing royalty itself Cromwell was never braver

than when he faced the gathering storm, forbade the discussion,

adjourned the Council, and sent the officers to their regiments.

But the strain was too great to last long, and Charles was still

resolute " to play his game." He was in fact so far from being in

earnest in his negotiation with Cromwell and Ireton, that at the

moment they were risking their lives for him he was conducting

another and equally delusive negotiation with the Parliament,

fomenting the discontent in London, preparing for a fresh royalist

rising, and for an intervention of the Scots in his favour. " The

two nations," he wrote joyousl)-, " will soon be at war." All that

was needed for the success of his schemes was his own libcrt}' ; and

Fliglit of in the midst of their hopes of an accommodation the arm\' leaders

Vox- 1647
fo*^"*^ \\\t\\ astonishment that thc\' had been duped throughout

and that the King had fled.

The j]-j^ flight fanned tlic excitement of the New Model into frenz\-,Second "^

Civil War and f)nl)' the courage of Cromwell averted an open mutiny in
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its gathering at Ware. But even Cromwell was powerless to break Sec. viii

the spirit which now pervaded the soldiers, and the King's perfidy '^he armv
^ O I J ^fjD TUP

left him without resource. " The King is a man of great parts and
^^^n't

"

great understanding," he said, "but so great a dissembler and so 1646
TO

false a man that he is not to be trusted." The danger from his 1649

GATEWAY OF CARISBROOK CASTLE.
After J. M. IF. Turner.

escape indeed soon passed awa\-. By a strange error Charles had
ridden from Hampton Court to the Isle of Wight, perhaps with

some hope from the sympathy of Colonel Hammond, the Governor
of Carisbrook Castle, and again found himself a prisoner. Foiled

in his effort to put himself at the head of the new civil war, he set
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Sec. VIII himself to organize it from his prison ; and while again opening

the^Ari^^y delusive negotiations with the Parliament, he signed a secret treaty

with the Scots for the invasion of the realm. The practical

suspension of the Covenant and the triumph of the party of

religious liberty in England had produced a violent reaction across

the Tweed. The moderate party had gathered round the Duke of

Hamilton, and carried the elections against Argyle and the more

zealous religionists ; and on the King's consenting to a stipulation

1648 for the re-establishment of Presbytery in England, they ordered

AND THE
Parlia-
ment

1646
TO

1649

" TliE HUMBLE TETITION OF JOCK OF BREAD.
T?-aci, 1648.

an army to be levied for his support. In England the whole of the

conservative party, with many of the most conspicuous members of

the Long Parliament at its head, was drifting, in its horror of the

religious and political changes which seemed impending, towards

the King
;
and the news from Scotland gave the signal for fitful

insurrections in almost every quarter. London was only held

down by main force, old officers of the Parliament unfurled the

royal flag in South Wales, and surprised Pembroke. The seizure

of Berwick and Carlisle opened a way for the Scotch invasion.

Kent, Essex, and ilertfurd broke out in revolt. The fleet in the
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Downs sent their captains on shore, hoisted the King's pennon, suc. viii

and blockaded the Thames. " The hour is come for the Parhamcnt The army
AND THE

to save the kingdom and to govern alone," cried Cromwell ; but the
^^"^en^"

Parliament only showed itself eaeer to take advantage of the crisis 1646

to profess its adherence to monarchy, to re-open the negotiations it 1649

had broken off with the King, and to deal the fiercest blow at The
Houses

religious freedom which it had ever received. The Presbyterians and the

flocked back to their seats ; and an " Ordinance for the suppression ^^^^y

of Blasphemies and Heresies,' which Vane and Cromwell had long

held at bay, was passed by triumphant majorities. An\- man

—

ran this terrible statute—denying the doctrine of the Trinit\- or of

the Divinity of Christ, or that the books of Scripture arc " the

Word of God," or the resurrection of the bodv, or a future da\- of

judgment, and refusing on trial to abjure his heresy, " shall suffer

the pain of death." Any man declaring (amidst a long list of

other errors) "that man by nature hath free will to turn to God,"

that there is a Purgator}-, that images are lawful, that infant

baptism is unlawful ; any one denying the obligation of observing

the Lord's day, or asserting " that the Church government by

Presbytery is anti-Christian or unlawful," shall on a refusal to

renounce his errors " be commanded to prison." It was plain that

the Presbyterians counted on the King's success to resume their

policy of conformity, and had Charles been free, or the New Model

disbanded, their hopes would probably have been realized. But

Charles was still safe at Carisbrook ; and the New Model was

facing ficrccl}' the danger which surrounded it. The wanton

renewal of the war at a moment when all tended to peace swept

from the mind of Fairfax and Cromwell, as from that of the army
at large, every thought of reconciliation with the King. Soldiers

and generals were at last bound together again in a stern

resolve. On the eve of their march against the revolt all gathered

in a solemn prayer-meeting, and came "to a very clear and joint

resolution, ' That it was our duty, if ever the Lord brought us back

again in peace, to call Charles Stuart, that man of blood, to account

for the blood he has shed and mischief he has done to his utmost

against the Lord's cause and people in this poor nation.' " In a

few days Fairfax had trampled down the Kentish insurgents, and

had prisoned those of the eastern counties within the walls of
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Invasion

SIEGE PIECE, COLCHESTER,
1648.

Aug. 17,

1648

Ruin of
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liament

Colchester, while Cromwell drove the Welsh insurgents within

those of Pembroke. Both towns however held stubbornly out
;

and though a rising under Lord

Holland in the neighbourhood of

London was easily put down, there

was no force left to stem the inroad

of the Scots, who poured over the

border some twenty thousand strong.

Luckil}' the surrender of Pembroke

at this critical moment set Cromwell

free. Pushing rapidly northward with

five thousand men, he called in the

force under Lambert, which had been

gallantly hanging on the Scottish flank, and pushed over the

Yorkshire hills into the valley of the Ribble, where the Duke

of Hamilton, reinforced by three thousand royalists of the north,

had advanced as far as Preston. With an arm}- which now

numbered ten thousand men, Cromwell poured down on the flank

of the Duke's straggling line of miarch, attacked the Scots as

they retired behind the Ribble, passed the river Avith them, cut

their rearguard to pieces at Wigan, forced the defile at Warring-

ton, where the fl}-ing enemy made a last and desperate stand,

and drove their foot to surrender, while Lambert hunted down

Hamilton and the horse. P^resh from its victor};, the New Model

pushed over the Border, while the peasants of Ayrshire and

the west rose in the " Whiggamore raid " (notable as the first

event in which wc find the name " Whig," which is possibly

the same as our " Whey," and conveys a taunt against the

"sour-milk" faces of the fanatical Ayrshiremen), and marching

upon Edinburgh dispersed the royalist part}' and again installed

Arg}de in power.

Argyle welcomed Cromwell as a deliverer, but the victorious

general had hard!}' entered Edinburgh when he ^^•as rccallcel b}'

pressing news from the south. The temper with which the Parlia-

ment had met the ro}'alist revolt was, as we have seen, widel}-

different from that of the arm}-. It had recalled the eleven

members, and had passed the Ordinance against hcres}-. At the

moment of the \ictory at I'reston llic Lonls were discussing
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charges of treason against Crom^vell while commissioners were s.c_^^^

again sent to the Isle of Wight, in spite of the resistance ot the
^^^, ,„,

Independents, to conclude peace with the King. Royalists and

Presbyterians alike pressed Charles to grasp the easy terms which

s.cre now offered him. But his hopes from Scotland had only

broken down to give place to hopes of a new ^^•ar with the a,d of an

armv from Ireland ; and the negotiators saw fort>^ da>'s wasted m

useless chicaner)-. "Nothing," Charles wrote to his friends, "is

MENT

1646
TO
1649

COLCHESTER CASTLE.

After W. H. Bartlctt.

chanc^ed in mv designs." But the surrender of Colchester to

Fairfax in August, and Cromwell's convention with Arg)-le, had

now set free the army, and petitions from its regiments at once D.mayids

demanded " justice on the King." A fresh " Remonstrance " from ^Anny

the Council of Officers called for the election of a new Parliament
;

for electoral reform ; for the recognition of the supremacy of the

Houses " in all things ;

" for the change of kingship, should it be

retained, into a magistracy elected by the Parliament, and without

veto on its proceedings. Above all, they demanded "that the
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Sec. VIII capital and grand author of our troubles, by whose commissions,

The Army commands, and procurements, and in whose behalf and for whose
AND THE
Parlia- interest only, of will and power, all our wars and troubles have
WENT -' ' J- '

1646 been, with all the miseries attending them, may be specially brought
TO

1649 to justice for the treason, blood, and mischief he is therein guilty

of." The demand drove the Houses to despair. Their reply was

to accept the King's concessions, unimportant as they were, as a

basis of peace. The step was accepted by the soldiers as a

Nov. 30 defiance : Charles was again seized by a troop of horse, and

carried off to Hurst Castle, while a letter from Fairfax announced

the march of his arm\- upon London. " Wc shall know now,'' said

Vane, as the troops took their post round the Houses of Parlia-

ment, " who is on the side of the King, and who on the side of the

people." But the terror of the army proved weaker among the

members than the agonized loyalty which strove to save the

monarchy and the Church, and a large majorit\- in both Houses

still voted for the acceptance of the terms which Charles had

Pride's offered. The next morning saw Colonel Pride at the door of the

Purge House of Commous with a list of forty members of the majority in
Dec. 6

:> J J

his hands. The Council of Officers had resolved to exclude them,

and as each member made his appearance he was arrested, and put

in confinement. " By what right do )'OU act .''
" a member asked.

"By the right of the sword," Hugh Peters is said to have replied.

The House was still resolute, but on the following morning forty

more members were excluded, and the rest gave way. The sword

had fallen ; and the two great powers which had waged this bitter

conflict, the Parliament and the Monarchy, suddenly disappeared.

The expulsion of one hundred and forty members, in a word of the

majority of the existing House, reduced the Commons to a name.

The remnant who remained to co-operate with the arm\- were no

longer representative of the will of the country ; in the coarse

imagery of popular speech they were but the "rump " of a Parlia-

ment. While the House of Commons dwindled to a sham, the

House of Lords passed away altogether. The effect of " Pride's

Purge" was seen in a resolution of the Rump for the trial of

Charles and the nomination of a Court of one hundred and fifty

Commissioners to conduct it, with John Bradshaw, a law\-er of

eminence, at their liead. The rejection of this Ordinance by the
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Nalson, " True CoJ'y of the Journal of the High Court of Justice for the Tryal of Kin^
diaries /.," 1684.
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Sec. vin few peers who remained brought about a fresh resolution from

The Army members who remained in the Lower House, " that the People are,
AND THE
Parlia- under God, the original of all just power ; that the Commons of

1646 England in Parliament assembled—being chosen by, and repre-
TO

1649 senting, the People—have the supreme power in this nation ; and

that whatsoever is enacted and declared for law by the Commons
in Parliament assembled hath the force of a law, and all the

people of this nation are concluded thereby, although the consent

and concurrence of the King or House of Peers be not had

thereunto."

The Charles appeared before Bradshaw's Court only to deny its
King's ^^

. .

Death competence and to refuse to plead ; but thirt\'-two witnesses were

examined to satisfy the consciences of his judges, and it was not

till the fifth day of the trial that he was condemned to death

as a tyrant, traitor, murderer, and enemy of his country. The

popular excitement vented itself in cries of "Justice," or "God

save your Majesty," as the trial went on, but all save the loud

outcries of the soldiers was hushed as Charles passed to receive

Jan. 30, his doom. The dignity which he had failed to preserve in his

long jangling with Bradshaw and the judges returned at the

call of death. Whatever had been the faults and follies of his

life, " he nothing common did nor mean, upon that memorable

scene." Two masked executioners awaited the King as he

mounted the scaffold, which had been erected outside one of

the windows of the Banqueting House at Whitehall ; the streets

and roofs were thronged with spectators, and a strong body of

soldiers stood drawn up beneath. His head fell at the first

blow, and as the executioner lifted it to the sight of all a groan

of pity and horror burst from the silent crowd.
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Section IX.—The Commonwealth, 1649—1653

{^Authorities.—Rushworth's collection ceases with the King's Trial ; White-

lock and Ludlow continue as before, and must be supplemented by the Parlia-

mentary History and the State Trials. Special lives of Vane and Martyn will

be found in Mr. Forster's " Statesmen of the Commonwealth," and a vigorous

defence of the Council of State in the " History of the Commonwealth," by Mr.

Bisset. For Irish affairs see the Ormond Papers collected by Carte, and

Cromwell's despatches in Carlylc's " Letters." The account given by Mr.

Carlyle of the Scotch war is perhaps the most valuable portion of his work.

The foreign politics and wars of this period are admirably illustrated with a

copious appendix of documents by AL Guizot ("Republic and Cromwell,"

vol. i.), whose account of the whole period is the fairest and best for the general

reader. Mr. Hepworth Dixon has published a biography of Blake.] [Mr.

Masson's "Life of Milton," vols. iv. and v., which illustrate this period, have
been published since this list was drawn up.

—

Ed.]

Sec. IX

The
Common-
wealth

1649
TO

1653

The news of the King'.s death was received throughout Europe

with a thrill of horror. The Czar of Russia chased the Enghsh

envoy from his court. The ambassador of France was withdrawn

on the proclamation of the Republic. The Protestant powers

of the Continent seemed more anxious than any to disavow

all connexion with the Protestant people who had brought their

King to the block. Holland took the lead in acts of open hostility

to the new power as soon as the news of the execution reached

the Hague
;

the States-General waited solemnly on the Prince

of Wales, who took the title of Charles the Second, and recoe-

nizcd him as " Majesty," while they refused an audience to the

luiglish envoys. Their Stadtholder, his brother-in law, the Prince

of Orange, was supported by popular sympathy in the aid and
encouragement he afforded to Charles

; and eleven ships of the

English fleet, which had found a refuge in the Hague ever since

their revolt from the Parliament, were suffered to sail under
Rupert's command, and to render the seas unsafe for Enelish

traders. The danger was far greater nearer home. In Scotland

Argyle and his party proclaimed Charles the Second King, and

The
Council
of State

Vol. Ill— r.\RT 26
4 I
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Sec. IX despatched an Embassy to the Hague to invite him to ascend

The the throne. In Ireland, Ormond had at last brought to some
Common-
wealth

sQj-j- Qf union the factions who ever since the rebellion had turned
1649
TO the land intr) a chaos—the old Irish Catholics or native party

'_A^ under Owen Roe O'Ncil, the Catholics of the Engli.sh Pale,

the PLpiscopalian Royalists, the Presbyterian Royalists of the

north ; and Ormond called on Charles to land at once in a country

where he would find three-fourths of its people devoted to hi.s

cause. Nor was the danger from without met by resolution and

energy on the part of the diminished J'arliament which remained

the sole depositary of legal powers. The Commons entered on

their new task with hesitation and delay. Six weeks passed after

AhohLwn ^]^^ Kin^f's cxccutioii before the monarchy was formally abolished,
of ^

.

Monarchy and the government of the nation provided for by the creation

of a Council of State consisting of forty-one members selected

from the Commons, who were entrusted with full executiv^e power

at home or abroad. Two months more elapsed before the

May 19 passing of the memorable Act which declared " that the People

of England and of all the dominions and territories thereunto

belonging are, and shall be, and are hereby constituted, made,

established, and confirmed to be a Commonwealth and Free State,

and shall henceforward be governed as a Commonwealth and

Free State by the supreme authority of this nation, the repre-

sentatives of the People in Parliament, and by such as they shall

appoint and constitute officers and ministers for the good of

the people, and that without any King or House of Lords."

The Of the dangers which threatened the new Commonwealth some

and^the ^^'cre more apparent than real. The rivalry of I'rance and Spain,

Army both anxious for its friendship, secured it from the hostility of

the greater powers of the Continent ; and the ill-will of Holland

could be delayed, if not averted, by negotiations. The acceptance

of the Covenant was insisted on by Scotland before it would

formally receive Charles as its ruler, and nothing but necessity

would induce him to comply with such a demand. On the side

of Ireland the danger was more pressing, and an army of twelve

thousand men was set apart for a vigorous prosecution of the

Irish war. l^ut the real difficulties were the difficulties at home.

The death of Charles gave fresh vigour to the royalist cause,
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and the new loyalty was stirred to enthusiasm by the publication

of the " Eikon Basilike," a work reall\- due to the ingenuity of

Dr. Gauden, a Presbyterian minister, but which was believed

to have been composed by the King himself in his later hours

of captivity, and which reflected with admirable skill the hopes,

1207
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FRONTISPIECE OF "EIKOX UASILIKE," 164S.

the suffering, and the piety of the ro\'al ''martyr." The dreams

of a rising were roughly checked by the execution of the Duke
of Hamilton and Lords Holland and Capell, who had till now
been confined in the Tower. But the popular disaffection told

even on the Council of State. A majority of its members declined

the oath offered to them at their earliest meeting, pledging them

4 I 2
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Sec. IX to an approval of the King's death and the cstabHshment of the

The Commonwealth. Half the judges retired from the bench. Thou-
COMMON- ' °
WEALTH sands of refusals met the demand of an cnefarement to be faithful
1649

,

^ ^

TO to the Republic wh:ch was made to all beneficed clergymen and
1653

public functionaries. It was not till May, and even then in spite

of the ill-will of the citizens, that the Council ventured to proclaim

the Commonwealth in London. The army indeed had no thought

of setting up a mere military rule. Still less did it contemplate

leaving the conduct of affairs to the small body of members which

still called itself the House of Commons, a body which numbered

hardly a hundred, and whose average attendance was little more

than fifty. In reducing it by " Pride's Purge " to the mere shadow

of a House the army had never dreamed of its continuance as

a permanent assembly ; it had, in fact, insisted as a condition

of even its temporary continuance that it should prepare a bill

for the summoning of a fresh Parliament. The plan put forward

by the Council of Officers is still interesting as the basis of many

later efforts towards parliamentary reform. It advised a dissolu-

tion in the spring, the assembling every two years of a new

Parliament consisting of four hundred members elected by all

householders rateable to the poor, and a redistribution of seats

which would have given the privilege of representation to every

place of importance. Paid military officers and civil officials were

excluded from election. The plan was apparently accepted by

the Commons, and a bill based on it was again and again dis-

cussed, but there was a suspicion that no serious purpose of its

own dissolution was entertained by the House. The popular

discontent found a mouthpiece in John Lilburne, a brave, hot-

headed soldier, and the excitement of the army appeared suddenly

in a formidable mutin}^ in May. " You must cut these people in

pieces," Cromwell broke out in the Council of State, " or the\- will

cut you in pieces ;" and a forced march of fift\' miles to Burford

enabled him to burst on the mutinous resriments at midnight,

and to stamp out the revolt. Put resolute as he was against

disorder, Cromwell went honestly with the arm>- in its demand
of a new Parliament

; he believed, and in his haranijue to the

mutineers he pledged himself to the assertion, that the House
propo.sed to dissolve itself. Within the House, however, a vigorous
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TO

1653

knot of politicians was resolved to prolong its existence ;
in a

witty paraphrase of the story of Moses, Henry Martyn was soon

to picture the Commonwealth as a new-born and delicate babe,

and hint that "no one is so proper to bring it up as the mother

who has brought it into the world." As yet, however, their

intentions were kept secret, and in spite of the delays thrown

in the wa)' of the bill for a new Representative body Cromwell

entertained no serious suspicion of the Parliament's design, when Aug. 1649

he was summoned to Ireland b}' a scries of royalist successes

which left onl}^ Dublin in the hands of the Parliamentary forces.

With Scotland threatening war, and a naval struggle impending The
. Conquest

with Holland, it was necessary that the work of the army in of

Ireland should be done quickh'. The temper, too, of Cromwell

(Wt^l

^'•v^
ife-.-x'-'Mia

DROGHEDA,
Drawing, c. 1680, in British Museiun.

and his soldiers was one of vengeance, for the horror of the Irish

massacre remained living in c\'ery English breast, and the re\'olt

was looked upon as a continuance of the massacre. " We are

come," he said on his landing, " to ask an account r)f the innocent

blood that hath been shed, and to endeavour to bring to an

account all who b}^ appearing in arms shall justify the same."

A sortie from Dublin had already broken up Ormond's siege of

the capital ; and feeling himself powerless to keep the field before

the new army, the Marquis had thrown his best troops, three

thousand Englishmen under Sir Arthur Aston, as a garrison into

Drogheda. The storm of Drogheda by Cromwell was the first Sept. 1649
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of a scries of awful massacres. The garrison fought bravely

and repulsed the first attack ; but a second drove Aston and

his force back to the Mill-Mount. " Our men getting up to

them," ran Cromwell's terrible despatch, " were ordered by me

to put them all to the sword. And indeed, being in the heat of

S. LAURENCES GATE, DROGHEDA.

action, I forbade them to spare an\- that were in arms in the town,

and I think that night they put to death about two thousand

men." A few fled to St. Peter's Church, " whereupon I ordered

the steeple to be fired, where one of them ^\as heard to sav in

the midst of the flames: 'God damn mc, 1 burn, 1 burn.'" "In

the church itself nearly one thousand ^\•crc put to the sword.
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I believe all their friars were knocked on the head promiscuously

but two," but these were the sole exceptions to the rule of killing

soldiers only. At a later time Cromwell challenged his enemies

to give "an instance of one man since my coming into Ireland,

not in arms, massacred, destroyed, or banished." But for soldiers

who refused to surrender on summons there was no mere}-. Of

the remnant who were driven to yield at last through hunger

"when they submitted, their officers were knocked on the head,

every tenth man of the soldiers killed, and the rest shipped for

Sic. IX

The
COMMON-
WliALTH

1649
TO

1653

REGINALD S TOWER, WATERFORD.
After ir. II. Bartktt.

the Barbadoes." "I am persuaded," the despatch ends, "that

this is a righteous judgement of God upon these barbarous wretches
who have imbrued their hands in so much innocent blood, and
that it will tend to prevent the effusion of blood for the future."

A detachment sufficed to relieve Derry, and to quiet Ulster
;

and Cromwell turned to the south, where as stout a defence w^as

followed by as terrible a massacre at Wexford. A fresh success
at Ross brought him to Waterford

; but the city held stubbornly
out, disease thinned his army, where there was scarce an officer
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\vho had not been sick, and the general himself was arrested by

illness. At last the tempestuous weather drove him into winter

quarters at Cork with his work half done. The winter was one

of terrible anxiety. The Parliament was showing less and less

inclination to dissolve itself, and was meeting the growing dis-

CORK, A. D. 1633.

Stafford, '' Pacata Hibcrtda," 1633.

content by a stricter censorship of the press, and a fruitless

prosecution <>f John Lilburne. English commerce was being

ruined by the piracies of Rupert's fleet, which now anchored at

Kinsale to support the royalist cause in Ireland. The energy

of Vane indeed had already re-created a na\-\-, squadrons of which
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were being despatched into the British seas, the Mediterranean, and sec. ix

the Levant, and Colonel Blake, who had distinguished himself The
' ' ° COMMON-

by his heroic defence of Taunton during the war, was placed at wkalth

1649
the head of a fleet which drove Rupert from the h'ish coast, and to

1653
finally blockaded him in the Tagus. But even the energy of Vane —
quailed before the danger from the Scots. " One must go and

die there." the }'Oung King cried at the news of Ormond's defeat

before Dublin, '• for it is shameful for me to live elsewhere." But Charles

his ardour for an L'ish campaign cooled as Cromwell marched ^^^/^

from victor}^ to victory ; and from the isle of Jersey, which alone

remained faithful to him of all his southern dominions, Charles

renewed the negotiations with Scotland which his hopes from L'cland

had broken. The\' were again delayed by a proposal on the part

of Montrose to attack the \cr\' Government with whom his master

was negotiating ; but the failure and death of the Marquis in 1650

the spring forced Charles to accept the Presbyterian conditions.

The news of the negotiations filled the English leaders v/ith

dismaj-, for Scotland was raising an arm}-, and Fairfax, while

willing to defend England against a Scotch invasion, scrupled

to take the lead in an invasion of Scotland. The Council

recalled Cromwell from h-eland, but his cooler head' saw that

there was )'et time to finish his work in the west. During the

winter he had been busily preparing for a new campaign, and it

was only after the storm of Clonmell, and the overthrow of the

L-ish under Hugh O'Neil, that he embarked again for England.

Cromwell entered London amidst the shouts of a great Dunbar

multitude
;
and a month after Charles had landed on the shores of ^"tst^r*

Scotland the English arm}- started for the north. It crossed the

Tweed, fifteen thousand men strong ; but the terror of his

massacres in Ireland hung round its leader, the country was
deserted as he advanced, and he was forced to cling for provisions juiy 16-0

to a fleet which sailed along the coast. David Leslie, with a larger

force, refused battle and lay obstinately in his lines between
Edinburgh and Leith. A march of the English army round his

position to the slopes of the Pentlands on]\^ brought about a

change of the Scottish front ; and as Cromwell fell back baffled

upon Dunbar, Leslie encamped upon the heights above the town,

and cut off the English retreat along the coast h\ the seizure of
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Cockburns-path. Mis post was almost unassailable, while the

soldiers of Cromwell were sick and starving ; and their general had

resolved on an embarcation of his forces, when he saw in the dusk

of evening signs of movement in the Scottish camp. Leslie's

caution had at last been overpowered by the zeal of the preachers,

and his army moved down to the lower ground between the

Jiillside on which it v/as encamped and a little brook which

covered the English front. His hor.se was far in advance of the

main body, and it had hardly reached the level ground when

DUNBAR.

Cromwell in the dim dawn flung his whole force upon it. ' They

run ; I profess they run !

" he cried as the Scotch horse broke after

a desperate resistance, and threw into confusion the foot who were

hurrying to its aid. Then, as the sun rose o\-er the mist of the

morning, he added in nobler words :
" Let God arise, and let His

enemies be scattered 1 Like as the mist vanisheth, so shalt Thou

drive them away!" In less tlian an hour the \'ictor}" ^\as

complete. The defeat at once became a rout ; ten thousand

prisoners were taken, witli all the baggage and guns ; three
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thousand were slain, with scarce any loss on the part of the

conquerors. Leslie reached Edinburgh, a general without an

army. The effect of Dunbar was at once seen in the attitude of

the Continental powers. Spain hastened to recognize the

Republic, and Holland offered its alliance. But Cromwell was

watching with anxiety the growing discontent at home. The

general amnesty claimed by L'cton, and the bill for the Parlia^

ment's dissolution, still hung on hand ; the reform of the courts of

justice, which had been pressed by the army, failed before the

obstacles thrown in its way by the lawyers in the Commons.
" Relieve the oppressed," Cromwell wrote from Dunbar, " hear the

groans of poor prisoners. Be pleased to reform the abuses of all
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MEDAL TO COMME.MORATE THE VICTORY AT DUNBAK
]Made by Thomas Simon ; ihe design suggested by Cromwell.

professions. If there be any one that makes many poor to make a
few rich, that suits not a Commonwealth." But the Mouse was
seeking to turn the current of public opinion in favour of its own
continuance by a great diplomatic triumph. It resolved secretly
on the wild project of bringing about a union between England
and Holland, and it took advantage of Cromwell's victory to
despatch Oliver St. John with a stately embassy to the Hague.
His rejection of an alliance and Treaty of Commerce which "the
Dutch offered was followed by the disclosure of the English
proposal of union, but the proposal was at once refused. "Vhe
envoys, who returned angril>' to the Parliament, attributed their
failure to the posture of affairs in Scotland, where Charles was pre-

Break
7vith

Holland
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paring for a new campaign. Humiliation after humiliation had

been heaped on Charles since he landed in his northern realm.

He had subscribed to the Covenant ; he had listened to sermons

and scoldings from the ministers ; he had been called on to sign a

declaration that acknowledged the tyranny of his father and the

idolatry of his mother. Hardened and shameless as he was, the

^'ouno Kino; for a moment recoiled. " I could never look my

THE SCOTS V.OlX)inG TTHEIR YOVNj

Cxims-h Hie Gri-nfionc Cfia^'fc/ tir note h fahr

u^GES- JV05E TOY GRINST^

"THE SCOTS ilOLLING THEIR YOUNG KIXG'S NOSE TO THE GRINDSTONE.

Broadside, 1651, in British Museitin.

mother in the face again," he cried, " after signing such a paper
;

but he signed. He was still, however, a King onl\' in name, shut

out from the Council and the arm)-, with his friends excluded from

all part in government or the war. But he was at once freed by

the victory of L)unbar. " I bclic\c the King \\\\\ set up on his own

score now," Cromwell wrote after his \ictor}-. With the overthrow

of Leslie fell the power of y\rg\lc and the narrow Presbyterians
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whom he led. Hamilton, the brother and successor of the Duke

who had been captured at Preston, brought back the royalists to

the camp, and Charles insisted on taking part in the Council and

on being crowned at Scone. Master of P^dinburgh, but foiled in

an attack on Stirling, Cromwell waited through the winter and the

long spring, while intestine feuds broke up the nation opposed to

him, and while the stricter Covenanters retired sulkily from the
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CROWNING OF CHARLES II. AT SCONE.
' Konincklijcke Bcitcnis van Karcl dc II.," Dordrecht, i66i.

royal army on the return of the " Malignants," the royalists of the

earlier war, to its ranks, With summer the campaign recom-

menced, but Leslie again fell back on his system of positions, and
Cromwell, finding the Scotch camp at Stirling unassailable,

crossed into Fife and left the road open to the south. The bait

was taken. In spite of Leslie's counsels Charles resolved to invade

J'^ngland, and was soon in full march through Lancashire upon the
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Severn, with the Enghsh horse under Lambert hanging on his rear,

and the Enghsh foot hastening by York and Coventry to close the

road to London. "We have done to the best of our judgement,"

Cromwell replied to the angry alarm of the Parliament, " knowing

that if some issue were not put to this business it would occasion

Sept. -, another winter's war." At Coventry he learnt Charles's position,

1651

'
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CHARLES II. RIDING GUI' OF WORCESTER.
''' Kotiiicklijckc Bcltcnis," i66t.

and swept round b}^ Evesham upon Worcester, v/here the Scotch

King was encamped. Throwing half his force across the river,

Cromwell attacked the town on both sides on the anniversary of

his victory at Dunbar. He led the van in person, and was "the

first to set foot on the enemy's ground." When Charles descended

from the cathedral tower to fling himself on the eastern division,

Cromwell hurried back across the Severn, and was soon " riding in

the midst of the fire." P'or four or five hours, he told the Parlia-
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mcnt, "it was as stiff a contest as ever I have seen ;" the Scots,

outnumbered and beaten into the city, gave no answer but shot to

offers of quarter, and it was not till nightfall that all was over.

Idle loss of the victors was as usual inconsiderable. The

conquered lost six thousand men, and all their baggage and

artiUer)-. Leslie was among the prisoners :
Hamilton among the
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:H.-\RLES U. AMJ J,\.\li LANE PASSI.NG THROUGH A TUOOP OF ROUNDHEADS.
'• Konincklijckc Bclioiis," 1661.

dead. Charles himself fled from the field ;
and after months of

wanderings made his escape to France.

" Now that the King is dead and his son defeated," Cromwell

said gravely to the Parliament, " I think it necessary to come to a

settlement." But the settlement which had been promised after

.Naseby was still as distant as ever after Worcester. The bill for

dis.solving the present Parliament, though Cromwell pressed it in

person, was only passed, after bitter opposition, b)- a majorit}- of

The
Dutch
War
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two ; and even this success had been purchased by a compromise

which permitted the House to sit for three years more. Internal

affairs were ahnost at a dead lock. The Parliament appointed

committees to prepare plans for legal reforms, or for ecclesiastical

reforms, but it did nothing to carr)^ them into effect. It was

overpowered b}' the crowd of

affairs which the confusion of the

war had thrown into its hands,

by confiscations, sequestrations, ap-

pointments to civil and military

offices, in fact, the whole admin-

istration of the state ;
and there

were times when it was driven to

a resolve not to take an}'- private

affairs for weeks together in order

that it might make some progress

with public business. To add to

this confusion and muddle there

were the inevitable scandals which

arose from it ;
charges of malver-

sation and corruption were hurled

at the members of the House ; and

some, like Hasclrig, were accused

with justice of using their power

to further their own interests. The

one remedy for all this was, as

the army saw, the assembly of a

new and complete Parliament in

place of the mere " rump " of

the old ; but this was the one

measure which the House was resolute to avert. \'ane .spurred it

to a new acti\it}'. The Amncst)- Bill was forced through after

fifteen divisions. A Grand Committee, with Sir Matthew Hale at

its head, was appointed to consider the rcforni of the law. A
union with Scotland was pushed rcsoluteh- forward ; eight Eng-

lish Commissioners convoked a Convention of delegates from its

counties antl boroughs at lulinlnugh, and in spite of dogged

oppositic)n procured a vote in fa\our of the proposal. A bill was

LIGHT HORSEMAN.
Temp. Oliver Cromwell.

Fig-nye in collection of Captain Orde
Broivuc.
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introduced which gave legal form to the union, and admitted

representatives from Scotland into the next Parliament. A
similar plan was proposed for a union with Ireland. But it was

necessary for Vane's purposes not only to show the energy of the

Parliament, but to free it from the control of the arm}-. His aim

was to raise in the navy a force devoted to the House, and to
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Dijxcu sairs (sailing under Spanish colours) captured in 1052.

Satirical Print in British iSInscuin.

Holland

eclipse the glories of Dunbar and Worcester b\- )'et greater

triumphs at sea. With this view the quarrel with Holland had War u.nth

been carefully nursed ; a " Navigation Act " prohibiting the

importation in foreign vessels of an)- but the products of the

countries to which they belonged struck a fatal blow at the

carrying trade from which the Dutch drew their wealtli ; and fresh

4 K 2
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debates arose from the English claim to salutes from all vessels

in the Channel. The two fleets met before Dover, and a sum-

mons from Blake to lower the Dutch flag was met by the Dutch

admiral, Tromp, with a broadside. The States-General attributed

the collision to accident, and offered to recall Tromp ; but the

English demands rose at each step in the negotiations till war

Sec. IX
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ADMIRAL MARTIN TROMP.
From an cnoraving by Snidcrhocf, after H. Pott.

warningbecame inevitable. The army hardl>' needed the

conveyed b}- the introduction of a Ijill for its disbandinf^ to

understand the new polic\- of the Parliament. It was significant

that while accepting the bill for its own dissolution the House had
as )-et prepared no plan for the assembly which was to follow it

;

and the Dutch war had hardly been declared when, abandonin---
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the attitude of inaction which it had observed since the beginning

of the Commonwealth, the army petitioned, not only for reform in

Church and State, but for an explicit declaration that the House

would bring its proceedings to a close. The Petition forced the

ADMIRAL DE KUVTER.
From ail etching hy A. Dloteliiigh.

House to discuss a bill for "a New Representative," Init the

discussion soon brought out the resolve of the sitting members to

continue as a part of the comin;^' Parliament without re-election.

The odiccrs, irritated b}' such a claim, demanded in conference

after conference an ininu-diatc ilissolution, and the House as
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resolutely refused. In ominous words Cromwell supported the

demand of the army. " As for the members of this Parliament,

the army begins to take them in disgust. I would it did so with

less reason." There was just ground, he urged, for discontent in

their selfish 2:reed of houses and lands, the scandalous lives of

many, their partiality as judges, their interference with the

ordinary course of law in matters of private interest, their delay of
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ADMIRAL BLAKE.
From an engraving by T. Preston, c. 1730, of a picture then in the />osscssion of J. Ames.

law reform, above all in their manifest design of perpetuating their

own power. " There is little to hope for from such men,"' he

ended with a return to his predominant thought, " for a settlement

of the nation."

For the moment the crisis was averted by the events of the The

war. A terrible storm had separated the two fleets when on the ^J^^i^o"

point of engaging in the Orkney's, but Dc Ru}tcr and Blake met Rump
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again in the Channel, and after a fierce struggle the Dutch were

forced to retire under cover of night. Since the downfall of Spain

Holland had been the first naval power in the world, and the

spirit of the nation rose gallanth" with its earliest defeat. Im-

mense efforts Avere made to strengthen the fleet, and the veteran.

Tromp, who was replaced at its head, appeared in the Channel

with seventy-three ships of war. Blake had but half the number,

but he at once accepted the challenge, and the unequal fight went

on doggedl)- till nightfall, when the English fleet withdrew shat-

tered into the Thames. Tromp swept the Channel in triumph,

MEDAL CO.MMEMORATING BLAKE S VICTORIES.

with a broom at his masthead ; and the tone of the Commons

lowered with the defeat of their favourite force. A compromise

seems to have been arranged between the two parties, for the bill

providing a new Representative was again pushed on, and the

Parliament agreed to retire in the coming November, while

Cromwell offered no opposition to a reduction of the army. But

the courace of the House rose afresh with a turn of fortune. The

strenuous efforts of l^lake enabled him again to put to sea in a

few months after his defeat, and a running fight through four da)'s

ended at last in an luiglish \-ictor\', though Tromp's fine seaman-

ship enabled hi;n to sa\-c the con\'o\- he A\as guarding. The
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House at once insisted on the retention of its power. Not only

were the existing members to continue as members of the new

ParHament, depriving the places they represented of their right of

choosing representatives, but they were to constitute a Committee

of Revision, to determine the validity of each election, and the

fitness of the members returned. A conference took place between

the leaders of the Com-
mons and the Officers

of the Army, who re-

solutely demanded not

only the omission of

these clauses, but that

the Tarliament should

at once dissolve itself,

and commit the new

elections to the Coun-

cil of State. " Our
charge," retorted Hasel-

rig, " cannot be trans-

ferred to any one."

The conference was

adjourned till the next

morning, on an under-

standing that no de-

cisive step should be

taken : but it had

no sooner re-assembled

than the absence of

the leading members

confirmed the news that

Vane was fast pressing

the bill for a new Representative through the House. " It is

contrary to common honesty," Cromwell angril}- broke out : and,
quitting Whitehall, he summoned a compan>' of musketeers to
follow him as far as the door of the Commons. He sate down
quietly in his place, "clad in plain grey clothes and grey
worsted stockings," and listened to Vane's passionate arguments.
" I am come to do what grieves me to the heart," he said to

SATIRE 0.\ THE RUMP PARLIAMENT.
From Messrs. ColdsiniH's facsiiiiiU of Cavalier playir,

cards in the possession of Earl Nelson.
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his neighbour, St. John ; but he still remained quiet, till Vane

pre.ssed the House to waive its usual forms and pass the bill

at once. "The time has come," he said to Harrison. "Think

well," replied Harrison, " it is a dangerous work !
" and Cromwell

h'stened for another quarter of an hour. At the question " that

this bill do pass," he at length rose, and his tone grew higher

SIR HARRY V.-^NE,

Picture by Sir Peter Lcly, at liahy Castle.

as he repeated his former charges of injustice, self-interest, and

delay. " Your hour is come," he ended, " the Lord hath done with

The Par- \'ou !

" A crowd of mcmbcrs started to their feet in angry protest.

cbivcnout ^ omc, comc, rcjilicil Lroniwcll, ' \\c h;i\c had enough ot this;

and striding into liic midst of the chamber, he clapt his hat on his

head, and exclaimed, " I will put an qw^X to \'our prating!" In
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the din that foHowcd his voice was heard in broken sentences— Sfx. ix

" It is not fit that you should sit here any longer ! You should

give place to better men ! You are no Parliament." Thirty

musketeers entered at a sign from their

General, and the fifty members pre-

sent crowded to the door. "Drunkard !"

Cromwell broke out as Wentworth passed

him
; and Martin was taunted with a

yet coarser name. Vane, fearless to the

last, told him his act was "against all

right and all honour." "Ah, Sir Harry

Vane, Sir Harry Vane," Cromwell re-

torted in bitter indignation at the trick

he had been played, "you might have

prevented all this, but )'ou are a juggler,

and have no common honesty ! The
Lord deliver me from Sir Harry Vane !

"

The Speaker refused to quit his scat,

till Harrison offered to "lend him a

hand to come down." Cromwell lifted

the mace from the table. "What shall

we do with this bauble .-' " he said.

" Take it away ! " The door of the

House was locked at last, and the dis-

persion of the Parliament was followed

a few hours after by that of its ex-

ecutive committee, the Council of State.

Cromwell himself summoned them to

withdraw. "We have heard," replied

the President, John Bradshaw, " what

you have done this morning at the

House, and in some hours all England

will hear it. But you mistake, sir, if you think the Parliament
dis.solved. No power on earth can dis.sohe the Parliament but
itself, be sure of that !

"
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Section X.—The Fall of Puritanism, 1653—1660

[Auihorities.—^ldinY of the works mentioned before are still valuable, but

the real key to the history of this period lies in Cromwell's remarkable series

of Speeches (Carlyle, " Letters and Speeches," vol. iii.). Thurlow's State

Papers furnish an immense mass of documents. For the Second Parliament

of the Protector we have Burton's " Diary." For the Restoration, M. Guizot's

•' Richard Cromwell and the Restoration," Ludlow's " Memoirs," Baxter's

"Autobiography," and the minute and accurate account given by Clarendon

himself]

The dispersion of the Parliament and of the Council of State

left England without a government, for the authority of every

official ended with that of the bod)^ from which his power was

derived. Cromwell, in fact, as Captain-General of the forces, was

forced to recognize his responsibility for the maintenance of public

order. But no thought of military despotism can be fairly traced

in the acts of the general or the arm\-. They were in fact far from

regarding their position as a revolutionary one. Though incapable

of justification on any formal ground, their proceedings since the

establishment of the Commonwealth had as yet been substantially

in vindication of the rights of the country to representation and

self-government ; and public opinion had gone fairly with the army

in its demand for a full and efficient body of representatives, as

well as in its resistance to the project by which the Rump would

have deprived half England of its right of election. It was only

when no other means existed of preventing such a wrong that the

soldiers had driven out the wrongdoers. " It is you that have

forced me to this," Cromwell exclaimed, as he drove the members

from the House ;
" I have sought the Lord night and day that He

would rather slay me than put me upon the doing of this work."

The act was one of violence to the members of the House, but the

act which it aimed at preventing was one of violence on their part

to the constitutional rights of the whole nation. The people had

in fact been " dissatisfied in every corner of the realm " at the state

of public affairs : and the expulsion of the members was ratified by
a general assent. " We did not hear a dog bark at their going,"

the Protector said years afterwards. Whatever anxiety may have
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Sec. X been felt at the use which was hke to be made of "the power of

The the sword," was in great part dispelled by a proclamation of the
Puritanism

officers. Thcir onc anxicty was " not to grasp the power ourselves

TO nor to keep it in military hands, no not for a day," and their
1660— promise to " call to the government men of approved fidelity and

honesty " was to some extent redeemed by the nomination of a

provisional Council of State, consisting of eight officers of high

rank and four civilians, with Cromwell as their head, and a seat in

which was offered, though fruitlessly, to Vane. The first business

of such a body was clearly to summon a new Parliament and to

resign its trust into its hands : but the bill for Parliamentary

reform had dropped with the expulsion : and reluctant as the

Council was to summon a new Parliament on the old basis of

election, it shrank from the responsibility of effecting so funda-

mental a change as the creation of a new basis by its own authority-

It was this difficulty which led to the expedient of a Constituent

Convention. Cromwell told the story of this unlucky assembly

some years after with an amusing frankness. " I will come and

tell you a story of my own weakness and folly. And yet it was

done in my simplicity— I dare avow it was. ... It was thought

then that men of our own judgment, who had fought in the wars,

and were all of a piece on that account—wh}-, surely, these men
will hit it, and these men will do it to the purpose, whatever can be

desired ! And surely we did think, and I did think so—the more

Barchoncs blame to me ! " Of the hundred and fifty-six men, " faithful,
Parlia- r • /^ i 1 1 • •,^ ,

i^,„t teanng Crod, and hatmg covetousness, whose names were selectedVli.

Jitb' 1653 for this purpose by the Council of State, from lists furnished b>'

the congregational churches, the bulk were men, like Ashley

Cooper, of good blood and " free estates ;
" and the proportion of

burgesses, such as the leather-merchant, Praise-God Barebones,

whose name was eagerly seized on as a nickname for the bod\- to

which he belonged, seems to have been much the same as in earlier

Parliaments. But the circumstances of thcir choice told fatall)' on

the temper of its members. Cromwell himself, in the burst of

rugged eloquence with which he welcomed their assembling, was
carried away by a strange enthusiasm. " Convince the nation," he

said, " that as men fearing God have fought them out of thcir

bondage under the regal power, so men fearing God do now rule
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them in the fear of God. . . . Own >'our call, for it is of God
;

Secx

indeed, it is marvellous, and it hath been unprojected. . . .
Never ^^^"""^^

was a supreme power under such a \va\' of ownmg God, and bemg
^^^^

owned by Him." A spirit yet more enthusiastic appeared in the
^^-^

proceedings of the Convention itself The resignation of their

powers by Cromwell and the Council into its hands left it the one

supreme authority ; but b\' the instrument which convoked it

provision had been made that this authority should be transferred

in fifteen months to another assembly elected according to its

directions. Its work was, in fact, to be that of a constituent

assembly, paving the wa\- for a Parliament on a really national

basis. But the Convention put the largest construction on its

commission, and boldl}' undertook the whole task of constitutional

reform. Committees were apppinted to consider the needs of the

Church and the nation. The spirit of economy and honesty which

pervaded the assembly appeared in its redress of the extravagance

which prevailed in the civil service, and of the inequality of taxa-

tion. With a remarkable energ}- it undertook a host of reforms,

for whose execution England has had to wait to our own da}'.

The Long Parliament had shrunk from an}- reform of the Court of

Chancery, where twentv-three thousand cases were waitinef un-

heard. The Convention proposed its abolition. The work of T/ie ti'ork

compiling a single code of laws, begun under the Long Parliament c'onven-

by a committee with Sir IMatthew Hale at its head, was again
''^^"

pushed forward. The frenzied alarm which these bold measures

aroused among the law}'cr class was soon backed by that of the

clerg}-, who saw their wealth menaced by the establishment of civil

marriage, and by proposals to substitute the free contributions of

congregations for the pa}-ment of tithes. The landed proprietors

too rose against the scheme for the abolition of la}'-patronao-e,

which was favoured by the Convention, and predicted an ao-c of

confiscation. The " Barebones Parliament," as the assembly was
styled in derision, was charged with a design to ruin property, the

Church, and the law, with enmity to knowledge, and a blind and
ignorant fanaticism. Cromwell himself shared the general uneasi-
ness at its proceedings. His mind was that of an administrator,

rather than that of a statesman, unspeculative, deficient in fore-

sight, conservative, and eminently practical. He saw the need of
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The pathy whatever witli the revolutionar)- theories which were filhng
Fall of ^ -^

,, . . .

Puritanism
^\^q ^i^. around him. His dcsirc was for " a settlement which

1653
TO
1660

A ROPER AND A CORDWAINER.
Comcnhcs, ^^ Orbis soisiialiiiin pictus," E^iglish edition, 1659.

should be accompanied with as little disturbance of the old state of

things as possible. If Monarchy had vanished in the turmoil of

.war, his experience of the Long Parliament only confirmed him in

A POTTER.

Co}>tcnius, " Or/'is scmualiuin pictus" Englisli cditio)i, 1659.

his belief of the need of establishing an executive power of a

similar kind, apart from the power of the legislature, as a condition
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of civil liberty. His sword had won " liberty of conscience ; " but Sec x

passionately as he clung to it, he was still for an established 1"he
Fall of

Church, for a parochial system, and a ministry maintained by p^r'takism

TO
1660

A TAILOR.
Coineiiins, " Orl'is sensualium pictus," English edition, 1659.

tithes. His social tendencies were simply those of the class to

which he belonged. " I was by birth a gentleman," he told a later

Parliament, and in the old social arrangement of " a nobleman, a

A SHOEMAKER.
Comcniiis, " Orbis sensnalium pictits," English edition, 1659.

gentleman, a yeoman," he saw "a good interest of the nation and
a great one." He hated "that levelling principle" which tended

Vol. Ill—Part 27
. ^
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Sec. X to the reducing of all to one equality. "What was the purport of

The it," he asks with an amusing simplicity, " but to make the tenant
Fall of

plritamsm as liberal a fortune as the landlord ? Which, I think, if obtained,
1653
TO
1660

A BLACKSMITH.
Comcnius, "Orbis scnsualiiim picUis" English edition, 1659.

would not have lasted long. The men of that principle, after they

had served their own turns, would then have cried up property and

interest fast enough."

A SPECTACLE-MAKER.
Comcniits, ^' Orbis scnsiialiitm /•ictus," English edition, 1659.

The New To a practical temper such as this the speculative reforms of
Constitu- , ^,

tion the Convention were as distasteful as to the lawyers and clergy
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whom they attacked. " Nothing," said Cromwell, " was in the

hearts of these men but ' overturn, overturn.' " But he was

delivered from his embarrassment by the internal dissensions of the

Sr.c. X

The
Fall of

pukitanism

1653
TO

1660

PAPER-MAKERS.
Co7ncnius, " Orhis scnsualluiii pictns," English edition, 1659.

Assembly itself. The day after the decision against tithes the Close of

more conservative members snatched a vote bv surprise " that the
the CDri-

ven tion

sitting of this Parliament any longer, as now constituted, will not Dec. 1653

w^r

A BOOKBINDER.
Coiiicmiis, " Orbis scnsnaliiuu Jn'ctus," English edition, 1659.

be for the good of the Commonwealth, and that it is requisite to

deliver up unto the Lord-General the powers we received from

4 L 2
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Sec. X him." The Speaker placed their abdication in CifJinwell's hands,

The and the act was confirmed by the subsequent adhesion of a
Fall of ' ^

PuRiTANrsM majority of the members. The dissolution of the Convention re-

1653
TO
1660

]:)laced matters in the state in wliich its assembly had found them
;

but there was still the same general anxiety to substitute some sort

of legal rule for tlie ])o\v'er (){ the sword. The Convention had

named during its session a fresh Council r)f State, and this body at

once drew up, under the name of the Instrument of Government, a

1 II !,

The In-
r.lrium'iii

ofGovern-

Ruilt 1655—1658.

liraiui, " /listoiy of Ncivcastlc."

remarkable Constitution, whicli was adopted by the Council of

Officers. They were dri\'en b)' ncccssit)' to the step from which

they had shrunk before, that c>f convening a l\irliamcnt r)n the

reformed basis of representation, though such a basis had no legal

sanction. The House was to consist of four luimlred members

from England, thirU- from .Scotland, and thirl\- fi-oin li-cland. The

scats liilherto assigned to small and rotten Ijoroughs were

transferred tr) larger constituencies, and fDi- \\\v, most part to

counties. All special rights of voting in the election of members
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were abolished, and replaced by a general right of suffrage, based

on the possession of real or personal property to the value of two

Sec. X

The
Fall of

hundred pounds. Catholics and " Malignants," as those who had ^'^r'tanism

1653
foueht for the King were called, were excluded for the while from

the franchise. Constitutionally, all further organization of the

form of government should have been left to this Assembly ; but

the dread of disorder during the interval of its election, as well as a

longing for " settlement," drove the Council to complete their work

by pressing the office of " Protector" upon Cromwell. " They told

TO
1660

WHITE HART INN, SCOLE, NORFOLK.
Built 1655.

Richardson, ^'' Studies from Old English Mansions."

me that except I would undertake the government the\' thought

things would hardly come to a composure or settlement, but blood

and confusion would break in as before." If we follow however
his own statement, it was when they urged that the acceptance of

such a Protectorate actually limited his power as Lord-General,

and " bound his hands to act nothing without the consent of a

Council until the Parliament," that the post was accepted. The
powers of the new Protector indeed were strictly limited. Thouo-h

the members of the Council were originally named by him, each
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siic. X member was irremovable save by consent of the rest : their advice

'I'HE was necessar\' in all foreic^n affairs, their consent in matters of
Fall oi-

^ & '

Puritanism peacc and war, their approval in nominations to the great offices of

Tu"^ state, or the disposal of the military or civil power. With this

— body too lay the choice of all future Protectors. To the admin-

istrative check of the Council was added the political check of the

Parliament. Three years at the most were to elapse between the

assembling of one Parliament and another. Laws could not be

made, nor taxes imposed but by its authority, and after the lapse

of twenty days the statutes it passed became laws even if the

Protector's assent was refused to them. The new Constitution

was undoubtedly popular ; and the promise of a real Parliament in

a few months covered the want of any legal character in the new

rule. The Government was generally accepted as a provisional

one, which could only acquire legal authority from the ratification

of its acts in the coming session ; and the desire to settle it on such

a Parliamentary basis was universal among the members of the

new Assembl}' which met in the autumn at Westminster.

Parlia- Fcw Parliaments have ever been more memorable, or more

of 1654 truly representative of the English people, than the Parliament of

1654. It was the first Parliament in our history where members

from Scotland and Ireland sate side by side with those from

England, as they sit in the Parliament of to-day. The members

for rotten boroughs and pocket-boroughs had disappeared. In

spite of the exclusion of royalists and Catholics from the polling-

booths, and the arbitrary erasure of the names of a few ultra-

republican members by the Council, the House had a better title to

the name of a " free Parliament " than any which had sat before.

The freedom A\'ith w^hich the electors had exercized their right of

voting was seen indeed in the large number of Presbyterian

members who were returned, and in the reappearance of Haselrig

and Bradshaw, with many members of the Long Parliament, side

by side with Lord Llerbert and the older Sir Harry Vane. The

first business of the House was clearl)- to consider the question of

government; and Haselrig, with the fiercer republicans, at once

denied the legal existence of either Council or Protector, on the

ground that the Long Parliament had never been dissolved. Such

an argument, however, told as much against the Parliament in
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which they sate as against the administration itself, and the bulk Sec. x

of the Assembly contented themselves with declining to recognize

the Constitution or Protectorate as of more than provisional validit}'.

of the Assembly contented themselves with declining to recognize
yIlL^of

Plritaxism

1653

They proceeded at once to settle the government on a Parliament- to

ar}- basis. The " Instrument " was taken as the groundwork of the —
new Constitution, and carried clause by clause. That Cromwell

should retain his rule as Protector was unanimously agreed ; that

he should possess the right of veto or a co-ordinate legislative

power with the Parliament was hotl\- debated, though the violent

language of Haselrig did little to disturb the general tone of

moderation. Suddenly, however, Cromwell interposed. If he had

undertaken the duties of Protector with reluctance, he looked on all

legal defects in his title as more than supplied by the consent of

the nation. " I called not myself to this place," he urged. '* God

and the people of these kingdoms have borne testimony to it." His

rule had been accepted b\' London, by the army, by the solemn

decision of the judges, by addresses from every shire, by the ver}-

appearance of the members of the Parliament in answer to his

writ. "Why may I not balance this Providence," he asked, '"with

any hereditar}- interest y In this national approval he saw a call

from God, a Divine Right of a higher order than that of the kings

who had gone before.

But there was another ground for the anxietv with which he Crom-
TI' P 1 1 C

watched the proceedings of the Commons. His passion for admin- Adminis-

istration had far overstepped the bounds of a merely provisional

rule in the inter\-al before the assembling of the Parliament. His

desire for *' settlement " had been strengthened not only by the

drift of public opinion, but by the urgent need of every day; and

the power reserv'ed by the " Instrument " to issue temporar}-

ordinances, '' until further order in such matters, to be taken by

the Parliament," gave a scope to his mar\-ellous activity of which he

at once took advantage. Sixty-four Ordinances had been issued

in the nine months before the meeting of the Parliament. Peace

had been concluded with Holland. The Church had been set in

order. The law itself had been minutely regulated. The union

with Scotland had been brought to completion. So far was

Cromwell from dreaming that these measures, or the authoritv

which enacted them, would be questioned, that he looked to

tration
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Parliament simply to complete his work. " The great end of your Sec. x

meetino-," he said at the first assembly of its members, " is healing „ 1'h'=:

•=> -' ' o Fall of

and settling." Though he had himself done much, he added, p^r'tanism

. 1653
" there was still much to be done." Peace had to be made with to

1660
Portugal, and alliance with Spain. Bills were laid before the —
House for the codification of the law. The plantation and settle-

ment of Ireland had still to be completed. He resented the setting

these projects aside for constitutional questions which, as he held,

a Divine call had decided, but he resented yet more the renewed

claim advanced by Parliament to the sole power of legislation.

As we have seen, his experience of the evils which had arisen from

the concentration of legislative and executive power in the Long

Parliament had convinced Cromwell of the danger to public liberty

which lay in such a union. He saw in the joint government of

^ a single person and a Parliament " the only assurance " that

Parliaments should not make themselves perpetual," or that their

power should not be perverted to public wrong. But whatever

strength there may have been in the Protector's arguments, the act

by which he proceeded to enforce them was fatal to liberty, and in

the end to Puritanism. " If my calling be from God," he ended,

" and my testimony from the People, God and the People shall

take it from me, else I will not part from it." And he announced Dissolu-

that no member would be suffered to enter the House without *^°2} '^//^^^

J-'arlia-

signing an engagement " not to alter the Government as it is metit

settled in a single person and a Parliament." Xo act of the

Stuarts had been a bolder defiance of constitutional law ; and the

act was as needless as it was illegal. One hundred members alone

refused to take the engagement, and the signatures of three-fourths

of the House proved that the security Cromwell desired might

have been easily procured by a vote of Parliament. But those who

remained resumed their constitutional task with unbroken firmness.

They quietly asserted their sole title to government by referring

the Protector's Ordinances to Committees for revision, and for

conversion into laws. The " Instrument of Government " was

turned into a bill, debated, and after some modifications read a

third time. Money votes, as in previous Parliaments, were deferred

till " grievances " had been settled. But Cromwell once more

intervened. The royalists were astir again ; and he attributed
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Sec. X their renewed hopes to the hostile attitude which he ascribed to

The the ParHament. The army, which remained unpaid while the

Puritanism suppHcs wcrc delayed, was scethins;" with discontent. " It looks,"
1653

ft^ ) > ^
TO
1660

X,: .; ../'J

SECOND GREAT SEAL OF PROTECTOR OLIVER, 1655— 165S.

said the Protector, "as if the laying grounds for a quarrel had
rather been designed than to give the people settlement. Judge
yourselves whether the contesting of things that were provided for

by this government hath been profitable expense of time for the
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good of this nation." In words of angry reproach he declared the Sec. x

Parhament dissolved. ^
'^"^

Fall of

With the dissolution of the Parliament of 1654 ended all show Pl'<itanism
^^

1653
TO
1660

»-y»a^'-T» ."- Jan. 1655

^?^*^.

SECOND GREAT SEAL OF PROTECTOR OLIVER, 1 655— 1 658.

of constitutional rule. The Protectorate, deprived b}- its own act The New
of all chance of legal sanction, became a simple tyrann)-. Crom- ^^""y

well professed, indeed, to be restrained by the " Instrument "
; but

the one great restraint on his power which the Instrument provided,
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Sec. X the inability to levy taxes save by consent of Parliament, was
The set aside on the plea of necessity. " The People," said the Pro-

Puritanism tectoi" in woixls whicli Strafford micrht have uttered, " will prefer
1653

.

!3 ' r
TO their real security to forms." That a danger of royalist revolt
1660

.

^ t, /— existed was undeniable, but the danger was at once doubled by

the general discontent. P'rom this moment, Whitelock tells us,

" many sober and noble patriots," in despair of public liberty,

"did begin to incline to the King's restoration." In the mass

of the population the reaction was far more rapid. " Charles

Stuart," writes a Cheshire correspondent to the Secretary of

State, " hath five hundred friends in these adjacent counties for

every one friend to you among them." But before the over-

powering strength of the army even this general discontent was

powerless. Yorkshire, where the royalist insurrection was expected

to be most formidable, never ventured to rise at all. There were

risings in Devon, Dorset, and the Welsh Marches, but the}- were

quickly put down, and their leaders brought to the scaffold.

Easily however as the revolt w^as suppressed, the terror of the

Government was seen in the energetic measures to which Cromwell

The resorted in the hope of securing order. The country was divided
Major- . ... . . . .

, .

Generals ^''to ten military governments, each with a major-general at its

head, who was empowered to disarm all Papists and royalists,

and to arrest suspected persons. Funds for the supports of this

military despotism were provided by an Ordinance of the Council

of State, which enacted that all who had at an\- time borne arms

for the King should pay every year a tenth part of their income, in

spite of the Act of Oblivion, as a fine for their ro}'alist tendencies.

The despotism of the major-generals was seconded by the older

expedients of tyranny. The ejected clergy had been zealous

in promoting the insurrection, and they were forbidden in revenge

to act as chaplains or as tutors. The press was placed under

a strict censorship. The payment of taxes levied by the sole

authority of the Protector was enforced by distraint
; and when

a collector was sued in the courts for redress, the counsel for the

prosecution were sent to the Tower.

Scotland If pardon, indeed, could ever be won for a t}-rannv, the

wisdom and grandeur with which he used the power he had

usurped would win pardon for the Protector. The greatest

and
Ireland
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among the many great enterprises undertaken by the Long

Parliament had been the Union of the three Kingdoms : and

Sec. X

The
Fall of

that of Scotland with England had been brought about, at i'l-ritamsm

vigour of Sirthe very end of its career, by the tact and

Harry Vane. But its practical realization was left to Crom-

well. In four months of hard fighting General Monk brought

the Highlands to a

new tranquillity ; and

the presence of an

arm\- of eight thou-

sand men, backed by

a line of forts, kept

the most restless of

the clans in good

order. The settlement

of the country was

brought about by the

temperance and sa-

gacity of ^Monk's suc-

cessor. General Deanc.

No further interfer-

ence with the Presby-

terian system was at-

tempted be}'ond the

suppression of the

General Assembl}'.

But religious libert}'

was resolutely protect-

ed, and Deane ven-

tured even to interfere

on behalf of the miser-

able victims whom
Scotch bigotry A\'as

torturing and burning on the charge of witchcraft. Even steady

royalists acknowledged the justice of the Government and the

wonderful discipline of its troops. " We always reckon those

eight years of the usurpation," said Burnet afterwards, " a time of

great peace and prosperity." Sterner work had to be done before

Jir^yh amiichleScctchlQmue
in gude faith Sik

SATIRE ON SCOTCH PRESKYTERIANS.
From JMcssrs. Goldsiuid's facsimile of Caz'alicr playing

cards in tlie possession of Earl Nelson.

1653
•10

1660
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Ireland could be brought into real union with its sister kingdoms. Sec. x

The work of conquest had been continued by Ireton, and com- The^ •' ' Fall ok

pleted after his death by General Ludlow, as mercilessly as it had p^'^'tanism
^ ^

1653
Tf)

1660

IRISHMAN AND WOMAN.
Hollar s Map of Ireland, 1653.

begun. Thousands perished by famine or the sword. Shipload Scttle-

after shipload of those who surrendered were sent over sea for irdnud

sale into forced labour in Jamaica and the West Indies. ^lore

AN IRISH MILKMAID.
T. Dineley, "Tour through Ireland," 1681.

Journal of Kilkenny ArchcEological Society, 71010 Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.

than forty thousand of the beaten Catholics were permitted to

enlist for foreign service, and found a refuge in exile under the
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cu^AX) ocuf T)o -pcpiobAT) (AmAitle te coil rh'UACCApAin) 'oo

cuiTi 50 pAcTiA-o 1 n^loip '00 'OI11A, in 6n6i]\ •oonA nAoniliAib,

UKGINMNG OF DEDICATION OF ANNALS OF THE FOUR MASTERS, 1634.

SICNATl-RE OF IMICMAEL o'CLERY, 1634.

HANDWRITING OF DUALD MAC FIRDIS, 165O

FACSIMILES OF IRISH MSS., A.D. 1G34— 1650.
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banners of France and Spain. The work of settlement, which sec. x

was undertaken b\- Henr\- Cromwell, the \-ouna;er and abler of the ^ '1'"k
' ' ^ Fall of

Protector's sons, turned out to be even more terrible than the p^'ritanism

work ot the sword. It took as its model the Colonization of TO
1660

Lister, the fatal measure which had destro\-ed all hope of a united

Ireland and had brought inevitabl)- in its train the revolt and the

^'.•ar. The people were divided into classes in the order of their

assumed guilt. All who after fair trial were proved to have

personalh' taken part in the massacre were sentenced to banish-

ment or death. The creneral amnest\- which freed "those of the

meaner sort" from all question on other scores was far from

extending to the landowners. Catholic proprietors who had

shown no goodwill to the Parliament, even though they had taken

no part in the war. were punished b)- the forfeiture of a third of

their estates. All who had borne arms were held to have forfeited

the whole, and driven into Connaught, where fresh estates were

carved out for them from the lands of the native clans. No such

doom had ever fallen on a nation in modern times as fell upon

Ireland in its new settlement. Among the bitter memories which

part Ireland from England the memory of the bloodshed and

confiscation which the Puritans wrought remains the bitterest
;

and the worst curse an Irish peasant can hurl at his enemy is

" the curse of Cromwell." But pitiless as the Protector's policy

was, it was successful in the ends at which it aimed. The whole

native population lay helpless and crushed. Peace and order were

restored, and a large incoming of Protestant settlers from England

and Scotland brought a new prosperit\' to the wasted country.

Above all, the legislative union which had been brought about

with Scotland was now carried out ^\ith Ireland, and thirt\- seats

were allotted to its representatives in the general Parliament.

In England Cromwell dealt with the royalists as irreconcilable England

enemies ; but in cver\- other respect he carried laiiiy out his pledge Protec-

of '' healing and settling." The series of administrative reforms *°'"^*^

planned by the Convention had been partially carried into effect

before the meeting of Parliament in 1654 ; but the work was

pushed on after the dis.solution of the House with yet greater

energy. Nearl)' a hundred ordinances showed the industr\- of

the Government. Police, public amusements, roads, finances, the

Vol. Ill—Part 27 4 M
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Sec. X condition of prisons, the imprisonment of debtors, were a few

The amono- the subjects which claimed Cromwell's attention. An
Fall of ° •'

Puritanism ordinance of morc than fifty clauses reformed the Court of

Chancery. The anarchy which had reigned in the Church sinceI'O

1660
the break-down of PLpiscopacy and the failure of the Presb3^terian

system to supply its place, was put an end to by a series of wise

and temperate measures for its reorganization. Rights of patron-

age were left untouched ; but a Board of Triers, a fourth of whom
were laymen, was appointed to examine the fitness of ministers

presented to livings ; and a Church board of gentry and clergy

was set up in every county to exercise a supervision over ecclesi-

astical affairs, and to detect and remove scandalous and ineffectual

ministers. Even by the confession of Cromwell's opponents the

plan worked well. It furnished the country with " able, serious

preachers," Baxter tells us, " who lived a godly life, of what tolerable

opinion soever they were," and, as both Presbyterian and Inde-

pendent ministers were presented to livings at the will of their

patrons, it solved so far as practical working was concerned the

problem of a religious union among the Puritans on the base

of a wide variety of Christian opinion. From the Church which

was thus reorganized all power of interference with faiths differing

from its own was resolutehMvithheld. Save in his dealings with the

Episcopalians, whom he looked on as a political danger, Cromwell

remained true throughout to the cause of religious libert}'. Even

the Quaker, rejected by all other Christian bodies as an anarchist

and blasphemer, found sympathy and protection in the Protector.

The Jews had been excluded from England since the reign oi

Edward the First ; and a prayer which the\' now presented for

leave to return was refused b}- the commission of merchants and

divines to whom the Protector referred it for consideration. But

the refusal was quietly passed over, and the connivance of Crom-

well in the settlement of a few Hebrews in London and Oxford

was so clearly understood that no one ventured to interfere with

them.

Crom- No part of his polic)- is morc characteristic of Cromwell's mind.
well and .... ...

, 1 i •

Europe whether in its strength or in its weakness, than his management ot

foreign affairs. While England had been absorbed in her long and

obstinate struggle for freedom the whole face of the ^\orld around
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her had changed. The Thirt)' Years' War was over. The vie- Sec. x

tories of Gustavus, and of the Swedish Generals who followed him, the° ' Fall of
Puritanism

1653
TO
1660

RICHELIEU.
Picture by P. dc Chaiii/>aigne, in the National Gallery.

had been seconded by the policy of Richelieu and the intervention

of France. Protestantism in Germany was no longer in peril from

the bigotry or ambition of the House of Austria
; and the Treaty

4 M 2
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of W'cstplialia li;ul tlnnvn a permanent line between the territories Sec. x

belonpino- to the adherents of the old reli«-ion and the new. There ^,
i'"""-

•^ ^ S) I' ALL OF

Avas little dano-er, indeed, now to luiroije from the cjreat Catholic ^'l^^'takism

1653
House which had threatened its freedom e\er since Charles the 'o

1660
I'^ifth. Its Austrian branch was called awa)' from dreams of —
aggression in the ^\'est to a desperate struggle with the Turk for

the possession of Hungar\- and the security of Austria itself.

Spain was falling into a state of strange decrepitude. So far from

aiming to be mistress of Europe, she was rapidly sinking into the

almost helpless prey of France. It was France which had now

become the dominant power in Christendom, though her position

Avas far from being as commanding as it was to become under

Lewis the L'ourteenth. The peace and order which prevailed after

the cessation of the religious troubles throughout her compact and

fertile territory gave scope at last to the quick and industrious

temper of the h^-ench people ; while her wealth and energy were

placed b}' the centralizing administration of Henr\' the Fourth, of

Richelieu, and of Mazarin, almost absolutely in the hands of the

Crown. Lender the three great rulers A\'ho have just been named

her ambition was steadil)' directed to the same purpose of terri-

torial aggrandizement, and though limited as yet to the annexation Cron-

os the Spanish and Imperial territories which still parted her foreign

frontier from the F3'renees, the Alps, and the Rhine, a statesman po^^cy

of ^\'ise political genius would have discerned the beginning of that

great struggle for supremacy over Europe at large which Avas only

foiled b}' the genius of Marlborough and the victories of the Grand

Alliance. But in his view of European politics Cromwell was

misled by the conservative and unspeculati\e temper of his mind

as well as b}' the strength of his religious enthusiasm. Of the

change in the A\'orld around him he seems to have discerned no-

thing. He brought to the Europe of Mazarin the hopes and ideas

with which all England was thrilling in his youth at the outbreak

of the Thirt}' ^^ears' War. .Spain A\as still to him " the head of

the Fapal Interest," whether at home or abroad. " The Papists in

England," he said to the Parliament of 1656, "have been ac-

counted, ever since I was born, Spaniolized ; thc}^ never regarded

France, or any other Papist state, but Spain onh'." The old

English hatred of Spain, the old English resentment at the shame-
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fill i^ail vvlii(,h tli(j ii.itiriii li.ul b(j(jii forced to play in the ^reat Sec. x

(jcrinaii struet{lc by tlic ijfilicv of fames and (>[
(
'liarlcs, lived on ^/rm-

in C'roinvvcil, and was only strengthened by the reh'gious cnthu- ''' R'tanism

siasm uhieli tlie success r.f Puritanism had kindled within him. r<>

"The- Lfjrd 1 I imself," he wrote to his admirals as they sailed to —
the West indie., " liath a controversy with your enemies: even

with that Komi ,li j'abylon of which the Spaniard is the great

iiiider]>rop];er. In that respect we fight the Lord's battles." What
Sweden ji.id \)i(]\ under Gustavus, I^ngland, Cromwell dreamt,

might be now—the head of a great Protestant League in the strug-

gle against Catholic aggression. " You have on your shoulders,"

he said to the Parliament of i'"^54, "the interest of all the Christian

pcoj^K: of the world. I wi.h it may be written on our hearts to be

zealous for that interest."

The first sU:\> in such a struggle was necessarily to league the War with

Protestant pf)wers together, and Cromwell's earliest efforts were

directed to bring the ruinous and indecisive quarrel with Holland

to an end. The fierceness of the strife had grrjwn with each en-

gagement ; but the hopes of i lolland fell with her admiral, Tromp,

\vho received a mortal wr^und at the moment when he had suc-

ceeded in forcing the ICnglish line ; and the skill and energ}' of his

succes.sor, De Ruyter, struggled in vain tf) restore her waning

fortunes. She was .saved by the expulsion of the Long Parlia-

ment, which had ])crsiste(l in its demand of a political union of the

two countries ; and the new policy of Cromwell was seen in the

conclusion of ])eace. The United Provinces recognized the supre- 1654

macy of the luiglish flag in the Hritish seas, and submitted to the

Navigation Act, while Holland pledged it.self to shut out the

House of Orange from power, and thus relieved ICngland from the

risk of seeing a Stuart restoration supported by Dutch forces. The

peace with the Hutch was followed by the conclusion of like

treaties with .Sweden and w ith Denmark' ; and on the arri\'al of a

Swedish envoy with offers of a league of friendship, ( roiiiwcll

endeavc^ured to bring the Hutch, the I'randenburgers, and the

Danes into a con federation of the Protestant powers. His efforts

in this dircflion however, th(jugh they never wholly ceased, re-

mained fruitless; but thr- Protector was resolute to carry out his

plans single-handed. 'I he defeat of the Hutch had left luigland
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the chief sea-power of the world ; and before the dissolution of the ^kc. x

Parliament, two fleets put to sea with secret instructions. The
^^'["''of

first, under Blake, appeared in the ^Mediterranean, exacted repara- i'' R'tamsm

1653
tion from Tuscany for wrontrs done to P3n£rlish commerce, bom- to

^ ^ ^
1660

bardcd Algiers, and destroyed the fleet Avith which its pirates —
had ventured through the reign of Charles to insult the Enghsh

coast. The thunder of Blake's guns, every Puritan believed, would

be heard in the castle of St. Angelo, and Rome itself would have

to bow to the greatness of Cromwell. But though no declaration

of war had been issued against Spain, the true aim of both

expeditions was an attack on that power ; and the attack prov^ed

singularly unsuccessful. Though Blake sailed to the .Spanish

coast, he failed to intercept the treasure fleet from America ; and

the second expedition, which made its wa\' to the West Indies,

was foiled in a descent on .St. Domingo. Its conquest of Jamaica,

important as it really was in breaking through the monopoly

of the New \\'orld in the South which .Spain had till now enjoyed,

seemed at the time but a poor result for a vast expenditure of

blood and money. Its leaders were sent to the Tower on Sepi. i6ss

their return; but Cromwell found himself at war with .Spain,

and thrown A\hethcr he would or no into the hands of the I'rench

minister Mazarin.

He was forced to sign a treat}' of alliance with P'rancc ; while Parlia-

the cost of his abortive expeditions dro\'c him again to face a of 1655

Parliament. But Cromwell no longer trusted, as in his earlier

Parliament, to freedom of elections. The sixtv members sent from

Ireland and Scotland under the Ordinances of union were simply

nominees of the Government. Its whole influence A\-as exerted to

secure the return of the more conspicuous members of the Council

of .State. It was calculated that of the members returned one-half

were bound to the Government b\' ties of profit or place. But

Cromwell was still unsatisfied. A certificate of the Council was

required from each member before admission to the Mouse ; and a

fourth of the whole number returned—one hundred in all, with

Ha.selrig at their head—were b\' this means excluded on grounds

of disaffection or want of religion. l"o these arbitrar\' acts of

violence the House replied on!}- by a course of singular moderation

and wisdom. J'Vom the first it disclaimed any purpose of opposing
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Sec. X the Govemmcnt. One of its earliest acts provided securities for

The Cromwell's person, which was threatened by constant plots of

Puritanism assassination. It supportcd him ill his war policy, and voted

TO supplies of unprecedented extent for the maintenance of the struggle.

— It was this attitude of loyalt}' which gave force to its steady refusal

to sanction the system of tyranny which had practically placed

England under martial law. In his opening address Cromwell

boldly took his stand in support of the military despotism wielded

by the major-generals. " It hath been more effectual towards the

discountenancing of vice and settling religion than anything done

these fifty years. I will abide b\' it," he said, with singular

vehemence, " notwithstanding: the envv and slander of foolish men.

I could as soon venture m}- life with it as with an}'thing I ever

undertook. If it were to be done again, I would do it." But no

sooner had a bill been introduced into Parliament to confirm the

proceedings of the major-generals than a long debate showed the

temper of the Commons. They had resolved to acquiesce in the

Protectorate, but they were equall)- resolved to bring it again to a

legal mode of government. This indeed was the aim of even

Cromwell's wi.ser adherents. " What makes me fear the passing of

this Act," one of them wrote to his son Henr\', " is that thereby

His Highness' government \\'ill be more founded in force, and more

removed from that natural foundation A\'hich the people in Parlia-

ment are desirous to give him, supposing that he will become more

theirs than now he is." The bill was rejected, and Cromwell bowed

to the feeling of the nation b}- withdrawing the powers of the

major-generals.

Offer But the defeat of the tyranny of the sword was only a step

Crown towards a far bolder effort for the restoration of the power of the

*°
weu"^' ^''^^- ^^ ^^'^^ '^^ mere pedantry, still less was it vulgar flatter}-,

which influenced the Parliament in their offer to Cromwell of the

title of King. The experience of the last few years had taught the

nation the value of the traditional forms under which its liberties

had grown up. A king was limited by constitutional precedents.

" The king's prerogative," it was well urged, " is under the courts

of justice, and is bounded as well as an\- acre of land, or anvthintr

a man hath." A Protector, on the other hand, was new in our

history, and there were no traditional means of limiting his power.
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" The one office being lawful in its nature," said Glynne, "known Sec. x

to the nation, certain in itself, and confined and rej^ulatcd by the the
' o J r ALL OF

law, and the other not so—that was the crreat ground wh\- the p^r^amsm
& t> .

1653
Parliament did so much insist on this office and title." Under the to

1660
name of Monarchy, indeed, the question really at issue between —
the part}- headed b)- the officers and the party led b}- the law)'ers

in the Commons was that of the restoration of constitutional and

legal rule. The proposal was carried by an overwhelming majorit)', ^^"''- 1657

but a month pas.sed in endless consultations between the Parlia-

ment and the Protector. His good sense, his knowledge of the

general feeling of the nation, his real desire to obtain a settlement

which should secure the ends for which Puritanism fought, political

and religious libert\-. broke in conference after conference through

a mist of words. But his real concern throughout was with the

temper of the army, Cromwell knew well that his government

was a sheer government of the sword, and that the discontent of

his soldiery would shake the fabric of his power. He vibrated to

and fro between his sense of the political advantages of such a

settlement, and his sense of its impossibility in face of the mood of

the army. His soldiers, he said, were no common swordsmen.

They were " godly men, men that will not be beaten down b\" a

worldly and carnal spirit while they keep their integrity ;
" men in

whose general voice he recognized the voice of God. " Thc\- are

honest and faithful men," he urged, " true to the great things of the

Government. And though it really is no part of their goodness to

be unwilling to submit to what a Parliament shall settle over them,

yet it is my duty and conscience to beg of )-ou that there ma\- be

no hard things put upon them which they cannot swallow. I

cannot think God would bless an undertaking of anything which

would justly and with cause grieve them." The temper of the

army was soon shown. Its leaders, with Lambert, Fleetwood, and

Desborough at their head, placed their commands in Cromwell's

hands. A petition from the officers to Parliament demanded the

withdrawal of the proposal to restore the Monarch)', " in the name

of the old cause for which they had bled." Cromwell at once

anticipated the coming debate on this petition, a debate which

mio"ht have led to an open breach between the arm\- and the
fc>

' May o.

Commons, by a refusal of the crown. '' I cannot undertake this 1657
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Gov^crnmcnt," he said. " with that title of King; and that is ni\-

answer to this j^reat and \veiy;ht}' business."

Disappointed as it was, the Parhament with singular self-

restraint tinned to uthcr modes of bringing about its purpose.

The offer of the erown had been coupled with the condition

o( accepting a constitution which was a modification of the

Instrument of Government adopted b}- the Parliament of 1654, and

this constitution Cromwell cmphaticall}- approved. " The things

pro\-ided by this Act of Gowrnmcnt," he owned. " do secure the

liberties of the people of God as the)- ne\-er before have had them."

With a change of the title of King into that of Protector, the Act

Src. X.

The
Fall of

Puritanism

1653
TCI

1660

Inaugur-
ation
of the

Protector

\\nrri;u.\i.L.

Residence of the English Kings, and of Cromwell as Lord Protector.

A/h-r ir. Hollar.

of Government now became law ; and the solemn inauguration of

the Protector b}' the Parliament was a practical acknowledgement

on the part of Cromwell of the illegalit}' of his former rule. In the

name of the Commons the Speaker invested him with a mantle of

State, placed the sceptre in his hand, and girt the sword of justice

b}- his side. By the new Act of Government Cromwell was allowed

to name his own successor, but in all after cases the office was to

be an elective one. In every other respect the forms of the older

Constitution were carefully restored. Parliament was again to

consist of two Houses, the seventv members of " the other I louse
"

beine named b\- the Protector. The Commons regaincel their old

June 26,

1657
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right of exclusively deciding on the qualification of their members. sec. x

Parliamentary restrictions were imposed on the choice of members ^ the
•^ J^ F.\LL OF

of the Council, and officers of State or of the armv. A fixed P'-«'tanism

1653
revenue was voted to the Protector, and it was i3rovidcd that no to

1660
moneys should be raised but by assent of Parliament. Liberty of —
worship was secured for all but Papists, Prelatists, Socinians, or

those who denied the inspiration of the Scriptures ; and liberty of

conscience was secured for all.

The adjournment of the House after his inauguration left Crom-

Cromwcll at the height of his power. He seemed at last to have tj-kimphs

placed his government on a legal and national basis. The ill-

success of his earlier operations abroad was forgotten in a blaze of

glory. On the eve of the Parliament's assembly one of Blake's

captains had managed to intercept a part of the Spanish treasure

fleet. At the close of 1656 the Protector seemed to have found the

means of realizing his schemes for rekindling the religious war

throughout Europe in a quarrel between the Duke of Savo}- and

his Protestant subjects in the vallej's of Piedmont. A ruthless

massacre of these Vaudois by the Duke's troops roused deep resent-

ment throughout England, a resentment which still breathes in the

noblest of Milton's sonnets. While the poet called on God to

avenge his "slaughtered saints, whose bones lie scattered on the

Alpine mountains cold," Cromwell was alread}- bus\- with the work

of earthly vengeance. An English envoy appeared at the Duke's

court with haught)' demands of redress. Their refusal \\'ould have

been followed by instant war, for the Protestant Cantons of

Switzerland were bribed into promising a force of ten thousand

men for an attack on Savo}-. The plan was foiled b}- the cool

diplomac}- of Mazarin, who forced the Duke to grant Cromwell's

demands ; but the apparent success of the Protector raised his

reputation at home and abroad. The spring of 1657 saw the

greatest as it was the last of the triumphs of Blake. He found

the Spanish Plate fleet guarded by galleons in the strongh'-armcd

harbour of Santa Cruz ; he forced an entrance into the harbour

and burnt or sank every ship within it. Triumphs at sea were

followed by a triumph on land. Cromwell's demand of Dunkirk,

which had long stood in the way of any acceptance of his offers of

aid, was at last conceded ; and a detachment of the Puritan ann\-
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joined the French troops who were attacking Flanders under the Sec. x

command of Turenne. Their valour and discipline were shown by ^ T"e
^ •' Fall or

the part they took in the capture of Mardyke ; and still more by Puritanism

the victory of the Dunes, a victory which forced the Flemish towns to
1660

to open their gates to the French, and gave Dunkirk to Cromwell. —
Never had the fame of an English ruler stood higher ; but in ^ . ^ro o ' Death 01

the midst of his glory the hand of death was falling on the Pro- Cromwell

tector. He had long been weary of his task. " God knows," he

had burst out to the Parliament a year before, " I would have been

glad to have lived under m)^ woodside, antl to have kept a flock of

sheep, rather than to have undertaken this government." And
now to the weariness of power was added the weakness and

feverish impatience of disease. Vigorous and energetic as his life

had seemed, his health was by no means as strong as his will ; he

had been struck down by intermittent fever in the midst of his

triumphs both in Scotland and in Ireland, and during the past year

he had suffered from repeated attacks of it. " I have some infirmi-

ties upon me," he owned twice over in his speech at the re-opening

of the Parliament after an adjournment of six months ; and his

feverish irritability was quickened by the public danger. No Jan. 165S

supplies had been voted, and the pay of the army was heavily in

arrear, while its temper grew more and more sullen at the appear-

ance of the new Constitution and the re-awakening of the royalist

intrigues. Under the terms of the new Constitution the members

excluded in the preceding year took their places again in the

Flouse. The mood of the nation was reflected in the captious and

quarrelsome tone of the Commons. They still delayed the grant

of supplies. Meanwhile a hasty act of the Protector in giving to

his nominees in " the other House," as the new second chamber he

had devised was called, the title of " Lords," kindled a strife

between the two Flouses which was busily fanned by Haselrig and

other opponents of the Government. It was contended that the

" other House " had under the new Constitution simply judicial

and not legislative powers. Such a contention struck at Cromwell's

work of restoring the old political forms of iMiglish life ; and the

reappearance of Parliamentary strife threw him at last, says an

observer at his court, " into a rage and passion like unto madness."

What gave weight to it was the growing strength of the ro\'alist

Vol. HI—r.\RT aS 4 N
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Sfx. X party, and its preparations for a coming rising. Charles himself

TiiK with a large body of Spanish troops drew to the coast of Flanders

Puritanism ^q take advantage of it. His hopes were above all encouraged by
1653 .

^^ ^ & /
T(. the strife in the Commons, and their manifest dislike of the system
1660
-

—

of the Protectorate. It was this that drove Cromwell to action.

/z'o;/ ofz/ic Summoning his coach, by a sudden impulse, the Protector drove
Par/in-

^yj|-]-^ ^ ff^y^ guards to Westminster ; and setting aside the
men/ => ' °

remonstrances of F^leetwood, summoned the two Houses to his

presence. " I do dissolve this Parliament," he ended a speech of

angry rebuke, " and let God be judge between you and me." Fatal

as was the error, for the moment all went well. The army was

reconciled by the blow levelled at its opponents, and the few

murmurers were weeded from its ranks by a careful remodelling.

The triumphant officers vowed to stand or fall with his Highness.

The danger of a royalist rising vanished before a host of addresses

from the counties. Great news too came from abroad, where

victory in Flanders, and the cession of Dunkirk, set the seal on

Cromwell's glory. But the fever crept steadil}^ on, and his looks

told the tale of death to the Quaker, F'^ox, who met him riding in

Hampton Court Park. "Before I came to him," he says, "as he

rode at the head of his Life Guards, I saw and felt a waft of death

go forth against him, and when I came to him he looked like a

dead man." In the midst of his triumph Cromwell's heart was in

fact heavy with the sense of failure. He had no desire to play the

t}'rant ; nor had he any belief in the permanence of a mere t)Tanny.

Fie clung desperately to the hope of bringing the country to his

side. He had hardly dissolved the Parliament before he was

planning the summons of another, and angry at the opposition

which his Council offered to the project, " I will take m}- own
resolutions," he said gloomil\' to his household ;

" I can no longer

satisfy myself to sit still, and make m}'self guilty of the loss of all

the honest party and of the nation itself" But before his plans

Aug. 1G58 could be realized the overtaxed strength of the Protector suddenly

gave way. He saw too clearly the chaos into which his death

would plunge England to be willing to die. " Do not think I shall

die," he burst out with feverish energ)- to the physicians who
gathered round him ;

" say not I have lost my reason ! I tell you

the truth. I know it from better authorit\' than an\- \'0u can have
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from Galen or Hippocrates. It is the answer of God tlimsclf to sec. x

our praN^ers !

" Prayer indeed rose from every side for his recovery, j,^^^"''^^^,

but death drew steadilv nearer, till even Cromwell felt that his pl'<.tamsm

.
1653

hour was come. " I would be willing to live," the dying man to
°

1 660

murmured, "to be further serviceable to God and His people, but —
my work is done ! Yet God will be with His people !" A storm

which tore roofs from houses, and levelled huge trees in ever\'

forest, seemed a fitting prelude to the passing away of his mighty

spirit. Three days later, on the third of September, the day which

had witnessed his victories of Worcester and Dunbar, Cromwell

quietly breathed his last.

So absolute even in death was his sway over the minds of men, The
1 1 1 r 1 -1 T 1 1 r 1

P^ll °f
that, to the wonder of the excited royalists, even adoubttul nomina- Puritan-

tion on his death-bed was enough to secure the peaceful succession ^^""

of his son, Richard Cromwell. Man\-, in fact, who had rejected

the authorit}' of his father submitted peacefully to the new Pro-

tector. Their motives were explained by Baxter, the most eminent

among the Presbvterian ministers, in the address to Richard which

announced his adhesion. " I observe," he says, " that the nation

generally rejoice in your peaceable entrance upon the Government.

Many are persuaded that \'Ou have been strangely kept from

participating in any of our late bloody contentions, that God might

make you the healer of our breaches, and employ you in that

Temple work which David himself might not be honoured with,

though it was in his mind, because he shed blood abundantly and

made great wars." The new Protector was a weak and worthless Richard

man, but the bulk of the nation were content to be ruled by one who Cromwell

was at any rate no soldier, no Puritan, and no innovator. Richard

was known to be lax and worldly in his conduct, and he was

believed to be conservative and even royalist in heart. The tide

of reaction was felt even in his Council. Their first act was to

throw aside one of the greatest of Cromwell's reforms, and to fall 7,. ,.rr."=" ' ji^i>- 1059

back in the summons which they issued for the new Parliament

on the old system of election. It was felt far more keenh' in the

tone of the new House of Commons. The republicans under

Vane, backed adroitly b}- the secret royalists, fell hotly on Crom-

well's system. The fiercest attack of all came from Sir Ashlc}-

Cooper, a Dorsetshire gentleman who had changed sides in the

4 N 2
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civil war, had fought for the King and then for the Parliament, Sec, x

had been a member of Cromwell's Council, and had of late cea.sed ^ '["';,.
' r ALL Or

to be a member of it. Hi.s virulent invective on "his Highness of p^x'tan'si;

1653
deplorable memory, who with fraud and force deprived you of your to

libcrt\' when living- and entailed slavery on \'OU at his death," was —
followed b}' an equally virulent invective against the army.

" They have not only subdued their enemies," said Cooper, " but

the masters who raised and maintained them ! They have not

only conquered Scotland and Ireland, but rebellious England too;

and there suppressed a Malignant party of magistrates and laws."

The army was quick with its reply. It had already demanded the

appointment of a soldier as its General in the place of the new

Protector, who had assumed the command. The tone of the

Council of Officers now became so menacing that the Commons
ordered the dismissal of all officers who refused to engage " not to

disturb or interrupt the free meetings of Parliament." Richard

ordered the Council of Officers to dissolve. Their reply was a Return

demand for a dissolution of the Parliament, a demand with which Ruvip

Richard was forced to comply. The purpose of the army however

was still to secure a settled government ; and setting aside the new

Protector, whose weakness was now evident, they resolved to

come to a reconciliation with the republican party, and to recall

the fragment of the Commons whom they had expelled from St.

Stephen's in 1653. Of the one hundred and sixty members who

had continued to sit after the King's death, about ninety returned

to their scats, and resumed the administration of affairs. But the

continued exclusion of the members who had been "purged" from

the House in 164S, proved that no real intention existed of restor-

ing a legal rule. The House was soon at strife with the soldiers.

In spite of Vane's counsels, it proposed a reform of the officers,

and though a royalist rising in Cheshire during August threw the

disputants for a moment together, the struggle revived as the

danger pas.sed awa)-. A new hope indeed filled men's minds.

Not only was the nation sick of militar}' rule, but the arm}-, un- Divisions

conquerable so long as it held together, at last showed signs of 'j'^J!

division. In Ireland and Scotland the troops protested against the

attitude of their English comrades; and Monk, the commander of

the Scottish armv, threatened to march on London and free the
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Parliament from their pressure. Their divisions encouraged Sec. x

llaseh-ig and his coadjutors to demand the dismissal of Fleetwood ^..^the^

and Lambert from their commands. They answered by driving i'l.ritam

the Parliament again from Westminster, and by marching under j..^ 1660

F
SM

GENERAL LAMBERT.
From an old print.

Lambert to the north to meet Monk's army. Negotiations gave

Monk time to gather a Convention at Edinburgh, and strengthen

himself with money and recruits. His attitude roused luigland to

action. So rapidU' did the tide ot teeling rise throughout the

country that the arm)' was driven to undo its work by recalling the
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Sf.c. X

The
Fall of

Puritanism

1653
TO
1660

Jan. 1660

Rump. Monk however advanced rapidly to Coldstream, and

crossed the border. The cry of "A free Parliament" ran like fire

through the country. Not only Fairfax, who appeared in arms in

Yorkshire, but the ships on the Thames and the mob which

thronged the streets of London caught up the cry ; and Monk, who
lavished protestations of loyalty to the Rump, while he accepted

petitions for a " P^'ree Parliament," entered London unopposed.

CHARLES IT EMBARKlNii KOK E.NGLAXU.
" Konincklijcki: Bcltcnis," 1660.

From the moment of his entry the restoration of the Stuarts be-

came inevitable. The army, resolute as it still remained for the

maintenance of " the cause," was deceived by Monk's declarations

of loyalty to it, and rendered powerless b}' his adroit dispersion

Till' Con- of the troops over the countrw At the instigation of Ashlev
venlioti ^, , ,

.

"

April 2' hooper, those who remained of the members who had been ex-

cluded from the House of Commons by Pride's Purge in 164S
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again forced their way into Parliament, and at once resolved on a

dissolution and the election of a new House of Commons. The

new House, which bears the name of the Convention, had hardly

taken the solemn League and Covenant which showed its Presby-

terian temper, and its leaders had only begun to draw up terms on

which the King's restoration might be assented to, when they

Sec. X

The
Fall of

Puritanism

1653
TO

1660

found that Monk was in negotiation with the exiled Court. All

L..NTUV or CllAl;LIiS 11. INTO LONDON.
'" Konincklijckc Beltents," 1660.

'exaction of terms was now impossible
; a Declaration from Breda,

in which Charles promised a general pardon, religious toleration,

and satisfaction to the arm)', was received with a burst of national

•enthusiasm ; and the old Constitution was restored by a solemn

vote of the Convention, "that according to the ancient and funda-

mental laws of this Kingdom, the government is, and oueht to be ^"^''J''^" ^f^ ' Charles
hx King, Lords, and Commons." The King was at once invited Mav -5
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Sec. X

The
Fall oi'-

i'uuitanism

1653

1660

Milton

to hasten to his realm ; he landed at Dover, and made his way
amidst the shouts of a great multitude to Whitehall. " It is my
own fault," laughed the new King, with characteristic irony, " that

I had not come back sooner ; for I find nobody who does not tell

me he has always longed for my return."

Puritanism, so men believed, had fallen never to rise again. As
a political experiment it had ended in utter failure and disgust.

a A .\ <j U L, 1' A r \V l[ I T I^ U A L L.

'''' Konincklijckc Bcltcnis," 1660.

As a religious system of national life it brought about the wildest

outbreak of moral revolt that I^igland has e\'er witnessed. i\nd

yet Puritanism was far from being dead ; it drew indeed a nobler

life from suffering and defeat. Nothing aids us better to trace

the real course of I'uritan influence since the fall of Puritanism

than the thought of the two great works which have handed down
from one generation to another its highest and noblest spirit..
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From that time to this the most popular of all religious books has Sec. x

been the Puritan allegory of the " Pilgrim's Progress." The most

popular of all English poems has been the Puritan epic of the

been the Puritan allegory of the "Pilgrim's Progress." The most ^,
The

fc> » fc> & Pall of
Plritanism

1653
"Paradise Lost." Milton had been cneaeed durincr the civil war to

'&."&>"

in strife with Prcsb\tcrians and with Ro\-alists, pleading for civil

and religious freedom, for freedom of social life, and freedom of

the press. At a later time he became Latin Secretary to the

Protector, in spite of a blindness which had been brought on

bv the intcnsit\- of his stud\'. The Restoration found him of all
^ - ^

living men the most hateful to the Royalists ; for it was his

" Defence of the English People " which had justified throughout

Europe the execution of the King. Parliament ordered his book

to be burnt b}-the common hangman ; he was for a time imprisoned,

and even when released he had to live amidst threats of assassina-

tion from fanatical Cavaliers. To the ruin of his cause were added

personal misfortunes in the bankruptcy of the scrivener who held

the bulk of his property, and in the Fire of London, which deprived

him of much of what was left. As age drew on, he found himself

reduced to comparative poverty, and driven to sell his library

for subsistence. Even among the sectaries who shared his political

opinions Milton stood in religious opinion alone, for he had

gradually severed himself from ever}- accepted form of faith,

had embraced Arianism, and had ceased to attend at any place

of worship. Xor was his home a happy one. The grace and

geniality of his }-outh disappeared in the drudgery of a school-

master's life and amongst the invectives of controversy. In age

his temper became stern and exacting. His daughters, who

were forced to read to their blind father in languages which they

could not understand, revolted utterly against their bondage.

But solitude and misfortune only brought out into bolder relief

Milton's inner greatness. There was a grand simplicity in the

life of his later )'ears. He listened every morning to a chapter

of the Hebrew Bible, and after musing in silence for a while

pursued his studies till midda\\ Then he took exercise for an

hour, played for another hour on the organ or \iol, and renewed

his studies. The evening Avas spent in converse with visitors

and friends. For, lonely and unpopular as ]\Iilton was, there was

one thing about him which made his house in I^unhill Fields a

1660
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Sec. X

The
Fall of

Puritanism

1653
TO
1660

MONUMEM" Ol'- JOHN UONiNE, TUlil

a. 163 1.

/;: ,9. Paurs Cathedral.

place of pilgrimage to the wits

of the Restoration. lie was

the last of the Elizabethans.

He had possibly seen Shakspere,

as on his visits to London after

his retirement to Stratford the

playwright passed along Bread

Street to his wit combats at the

Mermaid. He had been the con-

temporary of Webster and Mas-

singer, of Herrick and Crashaw.

His " Comus " and "Arcades"

had rivalled the masques of Ben

Jonson. It was with a reverence

drawn from thoughts like these

that men looked on the blind

poet as he sate, clad in black,

in his chamber hung with rusty

green tapestry, his fair brown

hair falling as of old over a calm,

serene face that still retained

much of its youthful beauty, his

cheeks delicatel}' coloured, his

clear grey eyes showing no trace

of their blindness. But famous,

whether for good or ill, as his

prose writings had made him,

during fifteen vcars only a few

sonnets had broken his silence

as a singer. It was now, in his

blindness and old age, with the

cause he loved trodden under

foot b}' men as vile as the rabble

in " Comus," that the genius of

[Milton took refuge in the great

poem on wliich through years

of silence his imagination had

still been broodine.
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On his return from his travels in Italy, Milton had spoken

of himself as musing on " a work not to be raised from the heat of

youth or the vapours of wine, like that which flov/s at waste from

the pen of some vulgar amourist or the trencher fury of a rh}'ming

parasite, nor to be obtained by the invocation of Dame Memory
and her Siren daughters ; but by devout prayer to that Eternal

Spirit who can enrich with all utterance and knowledge, and sends

out His Seraphim, with the hallowed fire of His altar, to touch

Sec. X

The
Fall of

PniJITANISM

1653
TO
1660

The
Paradise

Lost

John mjhun, aui^.u .sixty-two.
Frontispiece to his ''History of Britain" ; ciigraved by 11'. Faitkornc. 1670.

and purify the lips of whom He pleases." His lips were touched
at last. In his quiet retreat he mused during these years of
persecution and loneliness on his great work. Seven >'ears after

the Restoration appeared the "Paradise Lost," and four years
later the " Paradise Regained " and " Samson Agonistes," in the
severe grandeur of whose verse we see the poet him.self '^ fallen,"

hke Samson, " on evil da}'s and evil tongues, with darkness and
with danger compassed round." But great as the two last works

1667
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Sec. X

The
Fall of

1660

were, their [greatness wa.s eclipsed by that of their predecessor.

The whole genius of Milton expressed itself in the "Paradise
Pl'ritanis.m

i^Q^t "
'pi-jQ romance, the (^orgeous fanc\', the darin^- imagination

which he shared with the P'lizabethan poets, the large but ordered

bcaut\' of form which he had drunk in from the literature of Greece

and Rome, the sublimit}- of conception, the loftiness of phrase,

which he owed to the Bible, blended in this story "of man's

first disobedience, and the fruit of that forbidden tree, whose

mortal taste brought death into the world and all our woe." It is

Milton's house at chalfont st. giles, bucks.

only when we review the strangely mingled elements which make

up the poem, that wc realize the genius which fused them into such

a perfect whole. The meagre outline of the Hebrew legend is lost

in the splendour and music of Milton's verse. The stern idealism

of Geneva is clothed in the gorgeous robes of the Renascence.

If we miss something of the free play of Spenser's fancy, and yet

more of the imaginative delight in their own creations which gives

so exquisite a life to the poetr\- of the early dramatists, we find in

place of these the noblest example which our literature affords

of the ordered majesty of classic form. But it is not with the
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literary value of the "Paradise Lost" that we are here concerned. src. x

Its historic importance hes in this, that it is the Epic of Puritanism. j,.^^he^^

Its scheme is the problem with which the Puritan wrestled in Puritanism

hours of gloom and darkness, the problem of sin and redemption,

of the world-wide struggle of evil against good. The intense moral

•concentration of the Puritan had given an almost bodily shape to

spiritual abstractions before Milton gave life and being to the forms

of Sin and Death. It was the Puritan tendency to mass into one

vast " body of sin " the various forms of human evil, and by the

very force of a passionate hatred to exaggerate their magnitude

and their power, to which we owe the conception of Milton's Satan.

The greatness of the Puritan aim in the long and wavering struggle

for justice and law and a higher good ; the grandeur of character

Avhich the contest developed ; the colossal forms of good and evil

which moved over its stage ; the debates and conspiracies and

battles which had been men's life for twent\' vears ; the mightv

•eloquence and mightier ambition which the war had roused into

being—all left their mark on the " Paradise Lost." \\*hatever was

highest and best in the Puritan temper spoke in the nobleness and

elevation of the poem, in its purity of tone, in its grandeur of con-

ception, in its ordered and equable realization of a great purpose.

Even in his boldest flights, ]\Iilton is calm and master of himself.

His touch is always sure. Whether he passes from Heaven to Hell,

or from the council hall of Satan to the sweet conference of Adam
and Eve, his tread is stead}' and unfaltering. But if the poem
expresses the higher qualities of the Puritan temper, it expresses

no less exactly its defects. Throughout it we feel almost pain-

fully a want of the finer and subtler sympathies, of a large and

genial humanity, of a sense of spiritual mystery. Dealing as

jMilton does with subjects the most awful and mysterious that poet

ever chose, he is never troubled by the obstinate questionings of

invisible things which haunted the imagination of Shakspere. We
look in vain for any .-Eschylean background of the vast unknown.

*' Man's disobedience" and the scheme for man's redemption arc

laid down as clearh' and with just as little m}-ster)' as in a Puritan

discourse. On topics such as these even God the Father {to

borrow Pope's sneer) "turns a school divine." As in his earlier

poems he had ordered and arranged nature, so in the " Paradise
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Sec^x Lost ' Milton orders and arranges Heaven and Llell. His

FaTl'^of
"mightiest figures, Angel or Archangel, Satan or Belial, stand out

Puritanism colossal but distinct. There is just as little of the wide sympathy
•"' with all that is human which is so loveable in Chaucer and Shakspere.

1 660 '— On the contrary the Puritan individuality is nowhere so overpower-

ing as in Milton. He leaves the stamp of himself deeply graven

on all he creates. We hear his voice in every line of his poem.

The cold severe conception of moral virtue which reigns throughout

it, the intellectual way in which he paints and regards beauty ('for

the beauty of Eve is a beauty which no mortal man may love)

are Milton's own. We feel his inmost temper in the stoical self-

repression which gives its dignity to his figures. Adam utters no

cry of agony when he is driven from Paradise. Satan suffers

in a defiant silence. It is to this intense self-concentration that

we must attribute the strange deficiency of humour which Milton

shared with the Puritans generally, and which here and there

breaks the sublimity of his poem with strange slips into the

grotesque. But it is above all to this Puritan deficiency in human
sympathy that we must attribute his wonderful want of dramatic

genius. Of the power which creates a thou.sand different characters,

which endows each with its appropriate act and word, which loses

itself in its own creations, no great poet ever had less.

Disband- The poem of Milton was the epic of a fallen cause. The
ing

of the broken hope, which had .seen the Kingdom of the Saints pa.>5S like

^"^^ a dream away, spoke in its very name. Paradise was lost once

more, when the New Model, which embodied the courage and the

hope of Puritanism, laid down its arms. In his progress to the

capital Charles passed in review the soldiers assembled on Black-

heath. Betrayed by their general, abandoned by their leaders,

surrounded as they were by a nation in arms, the gloomy silence

of their ranks awed even the careless King with a sense of danger

But none of the victories of the New Model were so glorious as the

victory which it won over itself. Quietly, and without a struggle,

as men who bowed to the inscrutable will of God, the farmers and

traders who had dashed Rupert's chivalry to pieces on Naseby

field, who had scattered at Worcester the "army of the aliens,"

and driven into helpless flight the sovereign that now came " to

enjoy his own again," who had renewed beyond sea the glories of
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Crecy and Agilicourt, had mastered the Parhamcnt, had brought sec. x

a KiiiLT to justice and the block, had given laws to England, and '^'he
t> J 1 & o ' Fall of

held even Cromwell in awe, became farmers and traders again, and Plrijamsm

'653

were known among their fellow-men by no other signs than their

greater soberness and industry. And, with them, Puritanism laid

down the sword. It ceased from the long attempt to build up a

kingdom of God by force and violence, and fell back on its truer

work of building up a kingdom of righteousness in the hearts and

consciences of men. It was from the moment of its seeming fall

that its real victory began. As soon as the wild orgy of the

Restoration was o\cr, men began to see that nothing that was

realh' worthy in the work of Puritanism had been undone. The

revels of Whitehall, the scepticism and debauchery of courtiers,

the corruption of statesmen, left the mass of Englishmen what

Puritanism had made them, serious, earnest, sober in life and

conduct, firm in their love of Protestantism and of freedom. In

the Revolution of 1688 Puritanism did the work of civil liberty

which it had failed to do in that of 1642. It wrought out through

Wesley and the revival of the eighteenth century the work of

religious reform which its earlier efforts had only thrown back for a

hundred years. Slowly but steadily it introduced its own serious-

ness and purity into English society, English literature, English

politics. The whole history of English progress since the Restora-

tion, on its moral and spiritual sides, has been the history of

Puritanism.

*""""/'^ .»#*•'*'.**<*
^'//
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CHAPTER IX

THE REVOLUTIOX

Modern
England

Section I. — England and the Revolution

\Authoritics.— For the social change see Memoirs of Pcpys and Evelyn, the

dramatic works of Wycherly and Etherege, and Lord Macaiilay's " Essay on

the Dramatists of the Restoration." For the earlier history of English Science

see Hallam's sketch (" Literary History," vol. iv.) ; the histories of the Royal

Society by Thompson or Wade ; and Sir D. Brewster's biography of Newton.

Sir W. Molesworth has edited the works of Hobbes.]

The entn- of Charles the Second into Whitehall marked a

deep and lasting change in the temper of the English people.

With it modern Eng-

land began. The in-

fluences which had up

to this time moulded

our histor}', the theo-

logical influence of the

Reformation, the mon-

archical influence of

the new kingship, the

feudal influence of the

Middle Ages, the yet

earlier influence of

tradition and custom.

suddenly lost power

over the minds of men.

Erom the moment of

the Restoration we find

oursch'cs all at once

among the great currents oS. thought awk^ activit\- which have gone

AMPULLA, OR ANdlMl.NG CKUSK, MALiE FOR THE
CORONATION OF CHARLES U.

Tcver of London.
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^'idcning and deepening from that time to this. The England sec. i

t Us becomes our own England, an England whose chief England
forces -1 - 1

^'^'^ '^^'''

<^ic mdustry and science, the love of popular freedom and of Revolu-
1 . -p^

-' ' r r TiON
.

I n x'^ngland which presses steadily forward to a larger social
justice and equality, and which tends more and more to bring
every custom and tradition, religious, intellectual, and political,

to the test of pure
reason. I^etween mo-
dern thought, on some
at least of its more im
portant sides, and the

thought of men before

the Restoration there

is a great gulf fixed.

A political thinker in

the present day would

find it equal!}- hard

to discuss any point

of statesmanship with

Lord Burleigh or with

Oliver Cromwell. He
would find no point of

contact between their

ideas of national life or

national w^elfare, their

conception of govern-

ment or the ends of

government, their mode
ofregarding economical

and social questions,

and his own. But no

gulf of this sort parts us from the men who followed the Restora-

tion. From that time to this, whatever differences there may have

been as to practical conclusions drawn from them, there has been

a sub.stantial agreement as to the grounds of our political, our

^ial our intellectual and religious life. Paley would have found

difficulty in understanding Tillotson: Newton and Sir Humphry

t,.\TIRK ON THE PUfaXANS.
From I\Feszrs. Colifsmiii's facsimile of Cnr'aiier /ilaying-

cards in the /ipssession of Earl Nelson.

SOCl

no difficulty in
, •., .

Tx ^^.,lr? have talked without a sense of severance.Daw couiti

4 O
There
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Sec. I

•England
AND THE
Revolu-
tion

The
Puritan
Ideal

would have been nothing to hinder a perfecth' clear discussion on

government or law between John Locke and Jerem}' Bentham.

The change from the old England to the new is so startling

that we are apt to look on it as a more sudden change than it

really was, and the outer aspect of the Restoration does much to

strengthen this impression of suddenness. The aim of the Puritan

had been to set up a

visible Kingdom of God

upon earth. He had

wrought out his aim

by reversing the polic)-

of the Stuarts and the

Tuclors. From the time

of Henry the Eighth to

the time of Charles the

I'irst, the Church had

been looked upon prim-

arily as an instrument

for securing, by moral

and religious influences,

the social and political

ends of the State. Len-

der the Commonwealth,

the State, in its turn,

was regarded primarily

as an instrument for

Sbppoita Wa^j/ciierto ^.F.Vcre,

one ofOh iiers.J{ectors

.

securmg

SATIRE UN MIL PURITANS.
From Messrs. Goldsvtid's facsimile of Cavalier playing

cards in tlie possession of Earl Xelson.

through its

political and social in-

fluences the moraf and

religious ends of the

Church. In the Puritan

theory, Englishmen were " the Lord's people ;

" a people dedicated

to Llim by a solemn Covenant, and whose end as a nation was to

carry out His will. P^or such an end it was needful that rulers, as

well as people, should be " godly men." Godliness became neces-

sarily the chief qualification for public employment. The new
modelling of the army filled its ranks with " saints." Parliament

resolved to employ no man "but such as the House shall be satisfied
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of his real godliness." The Covenant which bound the nation to

God bound it to enforce God's laws even more earnestly than its

own. The Bible lay on the table of the House of Commons ; and

its prohibition of swearing, of drunkenness, of fornication became

part of the law of the land. Adultery was made felony without

the benefit of clergy. Pictures whose subjects jarred with the new

decorum were ordered to be burnt, and statues were chipped ruth-

lessly into decency. It was in

the same temper that Puritan-

ism turned from public life to

private. The Covenant bound

not the whole nation onl)-, but

every individual member of the

nation, to "a jealous God," a

God jealous of an\' supersti-

tion that robbed him of the

worship which was exclusiveh'

his due, jealous of the dis-

traction and frivolity which

robbed him of the entire de-

votion of man to his service.

The want of poetry, of fancy,

in the common Puritan tem-

per condemned half the popu-

lar observances of England as

superstitions. It was super-

stitious to keep Christmas, or

to deck the house with holl\-

and iv\\ It was superstitious

to dance round the village

May-pole. It was flat Popery to eat a mince-pie. The rough

sport, the mirth and fun of " merry England." were out of

place in an England called with so great a calling. Bull-baiting,

bear-baiting, horse-racing, cock-fighting, the village revel, the

dance under the ]\Ia)'-pole. were put down with the same
indiscriminating severity. The long struggle between the

Puritans and the plaj'-wrights ended in the closing of every

theatre.

// ''otjlcy an Inchle We avei-

a

man. or jer/onal UaJoy.

SATIRE ox THE PURITANS.
From Messrs. Goldsinid' s facsimile of Cavalier
playing cards in the possession of Earl Xelson.

Sec. I

England
AND THE
Revolu-
tion
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Sec. I The Restoration brought Charles to Whitehall : and in an

KnGLAKD instant the whole face of Enfjland was changed. All that was

noblest and best in Puritanism was whirled away with its pettiness

and its tyranny in the current of the nation's hate. Religion had

been turned into a system of political and .social oppression, and

it fell with their fall. Godliness became a by-word of scorn
;

sobriety in dress, in speech, in manners was flouted as a mark

of the detested Puritanism.

AND THK
Revolu-
tion

The
Revolt
of the

Restora-
tion

1663-1678

ACovenanhngScot&anEi^lifk In^

dependent differahoiLty things oftAls
TV Q-yld-

Butler in his "Hudibras"

poured insult on the past with

a pedantic buffoonery for

which the general hatred, far

more than its humour, secured

a hearing. Archbishop Shel-

don listened to the mock

sermon of a Cavalier who

held up the Puritan phrase

and the Puritan twang to

ridicule in his hall at Lam-

beth. Duelling and raking

became the marks of a fine

gentleman and grave divines

SATIRE UN THE PUKllANS.

From Mcss?s. GoUsmid' s facsiiiiilf of Cavalier

playing cards in the possession of Earl Xehon.

winked at the follies of

" honest fellows," \\ho fought,

gambled, swore, drank, and

ended a day uf debauchery

by a night in the gutter. Life

among men of fashion vibrated

between frivolit\- and excess.

One of the comedies of the

time tells the courtier that " he nmst dress well, dance well, fence

well, have a talent for love-letters, an agreeable voice, be amorous

and discreet—but not too constant.' To graces such as these the

rakes of the Restoration added a shamelessness and a brutality

which passes belief Lord Rochester was a fashionable poet, and

the titles of some of his poems are such as no pen of our day could

copy. Sir Charles Sedley was a fashionable wit, and the foulness

of his words made even the porters of Covcnt Garden pelt him
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from the balcony when he ventured to address them. The Duke

of Buckingham is a fair type of the time, and the most charac-

teristic event in the Duke's hfe was a duel in which he consum-

mated his seduction of Lady Shrewsbury by killing her husband,

while the Countess in disguise as a page held his horse for him

and looked on at the murder. Vicious as the stage was, it only

reflected the general vice of the time. The Comedy of the

Restoration borrowed every-

thing from the Comedy of

France save the poetry, the

delicacy, and good taste which

veiled its grossness. Seduc-

tion, intrigue, brutalit}', c\'nic-

ism, debauchery, found fitting

expression in dialogue of a

studied and deliberate foul-

ness, which even its \\'it

fails to redeem from dis-

gust. Wycherly, the popular

play-wright of the time, re-

mains the most brutal among

all writers of the stage ; and

nothing gives so damning an

impression of his day as the

fact that he found actors to

repeat his words and audi-

ences to applaud them. Men
such as Wycherly gave Milton

models for the Belial of his

great poem, " than Avhom

a spirit more lewd fell not from Heaven, or more gross to

love vice for itself" The dramatist piques himself on the

frankness and '' plain dealing " which painted the world as he

saw it, a world of brawls and assignations, of orgies at Vaux-
hall, and fights with the watch, of lies and double-ententes, of

knaves and dupes, of men who sold their daughters, and women
who cheated their husbands. But the cynicism of Wycherly
was no greater than that of the men about him ; and in mere

Ij cnt/uii^runtis aivcu^TVith

hisJMace to the ^rmy.

SATIRli ON IHE I'URITAXS.

From Messrs. GolJsiiiid's facsimile of Cavalier
playing cards in the possession of Earl Nelson.

Sec. 1

E.NGLANn
ANU THE
Revolu-
tion
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Sec. I love of what was vile, in contempt of virtue and disbelief in

England purity or honestv, the King himself stood ahead of any of his
AND THE ir J ^ O
Revolu- subjects.
TION >

^^ It is however easy to exaggerate the extent of this reaction.

Earlier g^ f^j- ^g ^^^ ^^y^ judge from the memoirs of the time, its more
Change "' '='

,
• 1

1 1

violent forms were practically confined to the capital and the

court. The mass of

Englishmen were satis-

fied with getting back

their May -poles and

mince-pies; and a large

part of the people re-

mained Puritan in life

and belief, though they

threw aside many of

the outer character-

istics of Puritanism.

Nor was the revolu-

S.W.lVallei'^ loojes two Armys

yet^efts hy 1/ haiyame .

SATIKK ON lllli PURITANS.
! >-o)ii Jlfessrs. Goldsiiiid's facsimile of Cavalier playing

cards in the possession of Earl Kelson.

tion in feeling as sud-

den as it seemed.

Even if the political

strength of Puritan-

ism had remained un-

broken, its social in-

fluence must soon have

ceased. The young

Englishmen who grew

up in the midst of

the civil war knew

nothing of the bitter

tvrann\- which gaxe its

zeal and fire to the

religion of their fathers. From the social and religious anarch}-

around them, from the endless controversies and discussions

of the time, they drank in the spirit of scepticism, of doubt,

of free inquiry. If religious enthusiasm had broken the spell of

ecclesiastical tradition, its own extravagance broke the spell

of religious enthusiasm ; and the new generation turned in
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disgust to try forms of political government and spiritual belief Sec. i

by the cooler and less fallible test of reason. The children England
•^ AND THE

even of the leadiny; Puritans stood aloof from Puritanism. The ^'ly^i"'

eldest of Cromwell's sons made small pretensions to religion,

Cromwell himself in his later years felt bitterly that Puritanism

had missed its aim. He saw the country gentleman, alienated

from it by the despotism it had brought in its train, alienated

perhaps even more by the appearance of a religious freedom

for which he was unprepared, drifting into a lo\e of the older

Church that he had once opposed. He saw the growth of a

dogged resistance in the people at large. The attempt to secure

spiritual results by material force had failed, as it always fails.

It broke down before the indifference and resentment of the great

mass of the people, of men who were neither lawless nor enthu-

siasts, but who clung to the older traditions of social order, and

whose humour and good sense revolted alike from the artificial

conception of human life which Puritanism had formed and from

its effort to force such a conception on a people by law. It broke

down, too, before the corruption of the Puritans themselves. It

was impossible to distinguish between the saint and the hypocrite

as soon as godliness became profitable. Even amongst the really

earnest Puritans prosperity disclosed a pride, a worldliness, a

selfish hardness which had been hidden in the hour of persecution.

The tone of Cromwell's later speeches shows his consciousness that

the ground was slipping from under his feet. He no longer dwells

on the dream of a Puritan England, of a nation rising as a whole

into a people of God. He falls back on the phrases of his youth,

and the saints become again a "peculiar people," a remnant, a

fragment among the nation at large. But the influences which

were really foiling Cromwell's aim, and forming beneath his eyes

the new Iingland from which he turned in despair, were influences

whose power he can hardly have recognized. Even before the T/ic intei-

outburst of the Civil War a small group of theological Latitu- movement

dinarians had gathered round Lord Falkland at Great Tew. In

the very year when the King's standard was set up at Nottingham

Hobbes published the first of his works on Government. The last

royalist had only just laid down his arms when the little company
who were at a later time to be known as the Ro)-al Society
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gathered round Wilkins at Oxford. It is in thi.s group of scientific

observers that wc catch the .secret of the coming generation.

From the vexed problems, poHtical and rcHgious, with which it

liad so long wrestled in vain, England turned at last to the

physical world around it, to the observation of its phenomena,

to the discovery of the laws which govern them. The pursuit

of physical science became a passion ; and its method of research,

by observation, comparison, and experiment, transformed the older

Sec. 1

England
ANU THE
Revolu-
tion

EI. IAS ASHMOI.E, ESQ., WINDSOR HERALD. AND WILLIAM DUGDALR, ESQ., NORROY
KING-UE-AR.MS.

Sandfot\i. " Funeral of Dit/cc of All'ciiiarh\" 1670.

methods of inquiry in matters \\'ithout its pale. In religion, in

politics, in the study of man and of nature, not faith but reason,

not tradition but inquiry, were to be the watchwords of the

coming time. The dead weight of the past was suddenly rolled

away, and the new England heard at last and understood the

call of P^rancis Bacon. Begin-

Bacon had already called men with a trumpet-voice to such "i"gs of
•^ ^ English

studies ; but in England at least Bacon stood before his age. The Science
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Sec. I
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beginnings of physical science were more slow and timid there

than in any country of Europe. Only two discoveries of an)- real

value came from English research before the Restoration
; the

first, Gilbert's discovery of terrestrial magnetism, in the close of

Elizabeth's reign ; the next, the great discovery of the circulation

of the blood, which was taught by Harvey in the reign of James.

Apart from these illustrious names England took little share in the

scientific movement of the continent ; and her whole energies

seemed to be whirled into the vortex of theology and politics by

WILLIAM HARVKY.
Froiu tlie engraving ly J. Hall, aftir the piitiirc by Cnrjicl/ns Jaiisscu at the Royal College

of Phys/iiaiis, Louilon.

1645 the Civil War. But the war had not reached its end when a httle

group of students were to be seen in London, men " inquisitive,"

says one of them, " into natural philosophy and other parts of

human learning, and particularly of what hath been called the

New Philosophy, . . . which from the times of ( lalilco at Florence,,

and Sir F'rancis Bacon (Lord Verulam)in England, hath been much
cultivated in Italy, F'rance, German\% and other parts abroad,

as well as with us in England." The strife of the lime indeed

aided in directing the minds of men to natural inquiries. " To-

havc been always tossing about some theological question," sa)-s
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the firft historian of the Royal Society, Bishop Sprat, "would have

been to have made that their private diversion, the excess of which

they disliked in the public. To have been eternally musing on

civil business and the distresses of the country was too melancholy

a reflection. It was nature alone which could pleasantly entertain

Sec. I
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TIO.N

DR. JOHN' WILKI.NS (BISHOP OF CHESTER).

From an engraving by Blooteling, after a picture by Mrs. Beale.

them in that estate." Foremost in the group stood Doctors Wallis

and Wilkins, whose removal to Oxford, which had just been

reorganized by the Puritan Visitors, divided the little company into

two societies. The Oxford societ}-, which was the more important

of the two, held its meetings at the lodgings of Dr. Wilkins, who

had become Warden of Wadham College, and added to the names

164S
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Sec. I of its members that of the eminent mathematician Dr. Ward, and
England that of thc first of Engrh'sh economists, Sir WiUiam Petty. " OurAND THE fc> ' JTHE
Revolu
TION

DR. JOHN WALI.IS.

Painted by Kncllcr at thc order of Samuel Pepys for Oxford University.

business," Wallis tells us, " was (prechulini;" matters of theology and

State affairs) to discourse and consider of philosophical inquiries
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and such as related thereunto, as Thysick, Anatom}-, Geometry, sf.c. i

Astronomy, Navi[{ation, Statics, Mae^nctics, Ch\'micks, Mechanicks, England

and Natural Experiments : with the state of these studies, as then
^^^oj!;"'

cuhivated at home and abroad. We then discoursed of the cir-

culation of the blood, the valves in the voice lactecc, the lymphatic

vessels, the Copcrnican hypothesis, the nature of comets and new

JMlIN FLA.MSTKI.I), FIKsl' ASTKOXoM KR-ROYAL.
Portrait ly Cil'son, in the />osscssio>i of the Royal Society.

Stars, the satellites of Jupiter, the oval shape of Saturn, the spots

in the sun and its turning on its own axis, the inequalities and

selenography of the moon, the several phases of \'enus and
Mercur\-, the improvement of telescopes, the grinding of glasses

for that purpose, the weight of air, the possibility or impossibility

of vacuities, and Nature's abhorrence thereof, the Torricellian cxperi-
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mcnt in quicksilver, the descent of heavy bodies and the degree of

acceleration therein, and divers other things' of like nature."

The other little company of inquirers, \vho remained in

London, was at last broken up by the troubles of the Second

Protectorate ; but it was revived at the Restoration by the return

to London of the more eminent members of the Oxford group.

Science suddenly became the fashion of the day. Charles was

Siic. 1

England
AND THK
Revolu-
tion

The
Royal
Society

'"^'Mr.r

:M.//t/

SIGNATURES OF CHARLES AS FOUXDER AND JAMES AS FELLOW OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
From the Charter of the Society.

himself a fair chymist, and took a keen interest in the problems of

navigation. The Duke of Buckingham varied his freaks of riming,

drinking, and fiddling by fits of devotion to his laboratory. Poets

like Dryden and Cowley, courtiers like Sir Robert Murray and Sir

Kenelm Digby, joined the scientific company to which in token of

his sympathy with it the King gave the title of "The Royal

Society." The curious glass toys called Prince Rupert's drops
Vol. Ill—Part 2S 4 r
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recall the scientific inquiries which, with the study of etching.

amused the old age of the great cavalry-leader of the Civil War.

Wits and fops crowded to the meetings of the new Societ\'.

Statesmen like Lord Somers felt honoured at being chosen its

presidents. Its definite establishment marks the opening of a

great age of scientific discovery in England. Almost every year

of the half-century which followed saw some step made to a wider

Sec- I

England
A.SD THE
Revolu-
tion

1662

SIR IS.\.\C XEWTON.
From an engrarving by J. Smith, after Sir Godfrey KiteHer.

and truer knowledge. Our first national obser\-atory rose at

Greenwich, and modern astronomy began with the long series

of astronomical obser\^ations which immortalized the name of

Flamsteed. His successor, Halley, undertook the investigation of

the tides, of comets, and of terrestrial magnetism. Hookc im-

proved the microscope, and gave a fresh impulse to microscopical

research. Boyle made the air-pump a means of advancing the

science of pneumatics, and became the founder of experimental

4 I' 2
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Se^i ch)'iTiistry. Wilkms pointed forward Uj tlic science (jf philolog)' in

anu^'thk
'""'^ scheme of a universal language. Sydenham introduced a

revolu- careful observation oi nature and facts which changed the whole face

of medicine. The ph)'siological researches of Willis first threw

light upon tlie structure of the brain. Woodward was the founder

of mineralogy. In his edition of Willoughby's " Ornithology," and

in his own "History of Fishes," Jolm Jv^ax' was the first to rai.sc

zoolog)' to the rank of a science
; and the first scientific classifica-

tion of animals was attempted in his " S>'nopsis of Quadrupeds."

^^^'Q;:ppif^

WOOLSTHORl'E HOUSE, LINCOLNSHUU': (UIRTHPI.ACE OK SIR ISAAC NEWTON).

Modern botau)^ began A\it]-i liis " History of Plants," and the

researches of an Oxford ])rofessoi-, Ivobert Morrison
; while Grew

divided wath Malpighi the credit of founding the stud\' of vegetable

physiology. But great as some of these names undoubtedl)- are,

Newio!/ they are lost in the lustre of Isaac Newton. Newton was born at
^^42 Woolsthorpe in Lincohishire, on Christmas-da>', in the memorable

year which saw the outbreak of the Civil War. In the \-ear of the

Restoration he entered Cambridge, where the teachin<i- of Isaac

IJarrow quickened his genius for mathematics, and where the
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mcthud of Descartes had superseded the older modes of stud>'. «^c^i

iM-om the close of his Cambridge career his hfe became a scries of ^^^^''^'.^^^^

great physical disco\-eries. At twenty-three he facilitated the

calculation of planetary movements by his theory of IHuxions.

The oi^ical discoveries to \\hich he was led by his experiments

with the prism, and which he partl\- disclosed in the lectures which

he delivered as Mathematical Professor at Cambridge, were em-

\ND THE
Kkvoi.u-
TION

1665

CAST 01' THE irF:AD OK SIR ISAAC NEWTON
/// /osscssioii of the Royal Society.

bodied in the theory of light which he laid before the Royal

Society on becoming a Fellow of it. His discover}- of the law of

gravitation had been made as early as 1666 ; but the erroneous

estimate which was then generally received of the earth's diameter

prevented him from disclosing it for sixteen \-ears ; and it was not

till the eve of the Revolution that the "Trincipia" revealed to the

world his new theory of the Universe.

16S7
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It is impossible to do more than indicate, in such a summary
as we have given, the wonderful activity of directly scientific

thought which distinguished the age of the Restoration. But the

sceptical and experimental temper of mind \\hich this acti\'it\' dis-

closed was telling at the same time on e\'ery phase of the world

around it. \\'e see the attempt to bring religious speculation into

JOHN H.\I.ES.

Frontispiece to his " Tracts," 1677.

harmony with the conclusions of reason and experience in the

school of Latitudinarian theologians which sprang from the group

of thinkers that gathered on the eve of the Civil War round Lord

Falkland at Great Tew. Whatever verdict history ma\- pronounce

on I-^alkland's political career, his name must e\-cr remain memor-

able in the histor)- of religious thought. A new era in English

theology began wilh the speculations of the men he gathered
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round him. Their work was above all to deny the authority of

tradition in matters of faith, as Bacon had denied it in matters of

physical research ; and to assert in the one field as in the other the

supremacN' of reason as a test of truth. Of the authority of the

Church, its Fathers, and its Councils, John Hales, a canon of

Windsor, and a friend of Laud, said briefly " it is none." He dis-

SiiC. I

Ekoland-
AND THK
Revolu-
tion

Hales

CHILI.INGWORTH.
From an i/i^raz'ing by F. Kytc.

missed with contempt the accepted test of universality. " L'ni-

versalit)' is such a proof of truth as truth itself is ashamed of.

The most singular and strongest part of human authorit\- is

properh- in the wisest and the most virtuous, and these, I trow, are

not the most uni\-crsal." William Chillingworth, a man of larger

if not keener mind, had been tauL;ht by an earl)- conversion to

Catholicism, and by a speedy return, the insecurit}' of an)- basis

Chilling-

li'ortli
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Sec^i for belief but that of private judgment. In his " Reh'gion of Pro-

and^'the
testants " he set aside ecclesiastical tradition or Church authority

*^™"" as grounds of faith in favour of the Bible, but only of the Bible as

Taylor interpreted by the common reason of men. Jeremy Taylor, the

most brilliant of English preachers, a sufferer like Chillingworth

JEREMY TAYLOR.
From an ci/^?a':'i/ri' /'v /'. Loiiilard.

on the royalist side during the troubles, and who was rewarded at

the Restoration with the bishopric uf Down, limited even the

authority of the Scriptures themselves. Reason was the one

means which Taylor approved of in interpreting the liiblc
; but

the certainty of the conclusions which reason drew from the l^iblc

varied, as he held, with the conditions of reason itself. In all but
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the simplest truths of natur.il rehgion "we are not sure not in l3C Sec, i

deceived." The deduction of points of bcHef from the words of
^^^'^^'-^^^i;

the Scriptures was attended with all the uncertainty and habihty ^%\o'^"'

to error which sprang from the infinite variety of liuman under-

standings, the difficulties which hinder the disco\er\' of truth, and

the influences which divert the mind from accepting or rightly

estimating it. It was plain to a mind like Chillingworth's that this

denial of authorit)-, this perception of the imperfection of reason in

the discovery of absolute truth, struck as directly at the root of

Protestant dogmatism as at the root of Catholic infallibilit\-. " If

Protestants arc faulty in this matter [of claiming authority] it is

for doing it too much and not too little. This presumptuous im-

posing of the senses of man upon the words of God, of the special

senses of man upon the general words of God, and la}-ing them

upon men's consciences together under the equal penalt}' of death

and damnation, this vain conceit that we can speak of the things

of God better than in the words of God, this deifying our own inter-

pretations and tyrannous enforcing them upon others, this restrain-

ing of the word of God from that latitude and generalit\% and the

understandinfrs of men from that libert\' wherein Christ and His

apostles left them, is and hath been the onh' foundation of all the

schisms of the Church, and that which makes them immortal." In

his " Liberty of Prophes}'ing " Jerem\' Taylor pleaded the cause of

toleration with a weight of argument which hardly required the

triumph of the Independents and the shock of Xaseby to drive 1647

it home. But the freedom of conscience which the Independent T/ic

founded on the personal communion of each soul with God, the nana a

Latitudinarian founded on the weakness of authority and the
^^"-^olor^y

imperfection of human reason. Taylor pleads even for the

Anabaptist and the Romanist. He only gives place to the action

-of the civil magistrate in " those religions whose principles destroy

government," and " those religions— if there be any such—which

teach ill life." Hales openly professed that he would quit the

Church to-morrow if it required him to believe that all that dis-

sented from it must be damned. Chillingworth denounced perse-

cution in words of fire. " Take away this persecution, burning,

cursing, damning of men for not subscribing the words of men as

the words of God : require of Christians onl\- to believe Christ and
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Sec^i to call no man master but Him ; let them leave claiming infallibility

^mS'':!^^."
^^^^^ have no title to it, and let them that in their own words

Revolu-
tion disclaim it, disclaim it also in their actions Protestants arc

inexcusable if they do offer violence to other men's consciences."

From the denunciation of intolerance the Latitudinarians passed

easily to the dream of comprehension which had haunted every

nobler soul since the " Utopia " of More. Hales based his loyalty

to the Church of England on the fact that it was the largest and

the most tolerant Church in Christendom. Chillingworth pointed

out how many obstacles to comprehension were removed by such a

simplification of belief as flowed from a rational theology. Like

More, he asked for " such an ordering of the public service of God
as that all who believe the Scripture and live according to it might

without scruple or hypocrisy or protestation in any part join

in it." Taylor, like Chillingworth, rested his hope of union on

the simplification of belief He saw a probability of error in

all the creeds and confessions adopted by Christian Churches.

" Such bodies of confessions and articles," he said, " must do much
hurt." " He is rather the schismatic who makes unnecessary and

inconvenient impositions, than he who disobeys them because he

cannot do otherwise without violating his conscience." The
Apostles' Creed in its literal meaning seemed to him the one term

of Christian union which the Church had any right to impose.

The later With the Restoration the Latitudinarians came at once to the

7iarians front. They were soon distinguished from both Puritans and

High Churchmen by their opposition to dogma, by their prefer-

ence of reason to tradition whether of the Bible or the Church, b}'

their basing religion on a natural theology, by their aiming at

rightness of life rather than at correctness of opinion, b}- their

advocacy of toleration and comprehension as the grounds of

Christian unity. Chillingworth and Ta}'lor found successors in the

restless good sense of Burnet, the enlightened piety of Tillotson,

and the calm philosophy of Bishop Butler. Meanwhile the impulse

which such men were giving to religious speculation was beino-

given to political and social inquiry by a mind of far greater keen-

ness and power.

Hobbes Bacon's favourite secretary was Thomas Hobbes. " He was
beloved by his Lordship," Aubrey tells us, " who was wont to have
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him walk in his delicate groves, where he did meditate ;
and when

a notion darted into his mind, Mr. Hobbes was presently to write

it down. And his Lordship was wont to say that he did it better

than any one else about him ; for that many times when he read

their notes he scarce understood what they writ, because they

understood it not clearly themselves." The long life of Hobbes 15^8-1679

THOMAS HOBBES.
Picture by Micluul Wright, in National Portrait Gallery.

covers a memorable space in our history. He was born in the year

of the victory over the Armada ; he died, at the age of ninety-two,

only nine years before the Revolution. His ability soon made
itself felt, and in his earlier days he was the secretary' of Bacon,

and the friend of Ben Jonson and Lord Herbert of Chcrbur\-. But

it was not till the age of fifty-four, when he withdrew to France on 104--
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the cvc of the Great Rebellion, that his speculations were made Sec. i

known to the world in his treatise " De Cive." He joined the englano
•' AN'U THE

exiled Court at Paris, and became mathematical tutor to Charles ^'^^)',';'^"'

the Second, whose love and regard for him seem to have been real

to the end. But his post was soon forfeited by the appearance of

his " Leviathan "
; he was forbidden to approach the Court, and

returned to England, where he seems to have acquiesced in the 165

1

rule of Cromwell. The Restoration brought him a pension ; but

both his works were condemned b\' Parliament, and " Hobbism "

became, ere he died, the popular synonym for irreligion and

immorality. Prejudice of this kind sounded oddh' in the case of a

writer who had laid down, as the two things necessary to salvation,

faith in Christ and obedience to the law. But the prejudice sprang

from a true sense of the effect which the Hobbist philosophy

must necessarily have on the current religion and the current

notions of political and social morality. Hobbes was the first His

great English writer who dealt with the science of government Jiecu/a-

from the ground, not of tradition, but of reason. It was in his ^'^"^

treatment of man in the stage of human development which he

supposed to precede that of society that he came most roughly

into conflict with the accepted beliefs. Men, in his theory, were

b\' nature equal, and their only natural relation was a state of war.

It was no innate virtue of man himself which created human

society out of this chaos of warring strengths. Hobbes in fact

denied the existence of the more spiritual sides of man's nature.

His hard and narrow logic dissected every human custom and

desire, and reduced even the most sacred to demonstrations of a

prudent selfishness. Friendship was simply a sense of social

utility to one another. The so-called laws of nature, such as

gratitude or the love of our neighbour, were in fact contrary to

the natural passions of man, and powerless to restrain them. Nor

had religion rescued man b\' the interposition of a Divine will.

Nothing better illustrates the daring with which the new scepti-

cism was to break through the theological traditions of the older

world than the pitiless logic with which Hobbes assailed the ver}-

theory of revelation. "To say God hath spoken to man in a

dream, is no more than to say man dreamed that God hath spoken

to him." '" To say one hath seen a vision, or heard a voice, is to
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Sec. I say he hath dreamed between sleeping and waking." RcHgion, in

England fact, was nothing" more than " the fear of invisible powers ;

" and
AND THFi ^ ' '

here, as in all other branches of human science, knowledge dealt

with words and not with things. It was man himself who for his

own profit created society, by laying down certain of his natural

rights and retaining only those of self-preservation. A Covenant

between man and man originally created " that great Leviathan

called the Commonwealth or State, which is but an artificial man,

though of greater stature and strength than the natural, for whose

protection and defence it was intended." The fiction of such an

"original contract" has long been dismissed from political

speculation, but its effect at the time of its first appearance was

immense. Its almost universal acceptance put an end to the

religious and patriarchal theories of society, on which King.ship

had till now founded its claim of a Divine right to authority which

no subject might question. But if Hobbes destroyed the old

ground of royal despotism, he laid a new and a firmer one. To
create a society at all, h.e held that the whole body of the governed

must have resigned all rights save that of self-preservation into the

hands of a single ruler, who was the representative of all. Such a

ruler was absolute, for to make terms with him implied a man
making terms with himself. The transfer of rights was inalienable,

and after generations were as much bound by it as the generation

which made the transfer. As the head of the whole body, the ruler

judged every question, settled the laws of civil justice or injustice,

or decided between religion and superstition. His was a Divine

Right, and the only Divine Right, because in him were absorbed

all the rights of each of his subjects. It was not in any constitu-

tional check that Hobbes looked for the prevention of tyrann\%

but in the common education and enlightenment as to their real

end and the bc.-^t mode of reaching it on the part of both subjects

and Prince. And the real end of both was the weal of the

Commonwealth at large. It was in laying boldly down this end of

government, as well as in the basis of contract on which he made
government repose, that Hobbes really influenced all later politics.

Locke, the foremost political thinker of the Restoration, derived

political authority, like Hobbes, from the consent of the governed,

and adopted the common weal as the end of Government. But

Joh n
Locke
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Sec. 1the practical temper of the time moulded the new theory into a

form which contrasted strancrely with that g"iven to it by its first kngland
^ -^

" ^ AND THE
inventor. The political philosophy of Locke indeed was little ^^y°|!;'^'

JOHN LOCKE.
From G. Vertlie's engraving of a picture by Sir Godfrey KncUet

more than a formal statement of the conclusions which the bulk of

Englishmen had drawn from the great struggle of the Civil War.
In his theory the people remain passively in possession of the

power which they have delegated to the Prince, and have the
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Sec. I right to withdraw it if it be used for purposes inconsistent with the

England end which socictv WES formcd to promote. To the origin of all
ANL> THK "^ " ^
revolu- power in the people, and the end of all power for the people's

good—the two great doctrines of Ilobbes—Locke added the

right of resistance, responsibility of princes to their subjects

for a due execution of their trust, and the supremacy of legislative

assemblies as the voice of the people itself. It was in this

modified and enlarged form that the new political philosophy

found general acceptance after the Revolution of 1688.

A GAME OF TENNIS.
Cotncniiis, " 0?i/s scitsiialiuJii J>iclits," English Edition, 1059.
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Coiiicnius, '' Oihis sciisualium f>ictiis," English edition, 1659.

Section II.—The Restoration, 1660— 1667

{^Authorities.—Clarendon's detailed account of his own ministn- in his

" Life/' Bishop Kennet's "Register," and Burnet's lively "History of my own
Times," are our principal sources of information. We may add fragments of

the autobiography of James the Second preserved in Macpherson's '• Original

Papers'' (of very various degrees of value;. For the relations of the Church

and the Dissenters, see Neal's " History of the Puritans," Calamy's " Memoirs
of ilie Ejected Ministers," Mr. Dixon's "Life of William I'cnn," Baxter's

"Autobiography," and Bunyan's account of his sufferings in his various works.

The social history of the time is admirably given by Pepys in his "Memoirs."

Throughout the whole reign of Charles the Second, the "Constitutional

History'' of Mr. Hallam is singularly judicious and full in its information.]

Sec. 1

1

The
Restoka-

TIO.V

1660
TO

1667

When Charles the Second entered Whitehall, the work of the

Long Parliament seemed undone. Not only was the Monarchy

restored, but it was restored, in spite of the efforts of Sir Matthew

Hale, without written restriction or condition on the part of the

people, though with implied conditions on the part of Charles

liim.self; and of the two great influences which had liitherto

served as checks on its power, the first, that of Puritanism, had

become hateful to the nation at large, while the second, the

The
Restora-

tion
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tradition of constitutional

liberty, ^vas discredited by

the issue of the Civil

War. But amidst all the

tumult of demonstrative

loyalty the great "revo-

lution of the seventeen h

century," as it has justly

been styled, ^vent steadily

on The supreme power

,,,s gradually transferred

from the Crown to the

House of Commons, btep

by step.
Parliament drew

nearer to a solution of the

political problem whicn had

so long foiled its efforts, the

problem how to make it»

will the law of administra-

tive action without itself

undertaking the task of

administration. It is only

by carefully fixing our eyes

„n this transfer of power,

and by noting the succes-

sive steps towards its reali-

zation, that ^vc can under-

stand the complex history

of the Restoration and the

Revolution.

The first acts of the

new Government showed a

sense that, lojal as was

the temper of the nation,

its loyalty was by no

means the blind devotion

of the Cavalier. The chief

part in the Restoration had

in fact been pla>ed b>-
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the Presbyterians ; and the

Presbyterians were still

powerful from their almost

ex'clusive possession of the

magistracy and all local

authority. The first minis-

try which Charles ventured

to form bore on it the

marks of a compromise

between this powerful party

and their old opponents.

Its most influential member

indeed was Sir Edward

Hyde, the adviser of the

King during his exile,

who soon became Earl

of Clarendon and Lord

Chancellor. Lord South-

ampton, a steady royalist,

accepted the post of

Lord Treasurer ; and the

devotion of Ormond was

rewarded with a duke-

dom and the dignity of

Lord Steward. But the

purely Parliamentary in-

terest was represented by

Monk, who remained Lord

General of the army with

the title of Duke of Albe-

marle ; and though the

King's brother, James, Duke

of York, was made Lord

Admiral, the administra-

tion of the fleet was vir-

tually in the hands of

one of Cromwell's fol-

lowers, Montagu, the new

Earl of Sandwich. An

.Sec. H
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Six. II old Puritan, Lord Say and Sclc, was made Lord Privy Seal.

The Sir Ashley Cooper, a leadincj member of the same party, was
Restora- ' ^ ^ ^

_

HON rewarded for his activit\' in brin'^ino- about the Restoration first
1660

' ^ ^
^ , , ,

TO by a Priv}' Councillorship, and soon after b\- a baron}- and

— the office of Chancellor of the PLxchequcr. Of the two Secre-

taries of State, the one, Nicholas, was a devoted royalist;

the other, Morice, was a steady Presbyterian. Of the thirty

members of the Privy Council, twelve had borne arms against

the King.
The i^ ^y^^ clear that such a ministry was hardlv likely to lend

Conven- ^

tion itself to a mere policy of reaction, and the temper of the

new Government therefore fell fairly in with the temper of the

Convention when that body, after declaring itself a Parliament,

proceeded to consider the measures which were requisite for a

settlement of the nation. The Convention had been chosen under

the ordinances which excluded royalist " Malignants " from the

right of voting ; and the bulk of its members were men of Presby-

terian sympathies, lo\-alist to the core, but as a\erse to despotism

as the Long Parliament itself In its earlier da\'s a member who

asserted that those who had fought against the King were as guilty

as those who cut off his head was sternh- rebuked from the Chair.

Bill of In- The first measure which was undertaken b}' the House, the Bill of

Indemnity and Oblivion for all offences committed during the

recent troubles, showed at once the moderate character of the

Commons. In the punishment of the Regicides indeed, a Presby-

terian might well be as 7xalous as a Cavalier. In spite ot a

Proclamation he had issued in the first da^-s of his return, in which

mercy was virtually promised tr) all the judges of the late King

who surrendered themselves to justice. Charles pressed for revenge

on those whom he regarded as his father's murderers, and the

Lords went hotl\' \\\\\\ the King. It is to the credit o{ the

Commons that the\' steadih" resisted the cr\- f )r blood. 1\\" the

original provisions of the Pill of Oblivion and Indemnity only

seven of the living regicides A\-ere excluded from pardon : and

though the rise of ro\'alist fervour during the three months in

which the bill was under discussion forced the House in the end to

leave almost all to the course of justice, the requirement of a

special Act of Parliament for the execution of those who had

surrendered under the Proclamation protected the lives of most
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of them. Twcnt>'-cight of the Kin^^'.'^ jud-es were in the end

arraigned at the bar of a court specially convened for their trial,

but onl\- thirteen were executed, and only one of these, General

Harrison, had played an)- conspicuous part in the rebellion.

Twenty others, who had been prominent in what were now called

"the troubles" of the past twenty years, were declared incapable
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of holding office under the State : and by an unjustifiable clause

which was introduced into the Act before its final adoption, Sir

Harry Vane and General Lambert, though they had taken no part

in the King's death, Avcre specially exempted from the general

pardon. In dcaliii;.;" with the questions of propert}' which arose
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Settle-

1)1en t

of the

Xation

from the confiscations and transfers of estates during the Civil

Wars the Convention met with greater difficulties. No opposition

was made to the resumption of all Crown-lands by the State, but

the Convention desired to protect the rights of those who had

purchased Church property, and of those who were in actual

possession of private estates which had been confiscated by the

Long Parliament,

or by the Govern-

ment which suc-

ceeded it. The

bills h o w e \- e r

which they pre-

pared for this pur-

pose were delayed

b}' the artifices of

Hyde ; and at the

close of the ses-

sion the bishops

and the evicted

royalists quietly

re-entered into the

occupation of their

old possessions.

The royalists in-

deed A\ere far

from being satis-

fied with this sum-

mar}- confiscation.

Fines and seques-

trations had im-

poverished all the

steadv adherents of the rowal cause, and had driven man\- of

them to forced sales of their estates ; and a demand was made
for compensation for their losses antl the cancelling of these

sales. Without such provisions, said the frenzied Cavaliers,

the bill would be "a 1)111 of Indemnit}' for iho King's enemies,

and of Oblivion for his friends." l^ut here the Convention

stood firm. All transfers of property by sale were recognized

A liisiior IIME OF CHARLES H.

After jr. Hollar.
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as valid, and all claims of compensation fcjr losses by seques-

tration were barred by the Act. From the settlement of the

nation the Convention passed to the settlement of the relations

between the nation and the Crown. So far was the constitutional

work of the Long Parliament from being undone, that its more

important measures were silently accepted as the base of future

government. Not

a voice demanded

the restoration of

the Star Chamber,

or of monopolies,

or of the Court

of High Commis-

sion ; no one dis-

puted the justice

of the condemna-

tion of S h i p-

money, or the as-

sertion of the sole

right of Parliament

to grant supplies

to the Crown.

The Militia, in-

deed, was placed

in the King's

hands ; but the

army was dis-

banded, though

Charles was per-

mitted to keep a

few regiments for

his guard. The revenue was fixed at i^i, 200,000; and this sum

was granted to the King for life, a grant which might have

been perilous for freedom had not the taxes provided to supph-

the sum fallen constantly below this estimate, while the current

expen.ses of the Crown, even in time of peace, greatly exceeded

it. But even for this grant a heavy price was exacted. Though
the rights of the Crown over lands held, as the bulk of iMigHsh

A JUDGE, ll.ME OI'- CHARLES U.

After IF. Hollar.

The
Restora-

tion"
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TO
1667
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Sec. II estates wci'c hcld, ill military tenure, had ceased to be of any

^
The great i)ecuniary value, they were indirectly a source of considcr-

"T'Of^' able power. The right of wardship and of marriage, above
1660
TO all, enabled the sovereign to exercise a galling pressure on every

— landed proprietor in his social and domestic concerns. Under

Elizabeth, the right of wardship had Ijcen used to secure the

education of all Catholic minors in the Protestant faith
;
and under

James and his successor the charge of minors had been granted

to court favourites or sold in open market to the highest bidder.

But the real \'a]ue of these rights to the Crown la)- in the political

pressure \\hich it was able to exert through theni on the country

gentr)-. A squire was naturally eager to buy the good will of a

sovereiun who miuht soon be the ijuardian of his daughter and the

administrator of his estate. But the same motives which made

the Crown cling to this prerogative made the Parliament anxious

to do awa\- with it. Its efforts to bring this about under James

the P^irst had been foiled b\' the King's stubborn resistance ; but

the long interruption of these rights during the ^\"ars made their

revi\'al almost impossible at the Restoration. One of the first acts

therefore of the Convention was to free the countr}- gentry by

abolishing the claims of the Crown to reliefs and \\'ardship,

pur\-c\'ance, and pre-emption, and b\' the con\ersion of land"'

held till then in chivalry into lands held in common socage.

In lieu of his rights, Charles accepted a grant of ^Tioo.OOO

a year ; a sum which it ^\•as originall}' purposed to raise b\-

a tax on the lands thus •exempted from feudal exactions ; but

which was provided for in the end, with less justice, by a

general excise.

The .Successful as the Convention had been in effecting the settle-

Parlia- nicnt of ]jolitical matters, it failed in bringing about a settlement

"^^"* of the ( hurch. In his proclamation from Breda (."harles hail

promised to respect liberty of conscience, and to assent to any Acts

of Parliament ^\'hich should be presented to him for its .security.

The Convention was in the main ]'resb)'terian
; but it soon became

plain that the continuance of a purel\- Prcsb}-terian s)'stem was

77,,, impossible. "The generalit)- of the people," wrote Sharp, a
C/"/n/,

.shre\\(l Scotch ob.server, from London, "are doting after Prelacy
(J
lICSl Kill •-> -'

and tin- .Serxicc Book." The Coinention, howe\er, still hoped for
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some modified form of Episcopalian government which would

enable the bulk of the Puritan party to remain within the Church.

A large part of the existing clergy, indeed, were Independents,

and for these no compromise with Episcopacy was possible : but

the greater number were moderate Presbyterians, who were ready

" for fear of worse" to submit to such a plan of Church govern-

ment as Archbishop Usher had proposed, a plan in which the

bishop was only the president of a diocesan board of presbyters^

and to accept the

Liturgy with a

few amendments

and the omission

of the " supersti-

tious practices."

It was to a com-

promise of this

kind that the

King himself

leant at the be-

ginning ; and a

royal declaration

which announced

his approval of

the Puritan de-

mands was read

at a conference of

the two parties,

and with it a

petition from the

Independents
praying for religious libert}-. The King proposed to grant the

prayer of the petition, not for the Independents only but for all

Christians ; but on the point of tolerating the Catholics, Church-

men and Puritans were at one, and a bill which was introduced into

the House of Commons by Sir Matthew Hale to turn the de-

claration into a law was thrown out. A fresh conference was
promised, but in the absence of any Parliamentary action the

Itpiscopal party boldly availed themselves of their legal rights.

MITRE OF BISHOP WREN, 1660— 1667.

Pembroke College, CainbrUgc.
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The ejected clergy who still remained alive

entered ag;ain into their parsonages, the

bishops returned to their sees, and the

dissolution of the Convention Parliament

destroyed the last hope of an ecclesias-

tical compromise. The tide of lo}'alty

had in fact been rising fast during its

session, and its influence was already seen

in a shameful outrage wrought under the

very orders of the Convention itself. The

bodies of Cromwell, Bradsha\\', and Ireton

were torn fro'm their graves and hung on

gibbets at Tyburn, while those of Pym
and Blake were cast out of Westminster

Abbey into St. Margaret's churchyard.

But in the elections for the new Parlia-

ment the zeal for Church and King swept

all hope of moderation and compromise

before it. " Malignity" had now ceased to

be a crime, and voters long deprived of

the suffrage, vicars, country gentlemen,

farmers, with the whole body of the

Catholics, rushed again to the poll. The

Presbyterians sank in the Cavalier Parlia-

ment to a handful of fifty members. The

new House of Commons was made up for

the most part of )'Oung men, of men, that

is, who had but a faint memory of the

Stuart tyranny of their childhood, but who

had a keen memory of living from man-

hood beneath the t\-ranny of the Com-

monwealth. Their \ery bearing was that

of wild revolt against the Puritan past.

To a staid observer, Roger Pepys, they

seemed a following of " the most pro-

fane, swearing fellows that ever I heard

in my life." The zeal of the Parliament

at its outset, indeed, far outran that

of Charles or his ministers. Thoucrh it

Sec. II
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Sec. II conhrmctl the other acts of the Convention, it could with difficulty

THii be brought to confirm the Act of Indemnit\'. The Commons
Restoka- ^

TioN iDressed for the prosecution of \'ane. \'ane was protected alike b\-
1660 ^

^ ^

^, .

'

TO the spirit of the la\\- and by the Kings pledge to the Convention

— that, even if convicted of treason, he would not suffer him to be

luc/if brought to the block. But he was now brought to trial on the

0/ ibbi charge of treason against a King " kept out of his royal authorit\-

b\- traitors and rebels," and his spirited defence served as an excuse

for his execution. " He is too dangerous a man to let live,"

Charles wrote with characteristic coolness, " if we can safely put

liim out of the wa)'." But the new members were \"et better

churchmen than loyalists. A common suffering had thrown the

squires and the Episcopalian clergy together, and for the first

time since the Reformation the English gentry were ardent

not for King onl\-, but for Church and King. At the opening

of their session the Commons ordered ever}- member to receive

the communion, and the Lcao-ue and Covenant to be solemnh"

burnt b\' the common hangman in \\'estminster Hall. The

bill excluding bishops from the Flouse of Lords was repealed.

The conference at the Savo}- between the Episcopalians and

Presbyterians broke up in anger, and the few alterations made
in the Liturgy were made with a view to disgust rather than

to conciliate the Puritan part}-.

Claren- The temper of the new Parliament, however, was not a mere

temper of revenge. Its wish was to restore the constitutional

system which the cix'il war had ^iolentl^• interrupted, and the

royalists were led b\' the most active of the constitutional loyalists

who had followed P^alkland in 1642, Hyde, now Earl of Clarendon

and Lord Chancellor. The Parliament and the Church were in his

conception essential parts of the s}'5tcm of luigiish government,

through ^\hich the power of the Crown was to be exercised ; and

under his guidance Parliament turned to the carrv-ing out of the

principle of uniformit}' in Church as well as in State on which the

Cofpora- minister was resolved. The chief obstacle to such a policy la\- in

the Presbyterians, and the strongholds of this jxirtN' were in the

corporations of the boroughs, which practicalK- returned the

borough members. An attempt was made to dri\e the Presbv-

terians from municipal posts b\- a severe Corporation Act, which

required a reception of the Communion according to the rites of
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the Anglican Church, a renunciation of the Lea£,aie and Covenant,

and a declaration that it was unlawful on an\' L^rounds to take u^)

arms aQainst the Kin-g, before admission to munici[)al offices. A

Sue. II

The
]<KSTORA-

TION"
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TO
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From an rrii;iiuil ciii;raz'i'iig^ by David Lo^i^an,

more deadly blow was dealt at Ihc I'uritans in the renewal oi the Act of
. ^ .^ . ,.

, rii> 11 ,
Uniforut-

Act of Umlormity. JNot only was the use ot the rra\-cr-book, and //,.

the I'raycr-book only, enforced i 11 al ])ublic worship, but an

unfeigned consent and assent was demanded from evcr\' minister
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Sec. II of the Church to all vvhicli was contained in it ; while, for the first

Thc; time since the Reformation, all orders save those conferred by thekestoua- y

hands of bishops were legally disallowed. The declaration exacted
CESTOIi

TION
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from corporations was exacted from the clerf:,ry, and a pledge was
required that they would seek to makx- no change in Church or

State. It was in vain that A.shley oppo.sed thc bill fiercely in the

Lord.s, that the peers pleaded for pensions to the ejected ministers
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and for the exemption of schoolmcistcrs from the necessity of Sec. ii

subscription, and that even Clarendon, who felt that the King's 'i'"i.;

word was at stake, pressed for the insertion of clauses enabling

the Crown to grant dispensations from its provisions. Every

suggestion of compromise was rejected by the Commons ;
and

Charles at last assented to the bill, while he promised to suspend

its execution by the exercise of his prerogative.

The Anglican Parliament however was resolute to enforce St.

the law ; and on St. Bartholomew's day, the last day allowed for lomew's

compliance with its requirements, nearly two thousand rectors and ^,^

vicars, or about a fifth of the English clergy, were driven from

their parishes as Nonconformists. No such sweeping alteration in

the religious aspect of the Church had ever been seen before. The

changes of the Reformation had been brought about with little

change in the clergy itself. Even the severities of the High

Commission under Elizabeth ended in the expulsion of a few

hundreds. If Laud had gone zealously to work in emptying

Puritan pulpits, his zeal had been to a great extent foiled by the

restrictions of the law and by the growth of Puritan sentiment

in the clergy as a whole. A far wider change had been brought

about by the Civil War ; but the change had been gradual, and

had ostensibly been WTOught for the most part on political or moral

rather than on religious grounds. The parsons expelled were

expelled as "malignants " or as unfitted for their office by idleness

or vice or inability to preach. But the change wrought by St.

Bartholomew's day was a distinctly religious change, and it was a

change which in its suddenness and completeness stood utterly

alone. The rectors and vicars who were driven out were the most

learned and the most active of their order. The bulk of the great

livings throughout the country were in their hands. They stood

at the head of the London clergy, as the London clergy stood in

general repute at the head of their class throughout England.

They occupied the higher posts at the two L^niversities. No
English divine, save Jeremy Taylor, rivalled Howe as a preacher.

No parson was so renowned a controversialist, or so indefatigable

a parish priest, as Baxter. And behind these men stood a fifth

of the whole body of the clergy, men whose zeal and labour had

diffused throughout the country a greater appearance of piety and
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religion than it had ever displayed before. But the expulsion of

these men was far more to the Church of England than the loss of

their individual services. It was the definite expulsion of a great

party which from the time of the Reformation had played the

most active and popular part in the life of the Church. It was

the close of an effort which had been going on ever since

Elizabeth's accession to bring the English Communion into closer

relations with the Reformed Communions of the Continent, and

into greater harmony with the religious instincts of the nation at

large. The Church of England stood from that moment isolated

and alone among all the Churches of the Christian world. The

Reformation had severed it irretrievably from those which still

clung to the obedience of the Papacy. By its rejection of all but

episcopal orders, the Act of Uniformity severed it as irretrievably

from the general body of the Protestant Churches, whether

Eutheran or Reformed. And while thus cut off from all healthy

religious communion with the world without, it sank into immo-

bility within. With the expulsion of the Puritan clergy, all

change, all efforts after reform, all national development, suddenly

stopped. Erom that time to this the Episcopal Church has been

unable to meet the varying spiritual needs of its adherents by any

modification of its government or its worship. It stands alone

among all the religious bodies of Western Christendom in its

failure through two hundred years to devise a single new service of

prayer or of praise. But if the issues of St. Bartholomew's day

have been harmful to the spiritual life of the English Church, they

have been in the highest degree advantageous to the cause of

religious liberty. At the Restoration religious freedom seemed

again to have been lost. Only the Independents and a few

despised sects, such as the Quakers, upheld the right of ever}-

man to worship God according to the bidding of his own

conscience. The bulk of the Puritan party, with the Presbyterians

at its head, was at one with its opponents in desiring a uniformity

of worship, if not of belief, throughout the land ; and, had the two

great parties within the Church held together, their weight would

have been almost irresistible. P^ortunately the great severance

of St. Bartholomew's day drove out the Presbyterians from the

Church to which they clung, and forced them into a general union
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with sects which they had hated till then almost as bitterly as

the bishops themselves. A common suffering soon blended the

Nonconformists into one. Persecution broke down before the

numbers, the wealth, and the political weight of the new sectarians
;

and the Church, for the first time in its histor>-, found itself

confronted with an organised body of Dissenters without its pale.

The impossibility of crushing such a body as this wrested

from English statesmen

the firsr legal recognition

of freedom of worship in

the Toleration Act ; their

rapid growth in later times

has by degrees stripped the

Church of almost all the

exclusive privileges which

it enjoyed as a religious

bodv, and now threatens

what remains of its official

connexion with the State.

With these remoter conse-

quences however we are

not as yet concerned. It is

enough to note here that with

the Act of Uniformity and

the expulsion of the Puritan

clergy a new element in our

religious and political his-

tor\% the element of Dissent,

the influence of the Nonconformist churches, comes first into play.

The sudden outbreak and violence of the persecution turned

the disappointment of the Presbyterians into despair. Many were

for retiring to Holland, others proposed flight to New England

and the American colonies. Charles however was anxious to use

the strife between the two great bodies of Protestants so as to

secure toleration for the Catholics, and revive at the same time his

prerogative of dispensing with the execution of laws ; and fresh

hopes of protection were raised by a royal proclamation, which

expressed the King's resolve to exempt from the penalties of the

4 R =
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Sec. II Act, "those wlio, ]\\']U'^ jjcaccably, tlo not conff^rm themselves

The thereunto, throup;h scruple and tenderness of misciuided conscience,
Kestoua- ' b 1 ^3

TioN
|3u|- modestly and without scandal perform their devotions in their

1660 ' ^

• r 1 1
•

TO own way." A bill introduced in 1663, in redemption of a pledge m
'^67 .

,

-7- the declaration itself, gave Charles the power to dispense, not only

Dcdara- with the provisions of the Act of Uniformity, but with the penalties

'^du"{'!irc
provided by all laws which enforced religious conformity, or which

1662 imposed religious tests. But if the T'resbyterian leaders in the

council had stooped to accept the aid of the declaration, the bulk

of the Dissidents had no mind to have their grievances u.sed as a

means of procuring by a side wind toleration for Roman Catholics,

or of building up again that dispensing power which the civil war.s

had thrown down. The Churchmen, too, whose hatred for the

Dissidents had been embittered by suspicions of a secret league

between the Dissidents and the Catholics in which the King was

taking part, were resolute in opposition. The Houses therefore

struck simultaneously at both their opponents. They forced

Charles by an address to withdraw his pledge of toleration. They
Convenii- then cxtortcd from him a proclamation for the banishment of all

1664
Catholic priests, and followed this up by a Conventicle Act, which

punished with fine, imprisonment, and transportation on a third

offence all persons who met in greater number than five for any

religious worship save that of the Common Prayer ; while return

or escape from banishment was punished by death. The P'ive

1665 Mile Act, a year later, completed the code of persecution. By its

provisions, Q.\r(zxy clergyman wlio had been driven out by the Act

of Uniformity was called on to swear that he held it unlawful

under any pretext to take up arms against the King, and that he

would at no time "endeavour any alteration of government in

Church and State." In case of refusal, he was forbidden to go

within five miles of any borough, or of any place where he had

been wont to minister. As the main bod\' of the Nonconformists

belonged to the city and trading clas.ses, the effect of this measure

was to rob them of any religious teaching at all. A motion to

impose the oath ctf tlic l"ive Mile Act on every person in the

nation was rejected in the same session by a majority of only six.

The sufferings of the Nonconformists indeed could hardly fail to

tell on the sympathies of the people. The thirst for revenge, which
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liad bcun roused by the violence of the Presbyterians in their hour

of triumph, was satisfied by their humiliation in the hour of defeat.

Sec. II

T H li

Restora-
tion
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A QUAKERS MEETING IX THE SEVEXTEEXTII CENTURY.
Satirical print, probally ly Marcel I.auron.

The sight of pious and learned clergj^mcn driven from their homes

and their flocks, of religious meetings broken up b)' the constables,

of preachers set side b)- side ^vith thieves and outcasts in the dock,
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Sec. II of ^raols crammcd with lioncst enthusiasts whose piety was their

only crime, pleaded more eloquently for tolcrdtkm than all theThe
Restora-

tion reasonintr in the world. We have a clue to the extent of the
1660
TO persecution from what we know to have been its effect on a single

sect. The Quakers had excited alarm by their extravagances of

RICHARD BAXTER.
Pkiitrc ly J. K iUy, in Dr. WilUanti i Library, London.

manner, their refusal to bear arms or to take oaths ; and a special

Act was passed for their repression. They were one of the

smallest of the Nonconformist bodies, but more than four thousand

were soon in prison, and of these five hundred were imprisoned in

London alone. The King's Declaration of Indulgence, twelve

years later, set free twelve hundred Quakers who had found their
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way to the gaols. Of the sufferings of the expelled clergy one of Sec. ii

their own number, Richard Baxter, has given us an account. „ the
' ' •=> Restora-

" Man}' hundreds of them, with their wives and children, had

neither house nor bread. . . . Their congregations had enough to

do, besides a.small maintenance, to help them out of prisons, or to

maintain them there. Though they were as frugal as possible they

could hardly live ; some lived on little more than brown bread and

water, many had but eight or ten pounds a )-ear to maintain a

family, so that a piece of flesh has not come to one of their

tables in six weeks' time
; their allowance could scarce afford

them bread and cheese. One went to plow six days and

preached on the Lord's Day. Another was forced to cut tobacco

for a livelihood." But poverty was the least of their sufferings.

They were jeered at b}- the players.

They were hooted through the streets

by the mob. " Many of the ministers, ^tJH ^^"^t/rrxur-

bemg afraid to lay down then- mmistry ^s^^*^'cJrvf-^Ci<.

after they had been ordained to it, ^'^r'^T-un. r/y^

preached to such as would hear them in ^^li^ ^ '^n^^l^ficr^

fields and private houses, till they were

apprehended and cast into gaols, where
r .1 • 1 1 >> T""! From MS. in the Britishmany 01 them perished. i hey were Museum.

excommunicated in the Bishops' Court,

or fined for non-attendance at church ; and a crowd of in-

formers grew up who made a trade of detecting the meetings

they held at midnight. Alleyn, the author of the well-known

" Alarm to the L^nconverted," died at thirty-six from the suffer-

ings he endured in Taunton Gaol. Vavasour Powell, the apostle

of Wales, spent the eleven years which followed the Restoration

in prisons at Shrewsbury, Southsea, and Cardiff, till he perished

in the Fleet. John Bun)'an was for twelve years a prisoner at

Bedford.

We have already seen the atmosphere of excited feeling in The

which the youth of Bunyan had been spent. From his childhood Prf^ress

he heard heavenly voices, and saw visions of heaven ; from his

childhood, too, he had been wrestling with an overpowering sense

of sin, which sickness and repeated escapes from death did much

as he grew up to deepen. But in spite of his self-reproaches his
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life was a religious one ; and the purity and sobriety of his )-()uth

was shown b}' his admission at seventeen into the ranks of the

" New Model." Two \'ears later tlie war was over, and Bun)'an

though hardly twent}' found himself married to a "godly" wife, as

young and penniless as himself So poor were the young couple

that thc)' could scarce muster a spoon and a plate between them
;

and the povert}- of their home deepened, perhaps, thc gloom of the

BUNVAN S MlilCriMi-lIOUSE, SOUTinVAKK..
I'.uilt 1687.

" Loiidina Illustrata."

young tinker's restlessness and religious depression, llis wife did

what she could to comfort him, teaching him again to read and
write, for he had forgotten his school learning, and reading \\ ilh

him ill two little "godly" books which formed his library. lUit the

darkness onl}' gathered the thicker rountl his imaginati\'e soul. "
I

walked," he tells us of this time, "to a neighbouring town; aiul

sate down upon a settle in llie street, and fell into a \er\' deep
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pause about the most fearful state my sin had brou^dit me to
;
and skc. 11

after long musing I hfted up m)' head ; but methought I saw as if
^^^"^,^^

the sun that shineth in the heavens did grudge to give me Hght ; '"f"" '^ ° ^
_ 1660

and as if the very stones in the street and tiles upon the houses did 10

band themselves against me. Methought that they all combined —
toecther to banish me out of the world. I was abhorred of them,

and wept to dwell among them, because 1 had sinned against the

Saviour. Oh, how happy now was every creature over 1 !
for they

stood fast and kept their station. But I was gone and lost." At ^''^53

last, after more than two years of this struggle, the darkness broke.

Ikmyan felt himself " conxerted," and freed from the burthen of

his sin. He joined a Baptist church at Bedford, and a few years

•later he became famous as a preacher. As he held no formal post

of minister in the congregation, his jjreaching ev^en under the

Protectorate was illegal and " gave great offence," he tells us, " to

the d(jctors and priests of that count)," but he [persisted with little

real molestation until the Restoration. Six months however after /ju/ivan

the King's return he was connnitted to Bedford Gaol on a charge of
'" i"'^^^"-

preaching in unlicensed con\enticles ; and his refusal to promise to

abstain frciin preaching \<q\)\. him there twelve )'cars. The gaol

was crowded with prisoners like himself, and amongst them he

continued his ministry, supporting himself by making tagged

thread laces, and finding some comfort in the Biljlc, the " Book of

Mart\'rs," and the writing materials \\hich he was suffered to have

Avith him in his prison. But he was in the prime of life, his age

was thirt\'-two when he A\'as imprisoned ; and the inacti\'it}" and

severance from liis wife and little children was hard to bear.

"The parting with my wife and jKjor children," he sa}'s in words

of simple pathos, " hath often been to me in this place as the

pulling of the flesh from the bones, and that not onl)- because I

ani somewhat too f(jnd of those great mercies, but also because

I should have often brought t(j m)' mind the man}^ hardships,

miseries, and wants that my poor famil)- was like to meet \\\\\\

should I be taken from them, especiall}' m}^ poor blind child, who
la)' nearer to m)'- heart than all besides. Oh, the thoughts of the

hardshiiis I thought m)- poor blind one might go under A\'ould

break my heart to pieces. ' J'oor child,' thought I, 'what sorrow

art thou like to have for thy portion in this world ! Thou must be
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beaten, must beg-, suffer hunger, cold, nakedness, and a thousand

calamities,' though I cannot now endure the wind should blow

upon thee.' " But suffering could not break his purpose, and

])unyan found compensation for the narrow bounds of his prison

in the wonderful

activity of his pen.

Tracts, controver-

sial treatises.

poems, medita-

tions, his " Grace

Abounding," and

his " Holy City,"

followed each

other in quick suc-

cession. It was in

his gaol that he

wrote the first and

greatest part of

his "Pilgrim's Pro-

gress." Its publi-

cation was the

earliest result of

his deliverance at

the Declaration of

Indulgence, and

the popularity

which it enjoyed

from the first

proves that the re-

ligious sympathies

of the English

people were still

mainly Puritan.

Before Bunyan's death in 1688 ten editions of the

Progress " had already been sold ; and though even Cowper

hardly dared to quote it a century later for fear of moving a

smile in the polite world about him its favour among the middle

classes and tlie poor has grown steadily from its author's day

BUNYAN S DREAM.
Frontispiece to " Pilgrijii's Progress," ^th Edition, 1680.

Pilgrim's
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1672
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Si-c. II to our own. It is now the most popular and the most widely

Ti'ii known of all English books. In none do we see more clearly the
Restoua- ^

TioN inj^^r imaginative force which had been crivcn to the common
1660

^ ,,,.,.,
life of Englishmen b)- their study of tlic l^iblc. Its English is the

simi)lest and the homeliest l{lnglish which has ever been used b)'

any great English writer ; but it is the English of the Bible. The

images of the " Pilgrim's Progress" are the images of prophet and

evangelist ; it borrows for its tenderer outbursts the very verse of

the Song of Songs, and pictures the Ileavenl}' City in the words of

the Apocalypse. lUit so completely has the Bible become

Bunyan's life that one feels its phrases as the natural expression

of his thoughts. lie has lived in the ]>iblc till its words have

become his own. lie has lived among its visions and \oices of

heaven till all sense of possible unreality has died away. He tells

his talc with such a perfect naturalness that allegories become

living things, that the Slough of Despond and Doubting Castle are

as real to us as places we see everyday, that wc know Mr. Legality

antl Mr. World)}' Wiseman as if we had met them in the street.

It is in this amazing reality of impersonation that Bunyan's imagin-

ative genius specialh' displaj's itself. But this is far from being his

onl\' excellence. In its range, in its directness,' in its simple grace, in

the ease with which it changes from li\'cl\' dialotrue to dramatic

action, from simple pathos to passionate earnestness, in the subtle

and delicate fancy which often suffuses its childlike words, in its play-

ful humour, its bold character-painting, in the even and balanced

power which passes without effort from the Vallc\' of the Shadow
of Death to the land "where the Shining Ones commonly walked,

because it was on the borders of heaven," in its sunn)- kindliness

unbroken by one bitter word, the " Pilgrim's Progress" is among
the noblest of English poems. P^or if Puritani.sm had first dis-

covered the poetry which contact with the spiritual world awakes

in the meanest soul, Bun)'an was the first of the Puritans who
revealed this poetry to the outer workl. The journey of Christian

from the City of Destruction to the Ilcavenl)- Cit)^ is simph' a

record of the life of such a ]'uril.an as Bunyan himself, seen

thrcjugh ;in iniagiiiali\'c haze of spiritual idealism in which its

commonest incidents are heightened and glorified, lie is himself

the pilgrim who Ihcs from the City of I )estiiicl ion, who climbs the
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hill Difficulty, who faces Apolh-on, who sees his loved ones cross

the river of Death towards the Hea\'enly Cit}-, and how, because

"the hill on which the Cit}' was framed was higher than the clouds,

they therefore went up through the region of the air, sweetly

talking as thev went."

The success, however, of the s\-stem of religious repression" War with
rested mainlv on the maintenance of peace ; and while Bunvan Holland

Sec. II

The
Restora-
tion

1660
TO

1667

The

BABYLOMAN STOXE FOU^•D IN KMGHTRIDER STREET, LONDON.
British Miiseutn.

was lying in Bedford Gaol, and the Church was carrvincr on its

bitter persecution of the Nonconformists, England was pluno-in

into a series of bitter humiliations and losses abroad. The old

commercial jealousy between the Dutch and English, which had
been lulled b\- a formal treaty in 1662, but which still lived

on in petty squabbles at sea, was embittered b>- the cession of

Bombay—a port which gave England an entry into the profitable

trade with India—and by the establishment of a West Indian
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Company in London which opened a traffic with the Gold Coast of

Africa. The quarrel was fanned into a war. Parliament voted a

STERN OF THE "ROYAL CHARLES.
"

Taken by the Dutch in 166;.

From an engTozing^ in the Museum at Amsierdajn.

large supply unanimously
; and the King was won b}- hopes of the

ruin of the Dutch Presbyterian and republican government, and b\-

his resentment at the insults he had suftered from Holland in his
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exile. The war at sea which followed was a war of giants. An

obstinate battle off Lowestoft ended in a victory for the J'Lnglish

fleet : but in an encounter the next year with De Ruyter off the

North Loreland Monk and his fleet after two days' fighting were

only saved from destruction by the arrival of Prince Rupert. The

dogged admiral renewed the fight, but the combat again ended in

De Ruyter's favour and the English took refuge in the Thames.

Sf.,r. II

The
Rkstoka-

TION

1660
TO
1667

1665

FLEETS OF MONK. AND RUVTER IN 'lllE CHANNEL, 1666.

Print published at Aiiistcrdatii, i(/j(i.

Their fleet was indeed ruined, but the losses of the enemy had been

hardly less. " English sailors may be killed," said De Witt, " but

they cannot be conquered ; " and the saying was as true of one side

as the other. A third battle, as hard-fought as its predecessors,

ended in the triumph of the I^mglish, and their fleet sailed along

the coast of Holland, burning ships and towns. lUit Holland was

as unconquerable as luigland herself, and the L)utch fleet was

soon again refitted and was joined in the Channel by the Erench.

1666
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Sec. II Meanwhile, calamity at home -was added to the sufferings of the

Ri-Tt^k
^^^^' ^'^ ^^^^ preceding year a hundred thousand Londoners had

TION

1660
TO

1667
This is CO give notice, 1 hat His Majedy hath declared his po/itivc

refolurien not tO he^il any mere afcer the end of this prefcnt Afrit

^mv\ Mlchaetmnf next : And this is publifhed to rheend that all

perfons concerned may cake norice thereof, and notreceive adifap-

pointineVit.

London^ yfpril 22.

NOTICE RELATING TO THli PLAGUE.
" T/tt- Intelligencer^" April 24, 1665.

died in six months of the I'lague which broke out in the crowded

Fire of streets of the capital ; and the Plague was followed now by a fire,

undon
^^j-^j^,]^^ beginning in the heart of London, reduced the whole city to

'"^'''>"^™''ff^i

^?^^'Si'i^^^^^^^^^^^'^g^*g=^i'WW^l.vS 6^ \Hft^eL'-g
uNFiMsin:i) iwi'icsFKY savi':d kkom the great 1-tre, loob, IN A nousic

CIIEAPSIDE.

Guildhall Museum.

].\

ashes from tlic Tower to the Temple, l^hirtccn thousand houses

and ninety churches were destroyed. The loss of merchandise
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and property was beyond count. Tlie Treasury was empty, and

neither ships nor forts were manned \\'hcn the Dutch Heet appeared

at the Nore, advanced unopposetl up the Thames to Gravesend,

forced the boom which protected the Medwa}', burned three men-of

war N\h'ch la\' anchored in the ri\er, and withdrew onl)' to sail

proudly along" the coast, the masters of the Channel.

^34')

[IIK

KlJSTORA-
TIOM

1660
10

1667

1667

LURNING OF ENGLISH SHITS AT SHEER.N'ESS, 1667.

ContCDt^oiayy Dutch print, in British Museum.
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1

Section III.—Charles the Second, 1667—1673

Sec. JU

Charles
THE

Second

1667
TO

1673

WATCH.
English ; 17th century.

South Kensington .Museum.

Second

\Aiithonties.— To the authorities already nientioned, wc may add the

Memoirs of Sir William Temple, with Lord Macaulays well-known Essay on
that statesman, Reresby's Memoirs, and the works of Andrew Marvell. The
" ^Memoirs of the Count de Grammont," by Anthony Hamilton, give a witty

and amusing picture of the life of the court. Lingard becomes important from

the original materials he has used, and from his clear and dispassionate state-

ment of the Catholic side of the question. Ranke"s "History of the X\'II.

Century '" throws great light on the diplomatic history of the later Stuart

reigns ; on internal and constitutional points he is dispassionate but of less

A'alue. Dalrymple, in his " Memoirs of Great Britain and Ireland,' was the

first to discover the real secret of the negotiations with France ; but all previous

researches have been superseded by those of M. Mignet, whose " Xegociations

relatives a la Succession d'Espagne "' is indispensable for a knowledge of the

time.]

The thunder of the Dutch guns in the Mcd\va}- and the Thames Charles

woke England to a bitter sense of its degradation. The dream ^
^

of loyalt}' was over. " Everybody no\v-a-days," Pepys tells us,

'' reflect upon Oliver and commend him. what brave things he

did, and made all the neighbour princes

fear him." But 01i\'er's successor was

coolh- watching this shame and discon-

tent of his people with the one aim of

turning it to his own advantage. To
Charles the Second the degradation of

England ^^"as onl}- a mo\'e in the poli-

tical game which he A\as playing, a

game played with so consummate a

secrecy and skill that it deceived not

only the closest observers of his own
day but still misleads historians of ours.

What his subjects saw in their King was a pleasant, brown-

faced gentleman playing with his spaniels, or drawing caricatures

of his ministers, or flinging cakes to the water-fowl in the park

4 S 2
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Charles
THE

Second
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To all outer seeming Charles was the most consummate of idlers.

" He delighted," says one of his courtiers, " in a bewitching kind of

pleasure called sauntering." The business-like Tepys soon dis-

CHARLES II.

I\Iiiiiat!ire by S. Cooper, in tlic Royal Collection at Windsor.

covered that " the King do mind nothing but pleasures, and hates

the very sight or thoughts of business." He only laughed when

Tom Killigrew frankl\^ told him that badl}' as things were going

there was one man whoso industry could soon set them right, " and
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this is one Charles Stuart, who now spends his time in using his -Sec. hi

lips about the Court, and hath no other employment." That '^'^^^'^^''^

Charles had great natural parts no one doubted. In his earlier Second
^ ^ 1667

days of defeat and danijer he showed a cool courage and presence to

-, r
"^73

of mind which never failed him in the many perilous moments ot —
his reign. His temper was pleasant and social, his manners

perfect, and there was a careless freedom and courtesy in his

address which won over c\'erN'body who came into his presence.

His education indeed had been so grossly neglected that he could

hardly read a plain Latin book ; but his natural quickness and

intelligence showed itself in his pursuit of chymistry and anatomy,

and in the interest he showed in the scientific inquiries of the

Royal Society. Like Peter the Great his favourite study was

that of naval architecture, and he piqued himself on being a clever

ship-builder. He had some little love too for art and poetry, and

a taste for music. But his shrewdness and vivacity showed itself

most in his endless talk. He was fond of telling stories, and he

told them with a good deal of grace and humour. His humour

indeed never forsook him : even on his death-bed he turned to the

Aveeping courtiers around and whispered an apolog)' for having been

so unconscionable a time in dying. He held his own fairly with

the wits of his Court, and bandied repartees on equal terms with

Sedlc}' or Buckingham, l^'cn Rochester in his merciless epigram

w^as forced to own that Charles "never said a foolish thing." He
had inherited in fact his grandfather's gift of pith}' sa)'ings, and his

habitual iron}^ often gave an amusing turn to them. When his

brother, the most unpopular man in England, solemnly warned

him of plots against his life, Charles laughingly bade him set all

fear aside. " The\' will never kill me, James," he said, "to make

you king." But courage and wit and ability seemed to have been

bestowed on him in vain. Charles hated business. He gave to

outer observers no sign of ambition. The one thing he seemed in

earnest about was sensual pleasure, and he took his pleasure with

a cynical shamelessness which roused the disgust even of his

shameless courtiers. Mistress followed mistress, and the cruilt oi

a troop of profligate women was blazoned to the world b>' the gift

of titles and estates. The royal bastards were set amongst

English nobles. The ducal house of Grafton springs from the
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Charles
THE

Second

1667
Tt)

Kinor's adultcr\- \\ith Barbara Palmer, whom he created Duchess

of Cleveland. The Dukes ol St. Albans owe their origin to his

NELL G\\\.\.N.

Picture hy Sir Peter Lely at Althorjic.

intrieuc w ith Nell riWNiin, a i^huer and a courtezan. Louise de

Oucrouaille, a mistress sent by P^-ance to win him to its interests,

became Duchess of Portsmouth and ancestress o{ the house of
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Richmond. An earlier mistress, Lucy Walters, was mother of a .^f.c. m
bcjv whom lie raised to the Dukedom of Monmoulli, and to whom Charles

THE

the Dukes of Buccleuch trace their line ; but there is crood reason ^'econu

1667
for doubtin^r whether the King; was actually his father. But ro

JA.MI'.S, ]iliKK OK MONMOUTH.
Miniature ly Saiitiicl Cooper, in the Royal Collection at Windsor,

Charles was far from bcins^ content with these recognized mistresses,

or with a single form of seir-indulgencc. Gambling and drinking

helped to fill up the vacant moments when he could no longer toy

with his favourites or bet at Newmarket. No thought of remorse
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Sec. Ill or of shame seems ever to have crossed his mind. " He could not

Charles think God woiild make a man miserable," he said once, " only for

taking" a little i)lcasiire out of the way." h'rom shame indeed he

was shielded b)' his cynical disbelief in human virtue. Virtue he

regarded simply as a trick by which clever hypocrites impo.sed

upon f()r)ls. IIr)nr)ur ainon;^' men seemed to him as mere a

pretence as chastit)' among women. Tiratitude he had none, for

he looked upon self-interest as the only motive of men's actions,

and though soldiers had died and women had risked their lives for

him, he "loved others as little as he thought they loved him." But

Form of PRAYER with THANKSGIVING
tobeufed yearly upon the XXIX. day of Al J T

-^

Being the day of His Majeftici; Birth^ and happy
Recurn to fiii Kingdoms.

J'roin Hook of Coiiniioii J'j'nycr, jCCs.

The
King's
Policy

if he felt no c£ratitude fur benefits he felt no resentment for wrong.s.

He was incapable either of love or of hate. The only feeling he

retained for his fellow-men was that f)f an amu.sed contempt.

It was difficult for h^nL^liidimen to bc:Heve that any real danger

to libert^• could come from an i Her and a voluptuar)- such as

Charles the Second. But in the \er)- difficulty oi believing this

lay half the King's .strength. He harl in fact no taste whatever

for the despotism of the Stuarts wlu) had gone before him. His

shrewdness laughed his grandfather's thef;r\- of I)i\ine Right down

the wind, while his indolence made such a personal administration

as that which his father delighted in burthensome to him. He was
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too humorous a man to care fur the pomp and show of power, and Sec. hi

too good-natured a man to play the tyrant. But he behevcd as Charles

firmh' as his father or his crrandfather had believed in the older Seconu

1667
preroc^atives of the Crown ; and, like them, he looked on I'arliaments to

.
"

. . . , 1673
with suspicion and jealousy. " He told Lord Essex," Burnet says, —
" that he did not \\ish to be like a Grand Signior, with some mutes

about him, and bags of bowstrings to strangle men ; but he did not

think he was a king so long as a company of fellows were looking

into his actions, and examining his ministers as well as his

accounts." " A king," he thought, " who might be checked, and

have his ministers called to an account, was but a king in

name." Li other words, he had no settled plan of tyranny, but

he meant to rule as independent!)- as he could, and from the

beginning to the end of his reign there never was a moment when
he was not doing something to carr\' out his aim. But he carried

it out in a tentative, irregular fashion which it was as hard to detect

as to meet. Whenever there was any strong opposition he gave

way. If popular feeling demanded the dismissal of his ministers,

he dismissed them. If it protested against his declaration of

indulgence, he recalled it. If it cried for victims in the frenz}' of

the Popish Plot, he gave it victims till the frenzy was at an end. It

was easy for Charles to )-ield and to wait, and just as easy for him

to take up the thread of his purpose again the moment the pressure

was over. The one fixed resolve \\hich overrode every other

thought in the King's mind was a resolve " not to set out on his

travels again." His father had fallen through a quarrel with the

two Houses, and Charles was determined to remain on good terms

with the Parliament till he was strong enough to pick a quarrel to

his profit. He treated the Lords with an eas)- familiarity which

robbed opposition of its seriousness. "Their debates amused him,"

he said in his indolent way
;
and he stood chatting before the fire

while peer after peer poured invecti\-es on his ministers, and

laughed louder than the rest \\hen Shaftesbury directed his coarsest

taunts at the barrenness of the Queen. Courtiers were entrusted

with the secret " management" of the Commons : obstinate countr}'

gentlemen were brought to the ro\-al closet to kiss the Kincr's hand
and listen to the King's pleasant stories of his escape after

Worcester; and still more obstinate country gentlemen ^\•erc
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snc^ii bribed. Where bribes, flatter)-, uiul management failed, Charles.
c„..,.Hs

. ,vas content to yield and to wait till his time came a-ain.
Second A/r/-.M I'll
1667

^^Acan^\hllc Jie went on patiently -atherin- up what fragments of
TO

1673

i

.'

f%-

JOir.V MAITLAND, EARL AN b DVKK OF I.AUDIiRDAI.K.
J'ktnre iy I andvik, at Ifnni House.

^n^niu-
^''"^ "''' ''"^'''' ''''''''^'' '^'^^ '^"I'vivcd. and avaihn- himself of

'"unioT whatever new resources o^kYr<\ ilK'mscKcs. If he could not
1660 undo what rinilanism h,id done 11

wor'

ni ICngland, he could undo its
-k m Scotland ,.nd in Ireland. JkTore the Civil War these
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kinL^'doms h;ul scr\-cd as useful chccl^s on I'Jiglish libcrt)-, aiul by Sec. 111

simply regarding the Union which the Long Parliament and the chakles

the Union Cltarlcs was supported by public opinion among his

English subjects, partly from sheer abhorrence of changes wrought

during " the troubles," and parti)- from a dread that the Scotch and

Irish members would form a party in the English Parliament

which would ahvaws be at the service of the Crown. In botl^i the

lesser kingdoms too a measure which seemed to restore somewhat

of their independence was for the moment popular. Put the results

of this step were quick in developing themselves. In Scotland the

Covenant was at once abolished. The new Scotch Parliament at

Edinburgh, the Drunken ParHament, as it was called, outdid the

wildest lo\-a]t\' of the English Cavaliers b}- annuUing in a single

Act all the proceedings of its predecessors during the last eight-

and-twenty years. By this measure the whole existing Church

system of Scotland was deprived of legal sanction. The General

Assembly had alread)" been prohibited from meeting b\- Cromwell
;

the kirk-sessions and ministers' synods were now suspended. The

Scotch bishops were again restored to their spiritual pre-eminence,

and to their seats in Parliament. An iniquitous trial sent the

Marquis of Argyle, the onl}' noble strong enough to oppose the

royal will, to the block, and the government was entrusted to a

knot of profligate statesmen till it fell intt) the hands of Lauderdale,

one of the ablest and most unscrupulous of the King's ministers.

Their polic\- was steadily directed to the two purposes of humbling

Presbyterianism—as the force which could alone restore Scotland

to freedom, and enable her to lend aid as before to English liberty

in an)' struggle w ith the Crown—and that of raising a ro)'al arm)-

which miijht be rcad\- in case of need to march o\er the border

to the King's support. In Ireland the dissolution of the Union

brought back the bishops to their sees ; but whatever wish Charles

may have had to restore the balance of Catholic and Protestant

as a source of j^ower to the Crown was baffled b)- the obstinate

resistance of the Protestant settlers to an)' plans for redressing the

confiscations of Cromwell. I-'ix'e )-ears of bitter struggle between

the dispossessed loyalists and the new occupants left the Protestant

TMIi

Protector had brou^ht about as a nullit)- in kuv it was possible Seconi.

. 1667
the\- mi<jht become checks again. In his refusal to recognize t<.

1673J
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Sec. Ill

Chakt.es
THE

Second

1667
TO

1673

ascendency unimpaired ; and in spite of a nominal surrender of

one-third of the confiscated estates to their old possessors, hardh'

a sixth of the profitable land in the island remained in Catholic

JAMKS nU'ii.ER, FIRST DUKE OF ORMOND.
From an cngiavhii; ly Scrivcn, after Sir Cod/rey Kncller.

holdincT. The claims of the Duke of Ormond too made it

neccssar)' to leave the government in his hands, and Ormond's

lo\'alt\' was too moderate and constitutional to lend itself to an\-

of the schemes of absolute rule which under T)-rconncll pla^-cd so
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great a part in the next reign. But the severance of the two sec. hi

kingdoms from England was in itself a gain to the royal authority ;
Charles

and Charles turned quietly to the building up of a ro\'al army at Second
^ ^ ^ ^ '

.

^
1667

home. A standing arm\' had become so hateful a thing to the to
1673

body of the nation, and above all to the royalists whom the New —
1/r 1 1 1 1 11 1 r 1

• -11 The Roval
Model had trodden under foot, that it was impossible to propose Arm'v

its establishment. But in the mind of Charles and his brother

James, their father's downfall liad been owing to the want of a

disciplined force which would have trampled out the first efforts

of national resistance ; and while disbanding the New^ Model, .

Charles availed himself of the alarm created by a mad rising

of some Fifth-Monarchy men in London under an old soldier

called Vcnncr to retain five thousand horse and foot in his service

under the name of his guards. A body of " gentlemen of quality

and veteran soldiers, excellently clad, mounted, and ordered," was

thus kept ready for service near the royal person ; and in spite of

the scandal which it aroused the King persisted, steadily but

cautiously, in gradually increasing its numbers. Twenty years

later it had grown to a force of seven thousand foot and one

thousand seven hundred horse and dragoons at home, with a

reserve of six fine regiments abroad in the service of the L^nited

Provinces.

But Charles was too quick-witted a man to believe, as his Charles

brother James believed, that it was possible to break down

English freedom by the royal power or by a few^ thousand men

in arms. It was still less possible by such means to break clown,

as he wished to break down, English Protestantism. In heart,

whether the story of his renunciation of Protestantism during

his exile be true or no, he had long ceased to be a Protestant.

Whatever religious feeling he had was on the side of Catholicism
;

he encouraged conversions among his courtiers, and the last act

of his life was to seek formal admission into the Roman Church.

But his feelings were rather political than religious. The English

Roman Catholics formed a far larger part of the population then

than now ; their wealth and local influence gave them a political

importance which they have long since lost, and every motive of

gratitude as well as self-interest led him lo redeem his pledge to

procure toleration for their worship. But he was already looking.

and
France
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however vaguely, to something" more than Catholic toleration. He sec. hi

saw that despotism in the State could hardly co-exist with free Charle.s
C^ ' THE

inquirv and free action in matters of the conscience, and that govern- Second

. ,
1667

ment, in his own words, " was a safer and easier thing where the to
167 J

authority was believed infallible and the faith and submission of
Charles

the people were implicit." The difficulties m the way of such a and

religious change probably seemed the less to him from his long '

^l^^'^'

residence in Roman Catholic countries, and from his own religious

scepticism. Two )'ears indeed after his restoration he had alread)'

despatched an agent to Rome to arrange the terms of a recon-

ciliation between the Anglican Church and the Papacy. But

though he counted much for the success of his project of toleration

on taking advantage of the dissensions between Protestant

Churchmen and Protestant Dissenters he soon discovered that

for any real success in his political or religious aims he must

seek resources elsewhere than at home. At this moment France

was the dominant power in Europe. Its )'oung King, Lewis

the Fourteenth, was the champion of Catholicism and despotism

against civil and religious liberty throughout the world. France

was the wealthiest of European powers, and her subsidies could

free Charles from dependence on his Parliament. Her arm}" Avas

the finest in the world, and French soldiers could put down, it

was thought, any resistance from English patriots. The aid of

Lewis could alone realize the aims of Charles, and Charles was

willing to pay the price which Lewis demanded for his aid, the

price of concurrence in his designs on Spain. Spain at this

moment had not only ceased to threaten Europe but herself

trembled at the threats of France ; and the aim of Lewis was to

complete her ruin, to win the Spanish provinces in the Nether-

lands, and ultimately to secure the succession to the Spanish

throne for a French prince. But the presence of the French in

Flanders w^as equally distasteful to England and to Holland,

and in such a contest Spain might hope for the aid of these

states and of the Empire. For some years Lewis contented

himself with perfecting his army and preparing by skilful

negotiations to make such a league of the great powers against

him impossible. His first success in England was in the Marriage

marriage of the King. Portugal, which had only just shaken '^ '-'"^''^'^^
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Sec. Ill off the riilc of Spain, was really dependent upon France ; and

Charles in accepting the hand of Catharine of Braganza in spite of the
THE

Second protcsts of Spain, Charlcs announced his adhesion to the

1673

THE CO.MTE D'ESTRADES, AMBASSADOR OF FRANCE IX ENGLAND, 1661.

Jusscrand, "A J'rciicJi Ambassador at the Court of Charles If.", from an engraving by
Etienne Picart.

alliance of Lewis. Already English opinion saw the danger

of such a course, and veered round to the Spanish side. As
early as 1661 the London mob backed the Spanish ambassador

in a street squabble for precedence with the ambassador of
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Sec. Ill France. " Wc do all naturally love the Spanish," says Pepys,

Charles " and hate the French." The marriage of Catharine, the sale
THE

Second of Dunkirk, the one result of Cromwell's victories, to Prance,

\o aroused the national jealou.sy and suspicion of French influence ;

^.^ and the war with Holland seemed at one time likely to end in

a war with Lewis. The Dutch war was in itself a serious

stumbling-block in the wa}- of French projects. To aid either

side was to throw the other on the aid of the House of Austria,

and to build up a league which would check France in its aim.

Only peace could keep the European states disunited, and enable

Lewis by their disunion to carry out his design of seizing Flanders.

1665 His attempt at mediation was fruitless ; the defeat of Lowestoft

forced him to give aid to Holland, and the news of his purpose

at once roused England to a hope of war. When Charles

announced it to the Houses, " there was a great noise," says

Louvois, " in the Parliament to show the jo}' of the two Houses

at the prospect of a fight with us." Lewis, however, cautiously

limited his efforts to narrowing the contest to a struggle at sea,

while England, vexed with disasters at home and abroad, could

scarcely maintain the war. The appearance of the Dutch fleet

Peace of in the Thames was followed by the sudden conclusion of peace
Brcdu

^yi-^ich ao-ain left the ground clear for the diplomatic intrigues
1667

.

of Lewis.

The In England the irritation was great and universal, but the public

Claren- resentment fell on Clarendon alone. Charles had been bitterh"

don angered when in 1663 his bill to vest a dispensing power in the

Crown had been met by Clarendon's open opposition. The Presby-

terian party, represented by Ashley, and the Catholics, led by the

Earl of Bristol, alike sought his overthrow ; in the Court he was

opposed by Bennet, afterwards Earl of Arlington, a creature of

the King's. But Clarendon was still strong in his intimate con-

nexion with the King's affairs, in the marriage of his daughter,

Anne Hyde, to the Duke of York, in his capacity for business,

above all in the support of the Church, and the confidence of

the royalist and orthodox House of Commons. Foiled in their

efforts to displace him, his rivals had availed themselves of the

iealousy of the merchant-class to drive him against his will into

the war with Holland ; and though the Chancellor succeeded in
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forcing; the Five Mile Act through the Mouses in the teeth of sec. hi

Ashlcvs protests, the calculations of his enemies were soon verified. Charles
THE

The union between Clarendon and the Parliament was broken b\' Second

1667
the war. The Parliament was enraged by his counsel for its to

. . 1^73
dissolution, and b\' his proposal to raise troops without a Parlia- —
mentary grant, and his opposition to the inspection of accounts, in

which thc\- saw an attempt to re-establish the one thing they hated

most, a standing army. Charles could at last free himself from

the minister who had held him in check so long ; the Chancellor

was dismissed from office, and driven to take refuge in France.

By the exile of Clarendon, the death of Southampton, and the

retirement of Ormond and Nicholas, the party of constitutional

loyalists in the Council ceased to exist ;
and the section which

had originalh' represented the Presbyterians, and which under

the guidance of Ashley had bent to purchase toleration even at

the cost of increasing the prerogatives of the Crown, came to

the front of affairs. The religious policy of Charles had as yet T/ie Cabal

been defeated by the sturdy Churchmanship of the Parliament,

the influence of Clarendon, and the reluctance of the Presbyterians

as a bod}' to accept the Royal " indulgence " at the price of a

toleration of Catholicism and a recognition of the King's power

to dispense with Parliamentar\' statutes. The first steps of the

new ministr\- in releasing Nonconformists from prison, in

suffering conventicles to reopen, and suspending the operation

of the Act of Uniformity, were in open defiance of the known

^\ill of the two Houses. But when Charles again proposed to 166S

his counsellors a general toleration he no longer found himself

supported by them as in 1663. Even Ashley's mood was changed.

Instead of toleration they pressed for a union of Protestants which

would have utterly foiled the King's projects ; and a scheme of

Protestant comprehension which had been approved by the

moderate divines on both sides, by Tillotson and Stillingfleet

on the part of the Church as well as by Manton and Baxter

on the part of the Nonconformists, was laid before the House

of Commons. Even its rejection failed to bring Ashlc\' and his

party back to their old position. They were still for toleration,

but onl)' for a toleration the benefit of which did not extend to

Catholics, "in respect the laws have determined the principles

4 T 2
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of the Romish rchgion to be inconsistent with the safety of your secJi^ii

Majesty's person and government." The poUcy of the Council ^"^^^^^

in fact was determined by the look of pubHc affairs abroad. ^''Yf''

Lewis had quickly shown the real cause of the eagerness with to
1673

which he had pressed on the Peace of Breda between England —
and the Dutch. He had secured the neutrality of the Emperor policy of

b)- a secret treaty which shared the Spanish dominions between

the two monarchs in case the King of Spain died without an heir.

England, as he believed, was held in check by Charles, and like

Holland was too exhausted by the late war to meddle with a new

one. On the very day therefore on w^hich the treat)- was signed '667

he sent in his formal claims on the Low Countries, and his army

at once took the field. The greater part of Flanders was occupied

and six great fortresses secured in two months. Franchc Comte

was overrun in seventeen days. Holland protested and appealed

to England for aid ; but her appeals remained at first unanswered.

England sought in fact to tempt Holland, Spain, and France in

turn b\' secret offers of alliance. From France she demanded,

as the price of her aid against Holland and perhaps Spain, a

share in the eventual partition of the Spanish dominions, and an

assignment to her in such a case of the Spanish Empire in the

New World. But all her offers were alike refused. The need

of action became clearer every hour to the English ministers,

and wider views gradually set aside the narrow dreams of merely

national aggrandizement. The \ictories of Lewis, the sudden

revelation of the strength of France, roused even in the most

tolerant minds a dread of Catholicism. Men felt instinctively

that the \Q.xy existence of Protestantism and with it of ci\'il

freedom was again to be at stake. Arlington himself had a Tlic

Dutch wife and had resided in Spain
;
and Catholic as in heart Alliance

he was, thought more of the political interests of England, and ^^^^

of the invariable resolve of its statesmen since Itlizabeth's da\-

to keep the French out of Plandcrs, than of the interests of

Catholicism. Lewis, warned of his danger, strove to lull the

general excitement by offers of peace to Spain, while he was writing

to Turennc, " I am turning over in my head things that are far

from impossible, and go to carry them into execution whatever they

may cost." Three armies were, in fact, ready to march on Spain,
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Sec^ii Germany, and PTanders, when Arlington despatched Sir Wilham

""""ATe"'
Temple to the Hague, and the signature of a Triple Alliance

Second between England, Holland, and Sweden bound Lewis to the
^To terms he had offered as a blind, and forced on him the Peace—'^

of Aix-la-ChapcUe.

jIR WILLIAM TEMPLh.
Picture ly Sir Peter Lely, in the Xational Portrait Gallery.

The Few measures have won a greater popularity than the Triple
Treaty of , . . ,

,

'

Dover Alliance. " It is the only good public thing," says Pepys, " that

hath been done since tlic King came to England." Even Drvden,

writing at the time as a Tor)-, counted among the worst of
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Shaftesbury's crimes that " the Triple Bond he broke." In form Sec. ni

indeed the Ahiance simply bound Lewis to adhere to terms of Charles
J- -' THE

peace proposed by himself, and those advantageous terms. But ^'^'^T'^

in fact it utterly ruined his plans. It brought about too that to^ ^
1673

HUGUES DE LIONNE, FOREIGN SECRETARY TO LEWIS XIV.
Jusscranci, •.-1 French Ambassador at the Court of Charles II. ;" from an e7tgravirg ly N. dc

Lariiiessin, 1664.

union of the powers of Europe against which, as Lewis felt

instinctively, his ambition would dash itself in vain. It was
Arlington's aim to make the Alliance the nucleus of a greater

confederation
; and he tried not only to perpetuate it, but to
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Sec. Ill include within it the Swiss Cantons, the Empire, and the House
Charles of Austria. llisefforts wcrc foiled; but the " Triple Bond" bore
THE

Second withiu- it the gcrms of the Grand Alliance which at last saved

10 Europe. To England it at once brought back the reputation which
1 67 "*—-'^ she had lost since the death of Cromwell. It was a sign of hc-r

re-entry on the general stage of European politics, and of the

formal adoption of the balance of power as a policy essential

to the welfare of Europe at large. But it was not so much the

action of England which had galled the pride of Lewis, as the

action of Holland. That " a nation of shopkeepers" (for Lewis

applied the phrase to Llolland long before Napoleon applied it

to England) should have foiled his plans at the very moment

of their realization, "stung him," he owned, " to the quick." If he

refrained from an instant attack it was to nurse a surer re\'enge.

His steadv aim durin^; the four \'ears which folloAved the Peace

of Aix-la-Chapelle was to isolate the United Provinces, to bring

about the neutrality of the Empire in an}- attack on them, to

break the Triple Alliance b)' detaching Sweden from it and

securing Charles, and to leave the Dutch without help, save from

the idle goodwill of Brandenburg and Spain. His diplomacy was

everywhere successful, but it was nowhere so successful as with

England. Charles had been stirred to a momentar}- pride b}-

the success of the Triple Alliance, but he had never seriously

abandoned his polic}^ and he was resolute at last to play an

active part in realizing it. It was clear that little was to be hoped

for from his old plans of winning toleration for the Catholics from

his new ministers, and that in fact the^' were resolute to brinsf about

such a union of Protestants as would ha\'e been fatal to his designs.

Charles Erom this moment he resolved to seek for his advantage from
turns to

France Erancc. The Triple Alliance was hardly concluded when he

declared to Lewis his purpose of entering into an alliance with

him, offensive and defensive. He owned to be the onl\- man
in his kingdom who desired such a league, but he was deter-

mined to realize his desire, whatever might be the sentiments of

his ministers. His ministers, indeed, he meant either to brinsr

over to his schemes or to outwit. Two of them. Arlington and

Sir Thomas Clifford, were Catholics in heart like the King ; and

they were summoned, with the Duke of York, who had alread\-
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secretly embraced Catholicism, and two Catholic nobles, to a

conference in which Charles, after pledging them to secrecy,

declared himself a Catholic, and asked their counsel as to the

means of establishing the Catholic religion in his realm. It was

resolved to apply to Lewis for aid in this purpose ; and Charles

proceeded to seek from the King a " protection," to use the

words of the French ambassador, " of which he always hoped

to feel the powerful effects in the execution of his design of

changing the present state of religion in England for a better,

and of establishing his authority so as to be able to retain his

Skc. hi

Ciiarle:s
THE

Second

1667
TO
1673

1669

TWO " DRUMMS AND A FIFE AND THE DRUMME-MAJOR.
F. Sandford, ^'Funeral of the Duke of Albemarle," 1670.

subjects in the obedience they owe him." The fall of Holland

was as needful for the success of the plans of Charles as of Lewis
;

and with tlie ink of the Triple Alliance hardly dry, Charles

promised help in Lewis's schemes for the ruin of Holland

and the annexation of Flanders. He offered therefore to declare

his religion and to join France in an attack on Holland, if Lewis

would grant him a subsidy equal to a million a }'ear. In the

event of the King of Spain's death without a son Charles pledged

himself to support France in her claims upon Flanders, while

Lewis promised to assent to the designs of England on the
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Spanish dominions in America. On this basis, after a year's sec. hi

negotiations, a secret treaty was concluded at Dover in an inter-

view between Charles and his sister Henrietta, the Duchess of

Orleans. It provided that Charles should announce his conversion

and that in case of any disturbance arising from such a step he

should be supported by a French army and a French subsid}'.

War was to be declared by both powers against FloUand, England

furnishing a small land force, but bearing the chief burthen of the

Charles
THE

Second

1667
TO
1673

]\/ay 1670

TWO MASTERS OF THE CHANCERY.TWO OF THE DUKE OF ALBEMARLE's
WATERMEN.

/'". Sattdford, ''Funeral of the Duke of Albemarle" 1670.

The
Declara-
tion of
Indul-
gence

contest at sea, on condition of an annual subsidy of three hundred

thousand pounds.

Nothing marks better the political profligacy of the age than

that Arlington, the author of the Triple Alliance, should have been

chosen as the confidant of Charles in his treaty of Dover. But to

all save Arlington and Clifford the King's change of religion or

his political aims remained utterly unknown. It would have been
impossible to obtain the consent of the party in the ro>'al council The Cabal

which represented the old Presbyterians, of Ashley or Lauderdale
""'"^ ^^"-'

or the Duke of Buckingham, to the Treaty of Dover. But it was
possible to trick them into approval of a war with ITolland by play-

liar
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ing on their desire for a toleration of the Nonconformists. The Sec. hi

announcement of the King's Catholicism was therefore deferred ;

Charles
° THE

and a series of mock negotiations, carried on through Buckingham, second
^ ' t> to ' jgg^

ended in the conclusion of a sham treaty which was communicated to

. 1673
to Lauderdale and to Ashley, a treaty which suppressed all —
mention of the religious changes or of the promise of French

aid in bringing them about, and simply stipulated for a joint

war against the Dutch. In such a war there was no formal

breach of the Triple Alliance, for the Triple Alliance only guarded

against an attack on the dominions of Spain, and Ashley and his

colleagues were lured into assent to it in 167 1 by the promise of a

toleration on their own terms. Charles in fact yielded the point to

which he had hitherto clung, and, as Ashley demanded, promised

that no Catholic should be benefited by the Lidulgence. The

bargain once struck, and his ministers outwitted, it only remained

for Charles to outwit his Parliament. A large subsidy had been

demanded in 1670 for the fleet, under the pretext of upholding

the Triple Alliance
;
and the subsidy was granted. In the spring 1671

the two Houses wgyc adjourned. So great was the national

opposition to his schemes that Charles was driven to plunge

hastily into hostilities. An attack on a Dutch convoy was at

once followed b\' a declaration of war, and fresh supplies were

obtained for the coming struggle by closing the Exchequer, and

suspending under Clifford's advice the pa}'ment of either principal

or interest on loans advanced to the public Treasury. The

.suspension spread bankruptcy among half the goldsmiths of

London ; but with the opening of the war Ashley and his

colleagues gained the toleration they had bought so dear. By
virtue of his ecclesiastical powers the King ordered "that all 1672

manner of penal laws on matters ecclesiastical against whatever

sort of Nonconformists or recusants should be from that day

suspended," and gave liberty of public worship to all dissidents

save Catholics, who were allowed to say mass only in private

houses. The effect of the Declaration went far to justify

Ashley and his colleagues (if anything could justify their course)

in the bargain by which they purchased toleration. Ministers

returned, after years of banishment, to their homes and their

flocks. Chapels were reopened. The gaols were emptied
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Bunyan left his prison at Bedford ; and hundreds of Quakers, SecJ.ii

who had been the special objects of persecution, were set free ^"^^^1;^^

to worship God after their own fashion. '

'"^T-^

The Declaration of Indulgence however failed to win any 30
. 1673

expression of c;ratitude from the bulk of the Nonconformists. -—
r ^ The

Dear as toleration was to them, the general interests of religion \A/'arwith

were dearer, and not only these but national freedom was now

at stake. The success of the Allies seemed at first complete.

The French army passed the Rhine, overran three of the States

without opposition, and pushed its outposts to within sight of

Amsterdam. It was onl>' b\' skill and desperate courage that

the Dutch ships under De Ruyter held the English fleet under

the Duke of York at bay in an obstinate battle off the coast of

Suffolk. The triumph of the English cabinet was shown in the

elevation of the leaders of both its parties. Ashley was made

Chancellor and Earl of Shaftesbury, and Clifford became Lord

Treasurer. But the Dutch were saved by the stubborn courage

which awoke before the arrogant demands of the conqueror.

The plot of the two Courts hung for success on the chances of

a rapid surprise ; and with the approach of winter which

suspended military operations, all chance of a surprise was over.

The death of De Witt, the leader of the great merchant class,

called William the Prince of Orange to the head of the Republic.

Young as he was, he at once displayed the cool courage and

tenacit)' of his race. " Do you not see your country is lost ?

"

asked the Duke of Buckingham, who had been sent to negotiate

at the Ha'J'ue. " There is a sure way never to see it lost,"

replied William, " and that is to die in the last ditch." With

the spring the tide began to turn. Holland was saved and 1673

province after province won back from France b}' W^illiam's

dauntless resolve. In England the delay of winter had ex-

hausted the supplies which had been so unscrupulously pro-

cured, while the closing of the Treasury had shaken credit and

rendered it impossible to raise a loan. It was necessary in 1673

to appeal to the Commons, but the Commons met in a mood

of angi'}' distrust. The war, unpopular as it was, they left alone. ^^-^^

What overpowered all other feelings was a vague sense, which ^f ''^'"'

^ to to ) Country
we know now to have been justified b}' the facts, that liberty and Pcxriy
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Sec^ii religion were being unscrupulously betrayed. There was a suspicion
Charles ^-^^t the wholc armed force of the nation was in Catholic hands.

The Duke of York was suspected of being in heart a Papist, and

he was in command of the fleet. Catholics had been placed as

BARBARA I'ALMER, COUNTESS OF CASTLEMAINE AND DUCHESS OF CLEVELAND,
F>07n an engraving by ]]'. Shcnuin^ 1670.

officers in the force which was being raised for the war in Holland.

Lady Castlemainc, the King's mistress, paraded her conversion ;

and doubts were fast gathering over the Protestantism of the

King. There was a general suspicion that a plot was on foot
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for the establishment of Catholicism and despotism, and that Sic. jii

the war and the Indulgence were parts of the plot. The change
^'"^^^^i^*^^

of temper in the Commons was marked by the appearance of

what was from that time called the Country party, with Lord

Russell, Lord Cavendish, and Sir William Coventry at its head,

a party which sympathized with the desire of the Nonconformists

for religious toleration, but looked on it as its first duty to

guard against the designs of the Court. As to the Declaration

of Indulgence, however, all parties in the House were at one.

The Commons resolved " that penal statutes in matters ecclesi-

astical cannot be suspended but by consent of Parliament," and

refused supplies till the Declaration was recalled. The King The Test
A ct

yielded ; but the Declaration was no sooner recalled than a

Test Act was passed through both Houses without opposition,

which required from every one in the civil and military employ-

ment of the State the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, a

declaration against transubstantiation, and a reception of the

sacrament according to the rites of the Church of England.

It was known that the Protestant dissidents were prepared to

waive all objection to oath or sacrament, while the Bill would

wholly exclude Catholics from share in the government. Clifford

at once counselled resistance, and Buckingham talked flightily

about bringing the army to London. But the grant of a subsidy

was still held in suspense ; and Arlington, who saw that all hope

of carrying the " great plan " through was at an end, pressed

Charles to )'ield. A dissolution was the King's only resource,

but in the temper of the nation a new Parliament would have

been \'et more violent than the present one ; and Charles sullenly

gave way. Few measures have ever brought about more startling

results. The Duke of York owned himself a Catholic and resigned

his office as Lord High Admiral. Throngs of excited people

gathered round the Lord Treasurer's house at the news that

Clifford, too, had owned to being a Catholic and had laid down
his staff of office. Their resignation was followed by that of

hundreds of others in the army and the civil service of the Crown.

On public opinion the effect was wonderful. " I dare not write

all the strange talk of the town," says Evelyn. The resignations

were held to have proved the existence of the dangers which the

Vol. Ill— I'ART 30 I U
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Sec^ii Test Act liad been framed to meet. P'^rom this moment all trust
Ch^akl.s in Charles was at an end. " The King," Shaftesbury said bitterl>',

" who if he had been so happ)- as to have been born a private

gentleman had certainly pas.sed for a man of good parts, excellent

breeding, and well natured, hatli now, being a Prince, brought his

affairs to that pass that there is not a person in the world, man or

woman, that dares rely upon him or put an)- confidence in his

word or friendship."

HUNTERS, c. 16S0— 1700
Ballad in Roxhurghc Collection.
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Section IV,—Danby, 1673—1678 jQj^

{Aitdiofi/ics.—As before. Air. Christie's ''Life of Shaftesbury,'' a defence,

and in some respects a successful defence, of that statesman's career, throws a

fresh light on the j^olic)' of the A\'hi'4 part}- during tliis period.]

The one man in luisland on wliom the discovery of the King'.s Shaftes-
^ J " bury

pcrfid}- fell with the most crushing effect was the Chancellor, Lord

Shaftesbur)-. Ashley Cooper had piqued himself on a penetration

^\'hich read the characters of men arDund him, and on a political

instinct which discerned ever\' coming change. His self-reliance

\vas wonderful. In mere boj'hood he saved his estate from the

greed of his guardians by boldl)' appealing in person to No}', who

was then Attorney-General. y\s an undergraduate at Oxford

he organized a rebellion of the freshmen against the oppressive

customs w hich were enforced b\' the senior men of his college, and

succeeded in abolishing them. At eighteen he was a member of

the Short Parliament. On the outbreak of the Civil War he took

part with the King ; but in the midst of the ro)'al successes he

foresaw the ruin of the ro)-al cause, passed to the Parliament,

attached himself to the fortunes of Cromwell, and became member

of the Council of State. Before all things a strict Parliamentarian,

however, he was alienated b)' Cromwell's setting up of absolute

rule without Parliament ; and a temporary disgrace during the

last }-ears of the Protectorate onl}' quickened him to an active

opposition \\hich did much to bring about its fall. His bitter

invecti\-es against the dead Protector, his intrigues with Monk, and

the acti\'e part which he took, as member of the Council of State,

in the King's recall, were rewarded at the Restoration with a

peerage, and with promotion to a foremost share in the royal

councils. Ashley was then a man of forty, and under the

Commonwealth he had been, in the contemptuous phrase of

Dryden when writing as a Tor}-, " the loudest bagpipe of the

squeaking train ;" but he was no sooner a minister of Charles than

he flung himself into the debauchery of the Court with an ardour

which surprised even his master. " Yuu are the wickedest dog

in P^ngland !

" laughed Charles at some unscrupulous jest of his

4 U 2
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Sec. IV counsellor's. "Of a subject, Sir, I believe I am!" was the

Danby unabashed reply. But the debauchery of Ashley was simply a
1
67'^

To"^ mask. He was in fact temperate by nature and habit, and his

ill-health rendered any great excess impossible. Men soon found

ANUKi.W Asm.lA (Mi,l'|,|;, lll;^l i;aKL ' 'l- M 1 Al- I IS 1; l' K V.

Miniature by S. Cooper, in the possession of tlie Earl of Siiafteshnry.

that tlic courtier who lounged in Lad\' Castlcmainc's boudoir, or

drank and jested with Sedlcy and Buckingham, was a diligent and

able man of business. "He is a man," says the puzzled Pcp\'S,

three )-cars after the Restoration, "of great business, and }'et of

pleasure and dissipation too." His ri\als were as envious o{ the
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case and master)- with which he dcah with questions of finance, as sec^iv

of the "nimble wit" which won the favour of the King. Iwcn in

later )'ears his industry earned the grudging praise of his enemies.

Dryden owned that as Chancellor he was "swift to despatch and

cas)- of access," and wondered at the restless activit)' which

" refused his age the needful hours of rest." His activit\- indeed

was the more wonderful that his health was utterly broken. An

accident in earl\- da\-s left behind it an abiding weakness, whose

traces were seen in the furrows which seared his long pale face, in

the feebleness of his health, and the nervous tremor which shook

his pun\- frame. The " pigm}- body " was " fretted to decay " by

the "fier\' soul" within it. But pain and weakness brought

with them no sourness of spirit. Ashlc)' was attacked more

unscrupulously than any statesman save Walpole ;
but Burnet,

who did not lu\e him, owns that he was never bitter or angry in

speaking of his assailants. l'^\en the wit with which he crushed

them was commonly good-humoured. " When will you have done

preaching.^" a bishop murmured testily, as Shaftesburv' was

speaking in the House of Beers. " When I am a bishop, m\-

Lord !
" was the laughing repl\'.

As a statesman Ashley not only stood high among his

contemporaries from his wonderful readiness and industr}-, but

he stood far above them in his scorn of personal profit. Even

Dryden, while raking together ever\' fault in his character, owns

that his hands were clean. As a political leader his position was

to modern eyes odd enough. In religion he was at best a Deist,

with some fanciful notions " that after death our souls lived in

stars." But Deist as he was, he remained the representative of the

Bresbyterian and Nonconformist part}- in the royal council. He
was the stead}- and vehement advocate of toleration, but his

advocacv was based on purel}- political grounds. He saw that

persecution would fail to bring back the Dis.senters to the Church,

and that the effort to recall them onl}- left the countr}- disunited,

and thus exposed English libert}- to invasion from the Crown, and

robbed England of all influence in Europe. The one means of

uniting Churchmen and Dissidents was b}- a polic}- of toleration,

but in the temper of England after the Restoration he saw no

hope of obtaining toleration save from the King. Wit, debaucher}-,

Shaftes-
bury's
Policy
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rapidity in the despatch of business, were all therefore used as a

means to gain influence over the King, and to secure him as

a friend in the struggle which .\shley carried on against the

intolerance of Clarendon. Charles, as we have seen, had his own

game to play and his own reasons for protecting Ashley during his

vehemerit but fruitless struggle against the Test and Corporation

Act, the Act of Uniformity, and the persecution of the Dissidents.

Fortune at last smiled on the unscrupulous ability with which he

Stc. IV
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THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.
(Built 1667— 1669.)

Where the lectures of Gresham College were given from 1768.

entangled Clarendon in the embarrassments of the Dutch war of

1664, and took advantage of the alienation of the Parliament to

ensure his fall. B}- a }-et more unscrupulous bargain Ashley had

bought, as he believed, the Declaration of Indulgence, the release

of the imprisoned Nonconformists, and freedom of worship for all

dissidents, at the price of a consent to the second attack on

Holland ; and he w-as looked on by the public at large as the

minister most responsible both for the measures he advised and

the measures he had nothing to do with. But while facing the
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Shaftes-
bury's

gathering storm of unpopularity Ashle\- learnt in a moment of

drunken confidence the secret of the Kins^'s religion. He owned

to a friend •' his trouble at the black cloud which was gathering

over England ;" but. troubled as he was, he still believed himself

strong enough to use Charles for his own purposes. His accept-

ance of the Chancellorship and of the Earldom of Shaftesburv. as ^^'""f^
0/

^ - policy

well as his violent defence of the war on opening the Parliament,

identified him yet more with the royal policy. It was after the

opening of the Parliament, if

we credit the statement of the

French Ambassador, that he learnt

from Arlington the .'^ecret of

the Treaty oi Dover. Whether

this were so. or whether sus-

picion, as in the people at

large, deepened into certaint\-,

Shaftesbur}- saw he had been

duped. To the bitterness of such

a discovery was added the bitter-

ness of having aided in schemes

which he abhorred. His change

of policy was rapid and complete.

He pressed in the ro\-al council

for the withdrawal of the De-

claration of Indulgence. In Par-

liament he supported the Test

Act with extraordinary vehem-

ence. The displacement of James

and Clifford by the Test left

him. as he thought, dominant in

the royal council, and gave him hopes of revenging the deceit

which had been practised on him b}- forcing his polic}- on

the King. He was resolved to end the war. He had dreams

of meeting the danger of a Catholic successor by a dissolu-

tion of the King's marriage and b}- a fresh match Avith a

Protestant princess. For the moment indeed Charles was help-

less. He found himself, as he had told Lewis lono- before

alone in his realm. The Test Act had been passed unanimouslv

FIGURE OF S. HELEN, IX S. HF.LEX's
CHURCH, BISHOPSGATE, c. l6So.
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by botli Houses. I'A'cn the Nonconformists deserted him, and

preferred persecution to the support of liis plans. The dismissal

of the Catholic officers made the employment of force, if he ever

contemplated it, impossible, while the ill success of the Dutch war

robbed him of all hope of aid from I'^rancc. The firmness of the

PORCH OF NAG S ]IEAD INX, I.EICESTEK.

Built 1663.

Richai'dson's ^^ Studies from Old Erglish Mansions.

I'rincc of Orange had roused the stubborn energy of his country-

men. The J-'rcnch conquests on land were slowly v^'on back, and

at sea the fleet of the allies was still held in check by the fine

seamanship o{ l)c Ruyter. Nor was William less successful in

diplomacy than in war. The House of Austria was at last roused
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to action by the danger which threatened Europe, and its union

with the United Provinces laid the foundation of the Grand

AUiancc. If Charles was firm to continue the war, Shaftesbury,

like the Parliament itself, was resolved on peace ; and for this

purpose he threw himself into hearty alliance with the Country

party in the Commons, and welcomed the Duke of Ormoncl and

Prince Rupert, who were looked upon as "great Parliament men,"

Sec. IV

Daney

1673
Til

167.^
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DOORWAY OF PEARCE'S CLOTHING FACTORY, NEWBURY, LERKS.
Bui!t iiiy2.

back to the royal council. It was to Shaftesbury's inlluence that
Charles attributed the dislike which the Commons displayed to
the war, and their refusal of a grant of supplies until fresh religious
securities were devised. It was at his instigation that an address
was presented by both Houses against the plan of marrying James s/.ujYcs-
to a Catholic princess, [Mary of Modena. But the projects of ^

^^'""-^'^

Shaftesbury were suddenly interrupted by an unexpected act of
^^'767^^
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vigour on the part of the Kintj. The Houses were no sooner Sec. iv

prorogued in November than the Clianccllor was ordered to deliver Danuv

up the Seals.

"It is only laying down my gown and buckling on my sword,"

Shaftesbury is said to have replied to the royal bidding ; and, ^^^

thouo-h the words were innocent enough, for the sword was part of Shaftes-

the usual dress of a gentleman which he must necessarily resume

when he laid aside the gov^•n of the Chancellor, they were taken as

conve}'ing a covert threat. He was still determined to force on

the King a peace A\ith the States. But he looked forward to the

dangers of the future with c\cn greater anxiety than to those of

the present. The Duke of York, the successor to the throne, had

owned himself a Catholic, and almost every one agreed that

securities for the national religion would be necessary in the ca.se

of his accession. But Shaftesbury saw, and it is his especial merit

that he did see, that with a King like James, convinced of his

Divine Right and bigoted in his religious fervour, securities were

valueless. From the first he determined to force on Charles his

brother's exclusion from the throne, and his resolve was justified by

the Revolution which finally did the work he proposed to do. Un-

happily he was equally determined to fight Charles with weapons

as vile as his own. The result of Clifford's resignation, of James's T/ie

acknowledgement of his conversion, had been to destroy all belief panic

in the honesty of public men. A panic of distrust had begun.

The fatal truth Avas whispered that Charles himself was a Catholic.

In spite of the Test Act, it was suspected that men Catholics in

heart still held high office in the State, and we know that in

Arlington's case the suspicion was just. Shaftesbur\- seized on this

public alarm, stirred above all b\' a sense of inability to meet the

secret dangers which day after day was disclosing, as the means of

carrying out his plans. He began fanning the panic by tales of a

Papist rising in London, and of a coming Irish revolt with a

French army to back it. He retired to his house in the Cit\- to

find security against a conspiracy which had been formed, he said,

to cut his throat. Meanwhile h-e rapidly organized the Country

party in the Parliament, and placed himself openly at its head.

An address for the removal of ministers " popishly affected or j^-.

otherwise obnoxious or dangerous " was presented on the re-
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assembling of the Houses, The Commons called on the King to

dismiss Lauderdale, Buckingham, and Arlington, and to disband

the troops raised since 1664. A bill was brought in to prevent all

Catholics from approaching the Court, in other words for removing

James from the King's councils. A far more important bill was

-^ -. J -

KXTRAN'CK TO ARBOUR OF SHOEMAKERS GILD, SHREWSBURY.
Built 1679.

Drawing ly Mr. F. A. Ilihhert.

tliat of the Protestant Securities, which was jires-sed by Shaftes-

bury, Halifax, and Carlisle, the leaders of the new Opposition

in the House of Lords, a bi!l which enacted that anv prince of

the blood .should forfeit his right to the Crown on his marriage

with a Catholic. The bill, which was the first sketch of the
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later Exclusion Bill, failed to pass, but its failure left the Houses

excited and alarmed. Shaftesbur}- intrigued busil>' in the

City, corresponded with William of Orange, and pressed for

a war with France which Charles could onl)- avert by an

appeal to Lewis, a subsidy from

whom enabled him to prorogue the

Parliament. But Charles saw that the

time had come to give way. "Things

ha\e turned out ill," he said to Temple

with a burst of unusual petulance,

" Init had I been wpll served I might

have made a good business of it." His

coPicessions howex'er \\'erc as usual

complete. He dismissed Buckingham

and Arlington. He made peace with

the Dutch. But Charles was never

more formidable than in the moment
of defeat, and he had alrcad}- resolved

on a new polic\' b\' which the efforts

of Shaftcsbur}' might be held at ba}-.

of his reign he had clung to a system

of balance, had pitted Churchman against Nonconformist, and

Ashley against Clarendon, partly to preserve his own independ-

ence, and parti}- with a view of winning some advantage to the

Catholics from the political strife. The

temper of the Commons had enabled

Clarendon to baffle the King's efforts ; and

on his fall Charles felt strong enough to

abandon the attempt to preserve a political

balance, and had sought to carr\' out his

designs with the single support of the Non-

conformists. But the new policy had broken

down like the old. The Nonconformists

refused to betray the cause of Protestantism,

and Shaftesbur)', their leader, was pressing on measures Avhich

would rob Catholicism of the hopes it had gained from the

conversion of James. In straits like these Charles resolved

to win back the Commons by boldl)- adopting the polic\' on

WAIT S BADGE, LEICESTER.
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which the House v/as set. The majority of its members were s._cjv

Cavalier Churchmen, who regarded Sir Thomas Osborne, a Danev

dependant of ArHngton's, as their representative in the royal to

councils. The King had already created Osborne Earl of Danby, —
and made him Lord Treasurer in Clifford's room. In 1674 he

frankly adopted the policy of Danby and his party in the Parlia-

ment.

The polic}' of Danby was in the main that of Clarendon. He Danby

had all Clarendon's love of the Church, his equal hatred of Popery

and Dissent, his high notions of the prerogative tempered by a

faith in Parliament and the law. PL's first measures were directed

to allay the popular panic, and strengthen the position of James.

Mary, the Duke's eldest child, and after him the presumptive heir

to the Crown, was confirmed b}' the ro\'al order as a Protestant.

Secret negotiations were opened for her marriage with William of

Orange, the son of the King's sister ]\Iary, who if James and his

house were excluded stood next in succession to the crown. Such

a marriage .secured James against the one formidable rival to his

claims, while it opened to William a far safer chance of mounting

the throne at his father-in-law's death. The union between the

Church and the Crown was ratified in conferences between Danby

and the bishops ; and its first fruits were seen in the rigorous

enforcement of the law against conventicles, and the exclusion of

all Catholics from court ; while the Parliament which was assembled

in 1675 was assured that the Test Act should be rigoroush-

enforced. The change in the royal policy came not a moment too

soon. As it was, the aid of the Cavalier party which rallied round

Danby hardly saved the King from the humiliation of being forced

to recall the troops he still maintained in the French service. To

gain a majority on this point Danby was forced to avail himself of Danby

a resource which from this time played for nearly a hundred years Commons

an important part in English politics. He bribed lavishly. He
was more successful in winning back the majority of the Commons

from their alliance with the Country party by reviving the old spirit

of religious persecution. He proposed that the test which had been

imposed by Clarendon on municipal ofificers should be extended to

all functionaries of the State ; that ever\- member of either House,

every magistrate and public officer, should swear never to take

Vol. Ill—Part 30 4 X
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sec^iv arms against the King or to "endeavour any alteration of the
Danby
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Protestant rehgioii now established b}^ law in the Church of

England, or any alteration in the Government in Church and State

as it is by law established." The Bill was forced through the

Lords by the bishops and the Cavalier party, and its passage

through the Commons was only averted by a quarrel on privi-

lege between the two

Houses which Shaftes-

bury dexterously fanned

into flame. On the other

hand the Country party

remained strong enough

to hamper their grant

of supplies with condi-

tions unacceptable to the

King. Eager as they

were for the war with

France which Danb}'

promised, the Commons
could not trust the

King
; and Danby was

soon to discover how
wise their distrust had
been. For the Houses
were no sooner pro-

rogued than Charles re-

vealed to him the nego-

tiations he had been all

the while carrvins; on

with Lewis, and required
him to sign a treaty b\' which, on consideration of a >'earl\'

pension guaranteed on the part of France, the two sovereigns
bound themselves to enter into no engagements with other
powers, and to lend cacli other aid in case of rebellion in their
dominions. Such a trcat>- not only bound England to dependence
on France, but freed the King from all ParliamentarN' control
But his minister pleaded m vain for delay and for the advice of the
Council. Charles answered his entreaties b)- signing the treaty

SIGN OF THE BELL, KNIGHTRIDER STREET,
166S.

Guildhall ISIitseutn.
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with his own hand. Danby found hin:iscir duped by the King as

Shaftcsbui)' had found himself duped ; but his bold temper was

only spiu'red to fresh plans for rescuing" Charles from his bondage

to Lewis. To do this the first step was to reconcile the King and

the Parliament, which met after a prorogation of fifteen months.

The Countr\' party stood in the wa}' of such a reconciliation, but ^^^- 1677

Danb}' resolved to break its strength by measures of unscrupulous

vigour, for which a blunder of Shaftesbury's gave an opportunity.

Shaftesbury despaired of bringing the House of Commons, elected

as it had been fifteen )'ears before in a moment of religious and

SIGN OF THE BOAr's HEAD, EASTCHEAP.
Guildhall HTuscum.

political reaction, to any steady opposition to the Crown. He had
already moved an address for a dissolution ; and he now urged that

as a statute of Edward the Third ordained that Parliaments should
be held "once a year or oftener if need be," the Parliament by the
recent prorogation of a )-ear and a half had ceased legally to exist.

The Triennial Act deprived such an argument of any force. But
Danb)' represented it as a contempt of the House, and the Lords
at his bidding committed its supporters, Shaftesbury, Buckingham,
Salisbury, and Wharton, to the Tower. While the Opposition
cowered under the blow, Danby pushed on a measure which was
designed to win back alarmed Churchmen to confidence in the

4X 2
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Crown. By the l^ill for the security of the Church it was provided

that on the succession of a king not a member of the Established

Church the appointment of bishops should be vested in the existing

prelates, and that the King's children should be placed in the

guardianship of the Archbishop of Canterbury.

The l)ill however- failed in the Commons ;
and a grant of supply

was only obtained by Danby's profuse bribery. The progress of

the war abroad, indeed, was rousing panic in England faster than

SIGN OF THE ANCHOR, 1669.

Guildhall Muscuin.

Danby could allay it. New successes of the French arms in

Flanders, and a defeat of the Prince of Orange at Cassel, stirred

the whole country to a cry for war. The two Houses echoed the

cry in an address to the Crown ; but Charles parried the blow by

demanding a supply before the war was declared, and on the refusal

of the still suspicious House prorogued the Parliament. F^resh and

larger .subsidies from F^rance enabled him to continue this pro-

rogation for .seven months. But the silence of the Parliament did

little to silence the country ; and Danb\' took advantage of the
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popular cry for war to prcs;^ an energetic course of action on the

Kinc^. In its \\'ill to check French aggression the Cavaher party

was as earnest as the Puritan, and Danby aimed at redeeming

his failure at home b\' uniting the Parliament through a vigorous

1401
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SIGN OF AHRAHAM IIARTLETT, 167S.

Guildhall DInsciitu.

policy abroad. As usual, Charles appeared to give way. He was
himself for the moment uneasy at the appearance of the French on
the Plemish coast, and he owned that "he could never live at

ease with his subjects" if Inlanders were abandoned. He allowed
Danby, therefore, to press on both parties the necessity for mutual
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Sec. IV concessions, and to define the new attitude of England b}- a step

danby wliich was to produce momentous results. The Prince of Orange
1673
TO
1678

riUNCKSS MARY.
Ffvm an etching hy A. Mongin, in " J7.c Portfolio;' of a picture ly Sir J\ Lcly at Hainptc

Court.

was invited to England, and wedded to ]\Lary. the presumptive
heiress of the Crown. The marriage promised a close political
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union in the future with llulland, and a correspondinc;' opposition Sk.-. iv

to the ambition of France. With the country it was popular as a imnhy

Protestant match, and as ensurine: a Protestant successor to James. 10

1678
But Lewis was bitterly angered ; he rejected the English proposi-

tions of peace, and again set his army in the field. Danby was «^^"i''

ready to accept the challeno;c, and the withdrawal of the English ^V'tniaw
J ir fc. > t>

^ and Mary
ambassador from Paris w^as followed by an assembly of the Parlia- 1678

ment. A warlike speech from the throne was answered by a

warlike address from the House, supplies were voted, and an army

raised. But the actual declaration of war still failed to appear.

While Danby threatened P^rance, Charles was bu.sy turning the

threat to his own profit, and gaining time by prorogations for a

series of base negotiations. At one stage he demanded from Lewis

a fresh pension for the next three years as the price of his good

offices with the allies. Danby stooped to write the demand, and

Charles added, " This letter is written b}- my order, C.R." A force

of three thousand English soldiers were landed at Ostend ; but the

allies were already broken by their suspicions of the King's real

policy, and Charles soon agreed for a fresh pension to recall the

brigade. The bargain was hardly struck when Lewis withdrew the

terms of peace he had himself offered, and on the faith of which

England had ostensibly retired from the scene. Once more Danby

offered aid to the allies, but all faith in England was lost. One

power after another gave way to the new^ French demands, and July 1678

though Holland, the original cause of the war, was saved, the

Peace of Nimeguen made Lewis the arbiter of Europe.

Disgraceful as the peace was to England, it left Charles the The

master of a force of twenty thousand men levied for the war he piot

refused to declare, and with nearly a million of P'rench money

in his pocket. His course had roused into fresh life the old

suspicions of his perfidy, and of a secret plot with Lewis for the

ruin of English freedom and of English religion. That there was

such a plot we know ; and from the moment of the Treaty of

Dover the hopes of the Catholic party mounted even faster

than the panic of the Protestants, But the)- had been

bitterly disappointed by the King's withdrawal from his schemes

after his four years ineffectual struggle, and b\' his seeming-

return to the policy of Clarendon. Their anger and despair were
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revealed in letters from English Jesuits, and the correspondence

of Coleman. Coleman, the secretary of the Duchess of York,

and a busy intriguer, had gained sufficient knowledge of the

real plans of the King and of his brother to warrant him in

begging for money from Lewis for the work of saving Catholic

interests from Danby's hostilit)- b}' intrigues in the Parliament.

A passage from one of his letters gives us a glimpse of the

wild dreams which were

stirring among the hotter

Catholics of the time.

"They had a mighty work

on their hands," he wrote,

" no less than the conver-

sion of three kingdoms,

and b\' that perhaps the

utter subduing of a pesti-

lent heresy which had so

long domineered over a

great part of the northern

Colcnian epcamzn^l ul iVe/z^'

world. Success would give

the greatest blow to the

Protestant religion that it

smce Its

DESIGN I'ljR rL.A.VING-C.\KD, BY
\V. faitugrxe, 16S4.

British Museum.

had received

birth." The suspicions

which had been stirred in

the public mind mounted

into alarm when the Peace

of Nimeguen suddenly left

Charles master— as it

.seemed—of the position ;

and it was of this general

panic that one of the vile impostors who are always thrown to

the surface at times of great public agitation was ready to

take advantage by the invention of a Popish plot. Titus Oates,

a Baptist minister before the Restoration, a curate and navy
chaplain after it, but left penniless by his infamous character,

had sought l^rcad in a con\'ersion to Catholicism, and had been

received into Jesuit h.ou.ses at Valladolid and St. Omer. While
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Slc. IVhe remained there, he learnt the fact of a secret meeting- of the

Jesuits in London, which was probabl}' notliin^- but the usual

cong-i-CL^^ation of the order. On his expulsion for misconduct this

single fact widened in his fertile brain into a plot for the subver-

sion of Protestantism and the death of the King. Ills story was

laid before Charles, and recei\-ed with cool incredulity ; but -'^"i"- 1^78

Oates made affidavit

] )AKIJV

1(^73
-10

167S

r
of its truth before a

London magistrate. Sir

I'Ldmondsbur}- Godfrey,

and at last managed

to appear before the

Council. He declared

that he had been trust-

ed with letters which

disclosed the Jesuit

plans. The\' were stir-

ring rebellion in L'e-

land ; in Scotland they

disguised themselves as

Cameronians ; in Eng-

land their aim was to

assassinate the King,

and to lea\c the throne

open to the Papist

Duke of York. The

extracts from Jesuit

letters howexer which

he produced, though

the\' showed the dis-

appointment and anger

of the writers, threw no light on the monstrous charges of a

plot for assassination. Oates would have been dismissed indeed

with contempt but for the seizure of Coleman's correspondence

His letters gave a new colour to the plot. Danby himself,

conscious of the truth that there were designs which Charles

dared not avow, was shaken in his rejection of the disclosures,

and inclined to use them as weapons to check the King in his

DrOafes difcomi'ethpPlot

toy JCui^ aiidCoimccll

.

DESIGN FOR PLAYING-CARD, BY W. FAITHORNE,
16S4.

British Museum.
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Catholic polic}'. But a more dexterous hand had ah'eady seized

on the growing i:)anic. Shaftcsbur)', released after a long

imprisonment and hopeless of foiling the King's policy in any

other way, threw himself into the plot. "Let the Treasurer cry

as loud as he pleases against Popery," he laughed, " I will cry

a note louder." But no cry was needed to heighten the popular

frenzy from the moment

when Sir Edmonds-

bury Godfrey, the ma-

gistrate before whom
Oates had laid his in-

formation, was found

in a field near London

with his sword run

through his heart. His

death was assumed to

be murder, and the

murder to be an at-

tempt of the Jesuits

to " stifle the plot." A
solemn funeral added

to public agitation
;

and the two Houses

named committees to

Oates /lis depojiti ons.

investigate the charges

DESIGN FOR PLAYING-CARD, BY W. I'-AITHORNE

1684.

Biitish Museum.

made by Oates.

In this investiga-

tion Shaftesbur}' took

the lead. Whatever his

personal ambition may
ha\-e been, his public

aims in all that followed were wise and far-sighted. He aimed

Danby '^t forcing Charles to dissolve Parliament and appeal to the

nation. He aimed at driving Danbv out of office and at forcing

on Charles a ministry which should break his dependence on
P^rance and give a constitutional turn to his policy. He saw
that no security would really avail to meet the danger of a

Catholic sovereign, and he aimed at excluding lames from the

The
Fall of
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throne. But in pursuing these aims lie rested wholly on the

plot. He fanned the popular panic by accepting without question

some fresh depositions in which Oates charged five Catholic

peers with part in the Jesuit conspiracy. The peers were sent

to the Tower, and two thousand suspected persons were hurried

to prison. A proclamation ordered every Catholic to leave

London. The trainbands were called to arms, and patrols

paraded through the streets,

to guard against the Ca-

tholic rising which Oates

declared to be at hand.

Meanwhile Shaftesbury

turned the panic to politi-

cal account by forcing

through Parliament a bill

Cap

which excluded Catholics

from a seat in either

House. The exclusion re-

mained in force for a cen-

tury and a half; but it

had really been aimed

against the Duke of York,

and Shaftesbury was de-

feated by a proviso which

exempted James from the

operation of the bill. The

plot, which had been sup-

ported for four months by

the sole evidence of Oates,

began to hang fire ; but a

promise of reward brought

forward a villain, named Bedloe, with tales beside which those

of Oates seemed tame. The two informers were now pressed

forward by an infamous rivalry to stranger and stranger reve-

lations. Bedloe swore to the existence of a plot for the landing

of a Catholic army and a general massacre of the Protestants.

Oates capped the revelations of Bedloe by charging the Queen
herself, at the bar of the Lords, with knowledge of the plot to

fBcdlonr caityinj letteifs

to sot^aiane, I^ai^ts .

DESIGN FOR PLAYING-CARD, BY
W. FAITHORNE, 1 684.

Britisli ^luseiiiii.
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murder her husband. Monstrous as such charges were, they sf.c. iv

revived the waning frenzy of the people and of the two Houses. dandy

1673
The peers under arrest were ordered to be impeached. A new to

proclamation cjijoincd the arrest of every CathoHc in the .rcahTi. —
A series of judicial murders began with the trial and execution

of Coleman, which even now can only be remembered with

horror. But the alarm must soon have worn out had it only

been supported by perjur}-. What gave force to the false plot

was the existence of a true one. Coleman's letters liad won

credit for the perjuries of Oates, and a fresh discovery now won

credit for the perjuries of Bedloe. From the moment when the Lewis

pressure of the Commons and of Danby had forced Charles pj^f

into a position of seeming antagonism to France, Lewis had re-

solved to bring about the dissolution of the Parliament, the fall

of the Minister, and the disbanding of the army which Danby

still looked on as a weapon against him. For this purpose the

French ambassador had entered into negotiations with the leaders

of the Countr\' party. The English ambassador at Paris, Ralph

Montagu, now returned home on a quarrel with Danb\', obtained a

seat in the House of Commons, and in spite of the seizure of his

papers, laid on the table of the House the despatch which had

been forwarded to Lewis, demanding payment for the King's

services to France during the late negotiations. The House was

thunderstruck ; for strong as had been the general suspicion, the

fact of the dependence, of England on a foreign power had never

before been proved. Danby's name was signed to the despatch,

and he was at once impeached on a charge of high treason. But

Shaftesbury was more eager to secure the election of a new

Parliament than to punish his rival, and Charles was resolved

to prevent at any price a trial which could not fail to reveal the

disgraceful secret of his foreign policy. Charles was in fact at Dissolu-

Shaftesbury's mercy, and the end for which Shaftesbury had been of'^the

playing was at last secured. In January, 1679, the Parliament ^^rha-

of 1661, after the longest unbroken life in our Parliamentary

annals, was at last dissolved.
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